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SUMMARY 
This report illustrates the results of application to 
turbulence velocity records of several new methods for 
characterizing atmospheric turbulence that are described in 
Ref. 1. The methods illustrated include maximum likelihood 
estimation of the integral scale and intensity of records 
obeying the von Karman transverse power spectral form, con- 
strained least-squares estimation of the parameters of a 
parametric representation of autocorrelation functions, 
estimation of the power spectral density of the instantaneous 
variance of a record with temporally fluctuating variance, 
and estimation of the probability density functions of 
various turbulence components. The report also contains 
descriptions of the computer programs used in the computa- 
tions, and a full listing of these programs. The computa- 
tional methods illustrated herein were developed by the 
first named author. The computer programs and their explan- 
ation contained in the Appendices were written and exercised 
by the second named author. 
TURBULENCE MODEL 
In the work described in this report,+ we shall assume 
that the turbulence velocity Pecords under consideration can be 
modeled as 
w(t) = w,(t) + w,(t) 
= w,(t) + uf(t)z(t), 
where 





E(z(t)) = 0, E{z2(t)} = 1. (1.3) 
The three processes {w,(t)), {af(t)}, and {z(t)} are assumed 
to be stationary and mutually statistically independent. 
Furthermore, we shall assume that {z(t)) is a Gaussian pro- 
cess. The "slow" turbulence component w (t) is assumed to 
contain predominately very low frequencigs (or large wave- 
numbers) relative to the "fast" component wf(t) which may 
be regarded as ordinary turbulence with a slowly varying 
standard deviation af(t>. This model is more completely 
described in Section 1 of the companion report [a] or Section 
2 of its predecessor [s]. 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF THE INTEGRAL SCALE AND 
INTENSITY OF THE VERTICAL RECORD FROM FLIGHT 8 RUN 2 
(CONVECTIVE co~Dmot4s) 
The vertical record shown in Fig. 1 illustrates a tur- 
bulence velocity history with negligible low-frequency com- 
ponent w,(t). The power spectral density of the vertical 
record in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. The method used to 
compute the power spectral density of Fig. 2 is described in 
Appendix B of Ref. 2, where the value used for M was 6590.5 m 
which corresponds to 1024 temporal sample points. Before 
computing the power spectral density of the record, its mean 
value was computed and removed. 
Also shown in Fig. 2 is the von Karman transverse power 
spectral density 
aKT(k) = a2L 1+188.75L2k2 
[l+70.781,2k2111/6 
(2.1) 
The values of L and c2 in Eq. (2.1) - as plotted in Fig. 2 - 
are 
L = jog.4 m, c2 = 1.326 (m/sec)2. (2.2) 
These values were computed using the maximum likelihood method 
derived in Sec. 3 of Ref. 1. The specific equation used to 
compute the value of L in Eq. (2.2) was Eq. (3.26) of Ref. 1 
with the aid of Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) of Ref. 1. Details 
of this computation are described in Appendix F of Ref. 1. 
Using the value of L obtained by Eq. (3.26) of Ref. 1, 
",s* (3.25) of Ref. 1 was then used to compute the values of given in Eq. (2.2) above. 
The von Karman transverse spectrum shown in Fig. 2 pro- 
vides an excellent fit to the spectrum computed from the 
turbulence record. In particular, note that asymptotic 
(high wavenumber) slopes of the empirical and von Karman 
s 
up 
ectra agree very well. We also have computed the value of 
directly - by squaring and averaging the time history 
sample points. The value of a2 obtained in this manner was 
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FIG. 2. COMPARISON OF SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM COMPUTED FROM VERTICAL 
RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 1 AND MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FIT OF von KARMAN 
TRANSVERSE SPECTRUM. 
5 
The maximum likelihood method used to compute the value of 
o2 given by Eq. (2.2) is not the same as the squaring and 
averaging procedure used to compute the value of Eq. (2.3). 
However, quite remarkably, the two values agree to the first 
three significant figures. Since the assumption of a von 
Karman transverse spectrum was used in the computation of o2 
given by Eq. (2.2), the close agreement of the values of o2 
given by Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) provides verification of the 
excellent representation of the empirical spectrum that is 
provided by the von Karman transverse spectrum of Eq. (2.1). 
The autocorrelation function of the vertical record shown 
in Fig. 1 is compared in Fig. 3 with the von Karman transverse 
autocorrelation function: 
2/3 





B A 2fi r(11/6) 
5 Jx4/3) ' 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where the K,(e) in Eq. (2.4) are modified Bessel functions of 
the second kind of order n and r(m) is the gamma function. 
Values of the Bessel functions in Eq. (2.4) were obtained 
from the tabulation of p. 228 of Ref. 4, where we note that 
K -y3h) = KY,(x). The empirical autocorrelation function in 
Fig. 3 was computed from the vertical record of Fig. 1 by the 
method described in Appendix B of Ref. 2. Both autocorrela- 
tion functions shown in Fig. 3 are normalized to unity at the 
origin. The value of integral scale L used in the von Karman 
form of Eq. (2.4) is that given by Eq. (2.2). 
. . . AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
COMPUTED FROM RECORD 
- VON KARMANTRANSVERSE 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
WITH L= 309.4 m 
-0.2 - 
-0.3 I I I I I I I I I 
.O 500 1000 1500 
L 
2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 
FIG. 3. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM VERTICAL 
RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 1 AND von KARMAN TRANSVERSE AUTOCORRELATION 
FUNCTION. 
CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION 
FUNCTION PARAMETERS OF LATERAL RECORD FROM FLIGHT 32 RUN 4 
(WIND-SHEAR CONDITIONS) 
The lateral record shown in Fig. 4 illustrates a turbu- 
lence velocity history with a relatively strong low-frequency 
component ws(t). The power spectral density of the lateral 
record in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5 (solid dots), which was 
computed by the method described in Appendix B of Ref. 2 - 
the value of M used in the computation was 9613.3 m which 
corresponds to 1024 temporal sample points. Before computing 
the power spectral density of the record, its mean value 
was computed and removed. 
Also plotted in Fig. 5 is the von Karman transverse spec- 
trum of Eq. (2.1) evaluated from the parameters 
L = 265.5 m, a2 = 5.315 m2/sec2. (3.1) 
These parameter values were arrived at using the constrained 
least-squares estimation method described in Sec. 4 of Ref. 1. 
This method postulates that within an interval 0 5 5 2 CR, tne 
autocorrelation function of a record is of the form 
(3.2) 
where a&$K(c;L) is the appropriate (transverse or longitudinal) 
von Karman autocorrelation function, and the mth degree poly- 
nomial in Eq. (3.2) represents the autocorrelation function 
of the l'slow'l turbulence component w,(t) within the interval 
0 5 5 < <H- The least-squares estimation procedure constrains 
the relationship between a* and L using the portion of the 
wavenumber spectrum of the record (in the "high-frequency" 
region) between two wavenumbers kg and k, as described in 
Sec. 4 of Ref. 1, where in the present case, we used ki = 
10'3m'1 and k, = 4 x 10m2mm1. Equation (4.4) of Ref. lis 
the equation of constraint. The resulting relationship 
between a$ and L for the present example is plotted in Fig. 6. 
Figure 7 displays the autocorrelation function of the 
lateral record shown in Fig. 4. To determine the general 
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FIG. 4. TURBULENCE RECORDS CONTAINING STRONG "SLOW" COMPONENTS w,(t). [WIND SHEAR 
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FIG. 5. COMPARISON OF SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM COMPUTED FROM LATERAL 
RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 4 AND von KARMAN TRANSVERSE SPECTRUM OB- 
TAINED BY CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT TO THE (EMPIRICAL) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION. Von KARMAN SPECTRUM CHARACTERIZES 
"FAST" TURBULENCE COMPONENT ONLY. 
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200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
L.m 
FIG. 6. CONSTRAINT BETWEEN 0; AND L FOR CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTI- 
MATION PROCEDURE APPLIED TO LATERAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 4. 
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FIG. 7. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF LATERAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 4. 
12 
for the autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 7, the method 
was exercised a number of times for the values of 5, and m 
listed in Table 1. 
'Four autocorrelation function representations $(c) given 
by Eq. (3.2) for four different sets of values of CH and m 
are plotted on expanded scales in Fig. 8 along with the em- 
pirical autocorrelation function R(5) of the lateral record 
shown in Fig. 4. The von Karman transverse spectrum of 
Eq. (2.1) for one of these cases (CH = 5998.1 m and m = 3) 
is plotted in Fig. 5 for comparison with the "high-frequency" 
portion of the empirical spectrum. The values of L and 
a; = o2 used in the evaluation of Eq. (2.1) shown in Fig. 5 
are those given by Eq. (3.1), which were taken from Table 1. 
From Fig. 5, we see that the asymptotic slope of the empirical 
spectrum is somewhat steeper than the -5/3 slope of the von 
Karman spectrum. Hence, for this record, one of the basic 
assumptions in the constrained least-squares fit method is 
not well satisfied. Because of this discrepancy in slopes, 
none of four curves a(C) shown in Fig. 8 fits well the "van 
Karman" region of the autocorrelation function near 5 = 0. 
Nevertheless, the knee of the von Karman spectrum shown in 
Fig. 5 would appear to have about the right position. 
Figure 9 displays the autocorrelation function of the 
lateral component of the wind shear record with the von Karman 
autocorrelation component cr&$K(S;L) removed. That is, the 
solid curve in Fig. 8 is the autocorrelation function R(c) 
of the lateral record shown in Fig. 4 after subtraction of the 
von Karman autocorrelation function component 
(3.3) 
evaluated from Eq. (2.4) with the values of L and c2 given by 
Eq. (3.1). The dashed curve is the cubic (3rd degree of 
polynomial) that best represents the solid curve in an inte- 
gral least-squares sense over the lag region from 0 to 10,000 
meters. We see from Fig. 9 that a third-degree polynomial 
represents very nicely the autocorrelation function of the 
slow turbulence component w,(t) over a 10,000 meter lag in- 
terval. Such polynomial representations are the characteriza- 
tions suggested in Sec. 1 of Ref. 1 for describing the "slow" 
turbulence component w,(t) for aircraft response calculations. 
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1004.5 1 5.518 281.5 52.28 46.77 
1999.6 1 6.486 361.1 51.68 45.19 
3004.2 1 6.046 324.1 51.76 45.14 
3004.2 2 5.793 303.6 51.81 46.02 
4496.9 2 5.428 274.7 51.96 46.53 
5998.9 2 5.265 261.8 51.99 46.73 
5998.9 3 5.315 265.5 51.98 46.66 
7998.6 3 4.459 201.0 52.29 47.83 
9998.2 3 4.742 221.8 52.20 47.46 
9998.2 4 4.530 206.3 52.28 47.75 
Exact value of R(0) is 53.66 m2/sec2. 
I--’ 
TABLE 1. CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION PARA- 
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FIG. 8. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM LATERAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 4 AND 
CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT OF AUTOCORRELATION MODEL OF EQ. (3.2). 
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FIG. 9. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION R(S) OF LATERAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 4 MINUS 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION op $K(S;L) OF von KARMAN COMPONENT AND INTEGRAL LEAST-SQUARES 
THIRD-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION. 
CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION 
FUNCTION PARAMETERS OF LATERAL RECORD FROM FLIGHT 30 RUN 8 
(MOUNTAIN-WAVE CONDITIONS) 
The lateral record shown in Fig. 10 illustrates a record 
with an exceptionally strong low-frequency component w,(t) 
relative to the "fast" component wf(t). Figures 11 to 15 
illustrate, respectively, the same quantities for the lateral 
record shown in Fig. 10 that Figs. 5 to 9 displayed for the 
lateral record in Fig. 4. Similarly, Table 2 displays for 
the lateral record in Fig. 10 quantities comparable to the 
quantities displayed in Table 1 for the lateral record in 
Fig. 4. Computations of the material in Table 2 and Figs. 11 
to 15 were carried out using the same methods as in the case 
of Table 1 and Figs. 5 to 9. 
The value of M used in computing the empirical spectrum 
in Fig. 11 was 10,089 m which corresponds to 1024 temporal 
sample points. The von Karman transverse spectrum plotted in 
Fig. 11 was computed using the parameter values 
L= 128.9 m, c2 = 0.684 m2/sec2 (4.1) 
which correspond to the case CR = 2295.6 meters and a 2nd 
degree polynomial (m=2) in the autocorrelation function 
representation of Eq. (3.2). 
In computing the constraint relationship between (~8 and 
L displayed in Fig. 12, the lower and upper wavenumbers used 
were k R = 10W3m-l and k, = 4 x 10e2mm1. 
Discussion. The four fits to the empirical autocorrela- 
tion function shown in Fig. 14(a) illustrates misleading results 
that the method described in Sec. 4 of Ref. 1 can yield when it 
is not used properly. Although each of the four fits pro- 
vided by Eq. (3.2) to the empirical autocorrelation function 
appears reasonable to the eye, reference to Table 2 shows 
that the largest integral scale obtained for these four cases 
is that corresponding to '$R = 699.5 meters and m = 1 which 
yielded L = 118.6 meters, whereas the next largest value of 
L for the four cases is L = 
896’.6 meters and m = 2. 
69.9 meters for the case CR = 
The discrepancy between these two 
values of L is quite large. The problem here is that the 
polynomial in the right-band of Eq. (3.2) is actually repre- 
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FIG. 10. TURBULENCE RECORDS CONTAINING EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG "SLOW" COMPONENTS w (t). 
[MOUNTAIN WAVE CONDITIONS. AIRCRAFT SPEED 197 m/set (646 ft/sec).] (%ef. 3, 









. SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER 
SPECTRUM COMPUTED FROM 
RECORD, u* =29.2 m*/SEC* 
. 
- VON KARMAN TRANSVERSE 
SPECTRUM WITH 
cr*=0.684m*/SEC* 
. L = 128.9m 
: 
. . 
FIG. 11. COMPARISON OF SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM COMPUTED FROM LATERAL 
RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10 AND von KARMAN TRANSVERSE SPECTRUM OB- 
TAINED BY CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT TO THE (EMPIRICAL) AUTO- 
CORRELATION FUNCTION. Von KARMAN SPECTRUM CHARACTERIZES “FAST” 
TURBULENCE COMPONENT ONLY. 
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FIG. 12. CONSTRAINT BETWEEN cr2 AND L FOR CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION PROCEDURE APPLIED 
TO LATERAL RECORD SHdWN IN FIG. 10. 
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FIG. 13. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF LATERAL RECORD SHOW IN FIG. 10. 
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FIG. 14(a). COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM LATERAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10 
AND CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT OF AUTOCORRELATION MODEL OF EQ. (3.2). VALUES OF 
CH USED IN OBTAINING THE ABOVE RESULTS WERE TOO SMALL. 
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E FIG. 14(b). COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM LATERAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10 
AND CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT OF AUTOCORRELATION MODEL OF EQ. (3.2). 
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FIG. 15. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION R(E) OF LATERAL RECORD 
SHOWN IN FIG. 10 MINUS AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION a+(c;L) OF 
von KARMAN COMPONENT AND INTEGRAL LEAST-SQUARES THIRD-DEGREE 
POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION. 
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TABLE 2. CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION PARA- 
METERS FOR MOUNTAIN-WAVE LATERAL RECORD 
5, m $ L 
m2/sec2 
f(o) a, al a2 
m m 
502.5 0 .g44 
699.5 1 .651 
699.5 2 .467 
896.6 2 .495 
1103.5 3 l 455 
1300.5 3 .4go 
1704.5 4 .474 
217.2 28.97 28.03 
118.6 29.12 28.47 -.1O9xlO-2 
57.1 29.35 28.89 -.376x10-~ .340x10-~ 
69.9 29.26 28.76 -.272~lO-~ .187x10-~ 
50.8 29.38 28.92 -.43gxio'2 .612x10-~ 
67.4 29.30 28.81 -.331x10-~ .373x10-~ 
60.2 29.37 28.89 -.431x10-~ .670x10-~ 
2295.6 2 .684 128.9 29.07 28.39 -.821x10-~ .171x10-~ 





a,=. 119 lo-= 
-.g33xlo-10 
Exact value of R(0) is 29.22 m2/sec2 
autocorrelation function that occurs near the origin 5 = 0. 
When this misleading behavior takes place, the value of c$ in 
Eq. (3.2) obtained by the least integral-squared fit is some- 
what smaller than it should be; hence, the value obtained for 
the integral scale L also is too small as can be seen from 
Fig. 12. This misleading behavior can largely be avoided by 
choosing 5~ as large as pos.sibZe and m as small as possible 
consistent with achieving a "reasonable" representation of 
the autocorreZation function of the 
the poZynomia1 in Eq. (3.2).* 
"~2023" component w,(t) by 
Following this rule, we would 
never expect to have to choose m larger than 3. Mathematically, 
this misleading behavior is a consequence of the fact that the 
polynomial in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2) is not ortho- 
gonal to the von Karman autocorrelation function which is 
the first term in the right-hand side. 
In the present example, this problem is aggravated by 
the fact that the asymptotic slope of the empirical spectrum 
shown in Fig. 11 is somewhat steeper than the -5/3 asymptotic 
slope of the von Karman spectrum also shown in Fig. 11. 
(Thus, in this case also, one of the basic assumptions used 
in developing the method is not satisfied by the turbulence 
data.) 
If we follow the above italicized rule, we see from the 
empirical autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 14(a) that .for 
5 larger than about 750 meters, we cannot reasonably use m = 1 
[which is a linear approximation to the autocorrelation func- 
tion of the "slow" component w,(t)]; however, if we let m 
increase to a value of 2 (quadratic approximation) then we 
can reasonably choose CH to be 2200 meters. Using < 
! 
= 2295.6 
meters and m = 2, we obtained the fit shown in Fig.1 (b) which 
yielded the values of L and oh given by Eq. (4.1). 
Upon first inspection of Fig. 11, the value of L = 
128.9 m given by Eq. (4.1) appears too small. However, 
closer inspection shows several (about 4) weak resonances 
between k = 7.5 x 10-4m'1 and k = 1.43 x 10B3m", with the 
spectrum dropping off fairly abruptly beyond the latter 
value until it almost reaches the von Karman curve. Hence, 
we should expect several weak oscillations in the autocorrela- 
tion function with periods equal to the reciprocal values of 
the above frequencies - i.e., 
lo3 
periods ranging from 0.70 x 
= 700 m to 0.13 x lo4 = 1300 m. Referring to Fig. 14(b), 
we see that our least-squares fit underestimates the empirical 
autocorrelation function at the origin, overestimates at 
*Trade-off criteria between choices of 5, and m are discussed 
in detail in Appendix G of Ref. 1. 
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5 = 350 m and again underestimates at 5 = 700 m, which accord- 
ing to the above is one period of the oscillation with the 
smallest period. At 5 = 750 m we see another peak in the 
empirical autocorrelation function, which is the period of 
the resonance located in the spectrum slightly to the left 
of the resonance at k = 1.43 x 10m3mD1. Looking back in the 
region of 5 I 350 to 400 m in Fig. 14(b), we see that these two 
oscillations have added in phase in that region to produce 
a relatively large discrepancy between the empirical auto- 
correlation function and our least squares fit. Finally, in 
the region of Fig. 14(b) between 5 = 1200 m and 5 ='1450 m we 
observe all 4 of the above oscillations adding almost in 
phase in this region - as expected from the appearance of 
the spectrum. Hence, some destructive interference must have 
occurred in the region near 5 = 750 m which further explains 
why the discrepancy between the empirical and least-squares 
curves is less near 5 = 750 m than near E; = 350 m. Hence, 
the main discrepancies between the empirical and least-squares 
fit of the autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 14(b) can be 
explained by the approximately 4 weak resonances between 
k = 7.5 x 10B4mm1 and 1.43 x 10-3m'1 in Fig. 11. If these 
resonances were removed from the empirical spectrum shown in 
Fig. 11, the knee of the von Karman curve would appear to be 
in about the right position. Hence, the values of L and c2 
given by Eq. (4.1) - which characterize the von Karman com- 
ponent of the turbulence - appear to be about right. 
Finally, we note that the presence of spectral peaks or 
"resonances" such as those discussed above will tend to bias 
the values of L and c2 obtained using the maximum likelihood 
method developed in Sec. 3 of Ref. 1 since this method assumes 
that the turbulence obeys the von Karman spectral form. In 
contrast, such spectral peaks produce oscillations in the 
autocorrelation function, and the constrained least-squares 
estimation procedure developed in Sec. 4 of Ref. 1 tends to 
average out - i.e., ignore - these oscillations. The con- 
strained least-squares procedure therefore should produce 
better estimates of the integral scale and intensity of the 
von Karman component of turbulence records in these situations. 
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CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES AND MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION PARAMETERS OF VERTICAL RECORD FROM 
FLIGHT 30 RUN 8 (MOUNTAIN-WAVE CONDITIONS) 
Figures 16 to 20 illustrate, respectively, the same quan- 
tities for the vertical record shown in Fig. 10 that Figs. 11 
to 15 displayed for the lateral record in Fig. 10. Similarly, 
Table 3 displays for the vertical record in Fig. 10 quanti- 
ties comparable to the quantities displayed in Table 2 for 
the lateral record in Fig. 10. The compulations for the 
material in Table 3 and Figs. 16 to 20 were carried out using 
the same methods as used in the cases of Tables 1 and 2 and 
Figs. 5 to 15. 
The value of M used in computing the empirical spectrum 
in Fig. 16 was 10,089 m which corresponds to 1024 temporal 
sample points.' This is the same value of M as used in compu- 
tation of the spectrum in Fig. 11 for the lateral component. 
The von Karman transverse spectrum plotted in Fig. 16 
was computed using the parameter values 
L= 68.4 m, u2 = 0.470 m2/sec2 (5.1) 
which correspond to the case 5~ = 1202 meters and a second 
degree polynomial (m=2) in the autocorrelation function re- 
presentation of Eq. (3.2). 
In computing the constraint relationship between af and 
L displayed in Fig. 17, the lower and upper wavenumbers used 
were the same values as those used in the previous two 
examples - namely, kR = 10-3m-1 and k, = 4 x 10B2mB1. 
Discussion. The vertical record displayed in Fig. 10 
is much better behaved than either of the previous two records 
studied, and this improved behavior is reflected in our 
results. The record is better behaved for four reasons: 
(1) the asymptotic slope of the empirical spectrum shown in 
Fig. 16 agrees very well with the asymptotic slope of -5/3 
of the von Karman spectrum; (2) the empirical spectrum in 
Fig. 16 has a better developed "knee" than the empirical 
spectra shown in Figs. 5 and 11; (3) the fractional energy 
in the "resonances" in the spectrum in Fig. 16 is less than 
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FIG. 16. COMPARISON OF SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM COMPUTED FROM VERTICAL 
RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10 AND von KARMAN TRANSVERSE SPECTRUM OB- 
TAINED BY CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT TO THE (EMPIRICAL) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION. Von KARMAN SPECTRUM CHARACTERIZES 
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FIG. 17. CONSTRAINT BETWEEN o; AND L FOR CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMtTION PROCEDURE APPLIED 
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FIG. 18. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10. 
[FROM MAT PROJECT, NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER.] 
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FIG. 19. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10 
AND CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT OF AUTOCORRELATION MODEL OF EQ. (3.2). 
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FIG. 20. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION R(c) OF VERTICAL RECORD 
SHOWN IN FIG. 10 MINUS AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION O@K(~;L) of 
von KARMAN COMPONENT AND INTEGRAL LEAST-SQUARES THIRD-DEGREE 
POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION. 
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TABLE 3. CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION PARA- 
METERS FOR MOUNTAIN-WAVE VERTICAL RECORD 
'H m a+ 
m m2/sec2 
295.6 o .486 
798.1 1 .462 
798.1 2 .423 
995.1 1 .446 
995.1 2 .474 
1202.0 1 0437 
1202.0 2 .470 
1399.0 1 .443 
1399.0 2 .443 
2502.5 1 .488 
2502.5 2 .42g 
2502.5 3 .422 
















1.872 1 l 39 
1.877 1.42 -.157x10-3 
1.877 1.45 -.350x10+ 
1.874 1.43 -.192x10+ 
1.876 1.40 -.745xlo-4 
1.874 1.44 -.21oxlo-3 
1.876 1.41 -.g4gXlo-4 
1.875 1.43 -.2o1X1o-3 
1.875 1.43 -.1g8x10-3 
1.881 1.39 -.148x10-~ 
1.874 1.45 -.255x10-3 
1.874 1.45 -.280~10-~ 
1.870 1.38 .11oxlo-3 







Exact value of R(0) is 1.812 m2/sec2. 
"oscillations" in Fig. 19 with those in Figs. 8 and 14(b), and 
finally (4) the fraction of the "power" of the record in the 
von Karman component is larger than in the previous two cases 
as is most easily seen by comparing Fig. 18 with Figs. 7 and 
13. 
In view of the above considerations, it is not surprising 
to see relatively less spread in the values of L shown in 
Table 3 than found in either of the previous two cases. Ex- 
amination of the empirical autocorrelation function in Fig. 
19 shows that the largest value of 5H for which we can expect 
a 2nd degree polynomial to represent well the autocorrelation 
function component from the 
is about CH = 1200 m. 
"slow" turbulence component w,(t) 
Hence, the values of L and (5: from 
Table 3 that we choose to use for our von Karman curve in 
Fig. 16 were those given by Eq. (5.1) which were obtained . 
using <H = 1202 meters and m = 2. 
the case CH 
Values of L and c$ from 
= 798 meters and m = 1 also would have provided 
reasonable choice (L = 66.4 meters and a$ = 0.462 m2/sec2 as 
would have been the values obtained from the case 5 
7 
= 995 
meters and m = 2 (L = 69.8 meters and 0-t = 0.474 m2 sec2>. 
Very little discrepancy is found in the values of L from 
these three choices. 
Maximum LikeZihood Estimation of Integral ScaZe and 
Intensity of von Karman Component. The knee in the empirical 
spectrum shown in Fig. 16 is sufficiently well developed to 
apply the maximum likelihood method described in Sec. 3 of 
Ref. lto estimate the values of L and c2 of the von Karman 
component of the record. The likelihood equations were 
solved using spectrum sample points in the range from k = 
6.5 x 10m4m-l to k = 3 x 10m2mm1, which the reader may verify 
from Fig. 16 as the range dominated by the von Karman part 
of the spectrum. Values of L and c2 obtained using the maxi- 
mum likelihood method were 
L= 70.0 m, c2 = 0.456 m2/sec2. (5.2) 
Very little difference is observed among the various values 
of the integral scale cited above. 
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WAVENUMBER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF INSTANTANEOUS VARIANCE OF "FAST" 
COMPONENT OF VERTICAL RECORD FROM FLIGHT 30 RUN 8 
(MOUNTAIN-WAVE CONDITIONS) 
In Sec. 6.2 of Ref. 5, a method was developed for esti- 
mating the wavenumber spectrum of the instantaneous variance 
a?(t) of the fast component wf(t) of a turbulence record, 
where time is translated to the spatial variable x using the 
relationship x = Vt where V is the aircraft speed. The pro- 
cedure used to compute the wavenumber spectrum of o:(t) is 
as follows: 
(1) High-pass filter the record to eliminate the low 
frequency component w,(t). In our computations with the 
vertical record from Flight 30 Run 8, we used first and 
second order digital Butterworth filters as described in 
Chapter 12 and Appendix C of Ref. 6. 
(2) Find the wavenumber spectral density and autocorrela- 
tion function of the high-pass filtered record using the 
method described in Appendix B of Ref. 2. 
(3) Square the high-pass filtered record and find the 
wavenumber spectral density and autocorrelation function of 
the squared high-pass filtered record using the method 
described in Appendix B of Ref. 2. 
(4) Compute the wavenumber spectrum of c%(t) using the 
formula: / 












where p,(c) is the Papoulis window function [7] 
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fi (sin$( + (,-$$)cos$, IEI 'M 
9 ICI >M- (6.2) 
see Appendix B of Ref. 2. Equation (6.1) is essentially the 
same as Eq. (6.49) of Ref. 5 except for translation of time t 
to distance x using x = Vt where V is aircraft speed, and 
inclusion of the Papoulis window p,(S) to smooth the fluctua- 
tions normally associated with power spectral estimates of 
empirical waveforms. The aircraft speed for Flight 30 Run 8 
was 197.05 m/set and the value of M used was 10,089 m which 
corresponded to 1024 sample points. 
The wavenumber spectra obtained by the above procedure 
are shown on log-log coordinates in Fig. 21 for three differ- 
ent high-pass filter cutoff frequencies (wavenumbers), where 
NS designates the number of filter sections used [s], and kc 
designates the (3 dB) cutoff frequency (wavenumber) of the 
filters. 
Except for statistical fluctuations associated with the 
finite length of the record, the wavenumber spectra @ 2(k) 
Of 
should be independent of kc if our basic turbulence model 
w,(t) = c+(t) z(t) (6.3) 
is valid. From Fig. 21, we see that good agreement among the 
three spectra is obtained for values of k < 10B3rne1. 
For values of k > 10W3m-l, the three spectra are shown 
vertically separated to avoid confusion among the three 
spectra. The agreement in the wavenumber range k > 10m3rnm1 
is poorer. However, in this wavenumber region, the locally 
stationary assumption leading to Eq. (6.34) of Ref. 5 is not 
valid - that is, a basic assumption in the derivation of 
Eq. (6.1) above is that the spectral content of c$ is negli- 
gible in the region k > 10-3m-1. Hence, the spectra in 
Fig. 21 in the region k > 10'3m-1 cannot be believed. 
The same three spectra of Fig. 21 are plotted on linear 
coordinates in Fig. 22 for the wavenumber region k < 10e3rnm1 
where the spectra are believed to be valid. 
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FIG. 21. WAVENUMBER SPECTRA OF INSTANTANEOUS VARIANCE a;(t) OF "FAST" 
COMPONENT wf(t) OF VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10. THE THREE 
SPECTRA SHOWN WERE COMPUTED FROM THE SAME RECORD USING THREE 
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FIG. 22. WAVENUMBER SPECTRA OF INSTANTANEOUS VARIANCE o;(t) OF “FAST” COMPONENT wf(t) OF 
VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10. THE THREE SPECTRA SHOWN WERE COMPUTED FROM THE 
SAME RECORD USING THREE DIFFERENT HIGH-PASS CUTOFF WAVENUMBERS. 
0.2 xlb 
The three high-pass filter cutoff wavenumbers used in 
obtaining the spectra of Figs. 21 and 22 may be compared with 
the spectrum of the vertical record w(t) for Flight 30 Run 8 
shown in Fig. 16. 
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PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF INSTANTANEOUS VARIANCE a;(t) 
AND SLOW TURBULENCE COMPONENT w,(t) OF VERTICAL RECORD FROM 
FLIGHT 30 RUN 8 (MOUNTAIN-WAVE CONDITIONS) 
ProbabiZity density of .jCt). In Sec. 6.3 of Ref. 5, a 
method is developed for estimating the probability density of 
the instantaneous variance o;(t) of the "fast component" wf(t) 
of our turbu$ence model. Using that method, the probability 
density of of(t) for the vertical record shown in Fig. 10 was 
estimated using moments of of(t) through orders 3, 4, 5, and 
6. A high-pass two stage digital Butterworth filter [s] with 
cut-off wavenumber kc = 3 x 10'3m'1 was used in this procedure. 
The resulting probability densities obtained using Eq. (6.77) 
of Ref. 5 are plotted in Fig. 23 for the cases where moments 
through the third and sixth were used. The cases using moments 
through the fourth and fifth fell between the two curves shown 
in Fig. 23. All four approximations are sufficiently close 
to one another so that little practical significance can be 
ascribed to their differences. 
Each of the four computed density functions had an inte- 
grable singularity at the origin. Thus, neither of the two 
curves shown in Fig. 23 has a finite value at 0: = 0. The 
reason for the integrable singularity at the origin is 
apparent when we examine the vertical record shown in Fig. 10. 
In the region between about 9 min 0 set and 9 min 45 set, the 
fgst turbulence component wf(t) is virtually absent; hence, 
of(t) is very nearly zero during this time interval. This 
behavior is undoubtedly responsible for the singularity in 
~(a$) at u% = 0. 
The probability density function of a+(t) is useful for 
calculation of aircraft-response mean exceedance rates. See 
Eq. (4.8) of Ref. 5. 
ProbabiZity density of w,(t). In Sec. 6.4 of Ref. 5, 
a method is developed for estimating the probability density 
of the *'slow** 
time history. 
turbulence component w,(t) from a turbulence 
Using that method, the probability density of 
w,(t) for the vertical record shown in Fig. 10 was estimated 
using moments of w,(t) through the fourth. This technique 
also requires the moments through the fourth of the fast 
turbulence component wf(t) which were obtained using a high- 
pass two stage digital Butterworth filter [s] with cut-off 
wavenumber kc = 3 x 10-3m-' as before. The probability 
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FIG. 23. PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF INSTANTANEOUS VARIANCE o;(t) OF 
THE "FAST" COMPONENT wf(t) OF VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10. 
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density of ws(t) is actually computed using Eq. (6.93) of 
Ref. 5, and is displayed in Fig.. 24 for the vertical record 
shown in Fig. 10. Also shown there is the Gaussian density 
function with the same mean and variance. 
The main purpose in estimating the probability density 
of w (t) is to make a first check on the assumption that 
w&Y is a stationary Gaussian process. Considering the 
obviously small number of statistical degrees-of-freedom in 
the component w,(t) of the vertical record shown in Fig. 10, 
we conclude from Fig. 24 that the deviation of the probability 
density of w,(t) from the Gaussian curve is not statistically 
significant. 
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-- GAUSSIAN DENSITY m 
WITH SAME MEAN 
AND VARIANCE 
FIG. 24. ESTIMATE OF THE PROBABILITY DENSITY OF THE "SLOW" COMPONENT w (t) 
OF THE VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10 USING THE GRAM-CHARLIER 
EXPANSION AND MOMENTS THROUGH THE FOURTH. 
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,CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION 
FUNCTION PARAMETERS OF LONGITUDINAL RECORD FROM FLIGHT 30 
RUN 8 (MOUNTAIN-WAVE CONDITIONS) AND VERTICAL AND 
LONGITUDINAL RECORDS FROM FLIGHT 32 RUN 4 
(WIND-SHEAR CONDITIONS) 
Here, we discuss collectively the results from three 
records, the longitudinal record from Flight 30 Run 8 
(mountain-wave conditions) and the.vertical and longitudinal 
records from Flight 32 Run 4 (wind-shear conditions). This 
completes all three records from Flight 30 Run 8 and Flight 
32 Run 4. 
The power spectral density computed from the longitudinal 
record of Fig. 10 is shown by the solid dots in Fig. 25, and 
the power spectral densities computed from the vertical and 
longitudinal records of Fig. 4 are shown by the solid dots 
in Figs. 26 and 27,respectively. All three of these spectra 
were computed by the method described in Appendix B of Ref. 2. 
The value of M used in the computation involving the mountain- 
wave record was 10,089 m as before, whereas the value of M 
used in the compulations involving the wind-shear records 
was 9613.3 m. These values of M correspond in each case to 
1024 sample points. Before computing these power spectra, 
the mean values of the records were computed and removed. 
Von Karman longitudinal spectra are also plotted in 
Figs. 25 and 27 using solid lines, and the von Karman trans- 
verse spectrum of Eq. (2.1) is shown by the solid line in 
Fig. 26. The von Karman longitudinal power spectrum is 
described by 
QKL(k) = 2a2L 1 
[1+70.78L2k2]5/6 ' 
(8.1) 
The values of o2 and L for the von Karman spectra are given 
in each of the three figures. These values of cr2 and L were 
arrived at using the constrained least-squares estimation 
method described in Sec. 4 of Ref. 1, which postulates that 
the autocorrelation functions are of the form of Eq. (3.2), 
where a2$K(c;L) is the appropriate form (transverse or 
longitu inal) f; of the von Karman autocorrelation function. 
In obtaining the von Karman spectra shown in Figs. 25 and 
27, we used a value of m = 3, whereas m = 4 was used in 
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FIG. 25. COMPARISON OF SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM COMPUTED FROM 
LONGITUDINAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 10 AND VON KARMAN 
LONGITUDINAL SPECTRUM OBTAINED BY CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES 
FIT TO THE (EMPIRICAL) AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION. VON 














l COMPUTED FROM RECORD 
u2 = 6.05 mYsec2 
VON KARMAN TRANSVERSE 
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FIG. 26. COMPARISON OF SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM COMPUTED FROM 
VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 4 AND VON KARMAN TRANSVERSE 
SPECTRUM OBTAINED BY CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT TO THE 
(EMPIRICAL) AUT~C~RRELATION FUNCTION. VAN KARMAN SPECTRUM 








SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM 
l COMPUTED FROM RECORD 
U2 = 20.1 m2hc2 
VON KARMAN LONGITUDINAL 
SPECTRUM WITH 
- U2 = 5.12 m2/sec2 
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FIG. 27. COMPARISON OF SMOOTHED WAVENUMBER SPECTRlM COMPUTED FROM 
LONGITUDINAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 4 AND VON KARMAN LONGI- 
TUDINAL SPECTRUM OBTAINED BY CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT 
~0 THE (EMPIRICAL) AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION. VAN KARMAN 
SPECTRUM CHARACTERIZES "FAST" TURBULENCE COMPONENT ONLY. 
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obtaining the solid curve in Fig. 26. The values of 5~ used 
in Figs. 25 through 27 were, respectively, CR = 1300.5 m, 
t," ~,~~~l,~,~~,~~~ 2 ; f",'~$m- Values40xf h&;$ku ;-=",d 
and k, = . 
equation of constraint used in the least-squares method for 
the mountain-wave longitudinal component is shown in Fig. 28. 
The equations of constraint for the other two components were 
not plotted. 
Figures 29 through 31 show the autocorrelation functions 
of the three records under consideration. The autocorrela- 
tion function shown in Fig. 29 is dominated by the "slow" 
component, whereas the "slow" component contributes relatively 
little to the autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 30. The 
relative contribution of the "slow" component to the auto- 
correlation function shown in Fig. 31 is midway between the 
other two cases. 
The autocorrelation function representation, Eq. (3.2), 
provided by the constrained least-squares estimation pro- 
cedure of Ref. 1 is shown plotted in Figs. 32 through 34 for 
the three records under consideration. Each figure contains 
the results of several pairs of the parameters CR and m. 
We may observe from these figures that the constrained least- 
squares fits 9(C) of Eq. (3.2) to the autocorrelation functions 
computed directly from the records are, in general, quite 
good. 
Figures 35 through 37 show the autocorrelation function 
representations of the "slow" turbulence component 
m . 
$,(E) = 1 aiS' 
i=O 
(8.2) 
obtained after removal of the von Karman component CS~$ 
obtained in the constrained least-squares procedure. 5 
(S;L) 
he 
value m = 3 was used in all three fits. Figures 35 through 
37 were computed by first subtracting from the empirical 
autocorrelation functions R(S) the von Karman autocorrelation 
functions with parameters o2 and L as given in Figs. 25 
through 27 respectively. The resulting differences, 
R(E) - a2$K(E,L) are shown by the solid lines in Figs. 35 








FIG. 28. CONSTRAINT BETWEEN c+ AND L FOR CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES 
ESTIMATION PROCEDURE APPLIED TO LONGITUDINAL RECORD 
SHOWN IN FIG. 10. 
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FIG. 29. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF LONGITUDINAL RECORD SHOWN IN 
FIG. 10 (MOUNTAIN-WAVE CONDITIONS). [FROM MAT PROJECT, 
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SPATIAL LAG &rn 
FIG. 30. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN 
FIG. 4 (WIND-WEAR CONDITIONS). [FROM MAT PROJECT, 
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER.] 
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FIG. 31.. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF LONGITUDINAL RECORD SHOWN IN 
FIG. 4 (WIND-SHEAR CONDITIONS). [FROM MT PROJECT, NASA 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER.] 
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FIG. 32. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM LONGITUDINAL RECORD 
SHOWN IN FIG. 10 AND CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FIT OF AUTOCORRELATION 
MODEL OF EQ. (3.2). 
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FIG. 33. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN 
IN FIG. 4 AND CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES FlT OF AUTOCORRELATION MODEL OF EQ. (3.2). 
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FIG. 34. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FROM LONGITUDINAL RECORD SHOWN 
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FIG. 35. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION R(g) OF LONGITUDINAL RECORD SHOWN IN 
FIG. 10 MINUS AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION u;$$;L) OF VON KARMAN COMPONENT 
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FIG. 36. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION R(c) OF VERTICAL RECORD SHOWN IN FIG. 
MINUS AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION a&&;L) OF VON KARMAN COMPONENT AND INTEGRAL 
4 
LEAST-SQUARES THIRD-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION. 
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F.IG. 37. COMPARISON OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION R(e) OF LONGrTUDINAL RECORD SHOWN 
IN FIG. 4 MINUS AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION a;$&;L) OF VON KARMAN COMPONENT 
AND INTEGRAL LEAST-SQUARES THIRD-DEGREE POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION. 
of Eq. (8.2) to the functions R(S) - a;$K(S,L) over the lag 
interva 1s 0 < 5 < 10,000 m using the third-degree polynomial 
Cm = 3) of Ea. (8.2). These third-degree polynomial repre- 
sentations are shown by the dashed lines in Figs. 35 through 
37. 
Tables 4 through 6 show the values of us, L, 2(O), and 
a, through am for each combination of values of CR and m 
used in the constrained least-squares fit of Eq. (3.2) to 
the autocorrelation functions of each of the three records 
under consideration. With the exception of the cases where 
m= 1, we observe relatively little spread in the values of 
the integral scale L of the von Karman component in each of 
Tables 4 through 6. 
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cn TABLE 4. CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN-WAVE LONGITUDINAL RECORD 
6, m af2 L 
m m2/sec2 m +U a0 al a2 a3 
995.1 1 .550 60.4 18.221 17.671 -.582x10-~ 
995.1 2 .481 47.2 18.221 17.740 -.82gx1o-3 .1g8x1o-6 
1300.5 2 l 475 46.1 18.220 17.744 -.837x10-~ .193xlo-6 
1300.5 3 .465 44.1 18.220 17.755 -.88gx1o-3 .266x10-~ -.31ox1o-'o 
2197.1 3 .414 34.5 18.223 17.809 -1.146x10-~ .589x10-" -.143x10-~ 
2197.1 4 .443 39.8 18.221 17.778 -.g77xlO-3 .310x10-~ .3o3x1o-1o 
ah=-. 365x10-l3 
Exact value of R(0) is 18.147 m2/sec2 
TABLE 5. CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
PARAMETERS FOR WIND-SHEAR VERTICAL RECORD 
5, m $ L @$) a, al a2 a3 a4 
m m2/sec2 m 
2497.2 1 5.102 154.3 6.090 .989 - .518x10-~ 
2497.2 2 4.858 142.6 6.066 1.208 - .gogx10-3 .13gx10-5 
4496.9 2 5.036 151.1 6.095 1.058 - ~12x10'~ .g86xio'5 
4496.9 3 4.710 135.6 6.070 1.360 -1.303x10-~ .388x10-~ -.4ox10-~~ 
7501.0 3 4.775 138.6 6.066 1.291 -1.106~10-3 .258x10+ -.18~10-~~ 
7501.0 4 4.881 143.6 6.073 1.192 - .gogx10-3 .154x10-~ .25xio-"l -.13x10-l4 
9003.1 4 4.709 135.5 6.065 1.356 -1.249 1O-3 .340~10-~ -.34x10-lo .11xlo-14 
Exact value of R(0) is 6.053 m2/sec2. 
TABLE 6. CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
PARAMETERS FOR WIND-SHEAR LONGITUDINAL RECORD. 
'H m 4 L 4JO) a, al a2 a3 a4 
m m2/sec2 m 
1699.2 2 5.200 175.3 20.430 15.230 -.197xlO-2 .486~10-~ 
2102.9 3 4.262 128.7 20.705 16.443 -.536x10-~ .370x10-5 -.1ox1o-8 
2'497.0 3 5.120 171.0 20.406 15.286 -.1gox1o-2 .384x10+ -.29x10-'0 
3098.0 4 4.965 163.2 20.482 15.517 -.258x1r2 .108x10-~ -.35x10-~ .6x10-l3 
3605.0 4 5.016 166.0 20.347 15.330 -.149x1O-2 -.5ggx10-6 .56x10-' -1.0x10''3 
Exact value of R(0) is 20.072 m2/sec2. 
METHODS FOR COMPUTATION OF THE INTEGRAL SCALE AND INTENSITY 
OF THE "SLOW" TURBULENCE COMPONENT 
If q(c) is the autocorrelation function of a turbulence 
record which is a function of the spatial lag variable 5, 
and 
cl2 E G(O) (9-l) 
is the mean-square value of the record, then the integral 
scale L is defined as [p. 43 of Ref. 81 
$(S)dE. (9.2) 






since G(c) is an even function of 5. 
(9.W 
From Eqs. (9.2) and 
we may express the integral scale in terms of Q(O) as 
L= A- Q(O) . (9.5 
202 
In the case of the von Karman transverse wavenumber 
spectrum which we have chosen to characterize the "fast" 
turbulence component, we have instead of Eq. (9.5), 
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@KTm = c;Lf , (9.6) 
according to Eq. (3.18) on p. 80 of Ref. 1, where in Eq. (9.6) 
we have used subscripts f to denote characteristics of the 
fast turbulence component. From Eqs. (9.5.) and (9.6), we see 
that there is a factor of two between the definition Lf for 
the von Karman transverse integral scale and the definition 
given by Eq. (9.5). This is customary - e.g., see Ref. 9. 
Let us denote the wavenumber spectra of w(t), w,(t) and 
wf(t) in our turbulence model of Eq. (1.1) by Qw(k), as(k), 
and @f(k). Then, from the assumed statistical independence 
of {ws(t)) and {w,(t)}, it follows that 
cPw(k> = Qs(k) + Qf(k) ; (9.7) 
hence, 
@S 
(0) = Qw (0) - Qf (0) ’ (9.8) 
Applying Eq. (9.5) to the slow turbulence component, and 
using subscripts s to denote "slow," we have 
Ls = -L- OS(O) . 
20; 
(9.9) 
If we now recognize that the fast turbulence component whose 
spectrum is @f(k) has been modeled by the von Karman trans- 
verse spectrum; hence, Qf(k) = @KT(k), we may combine Eqs. 
(9.6), (9.8), and (9.9) to yield the desired expression for 
the integral scale of the slow turbulence component: 
Ls = -$ r@,m-~;Lfl , 
S 
(9.10) 
where all quantities on the right-hand side are easily esti- 
mated from methods discussed earlier. The mean-square value 
ug of the slow component is obtained from the mean-square 
value of the original record and the mean-square value of the 
fast component by subtraction: 
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0; = CT2 - u; 
W (9.11) 
as may be seen from Eq. (9.7). 
InitiaZ evaluations of L for the first three records dis- 
cussed in this report. The ;arameters required to evaluate 
Ls for the first three records with a "slow" component 
discussed earlier in this report are listed below in metric 
system units. 
Flt. 32 Run 4 Flt. 30 Run 8 Flt. 30 Run 8 
(Wind Shear Lat.) (Mt. Wave Lat.) (Mt. Wave Vert.) 
Qw(0) 3.001x105m3/sec2 2.187x105m3/sec2 8.502x103m3/sec2 
u2 
W 53.66 m2/sec2 29.23 m2/sec2 1.812 m2/sec2 
G 5 l 315 m2/sec2 0.684 m2/sec2 0.470 m2/sec2 
Lf 265.5 m 128.9 m 68.4 m 
Substitution of the above parameters into Eqs. (9.10) and 
(9.11) yields the following values for the integral scale Ls 
of the slow turbulence components of the three records: 
wind-shear lateral: LS = 3090 m 
mountain-wave lateral: L 
S 
= 3829 m 
mountain-wave vertical: Ls = 3156 m. 
Discussion. Rough checks may be made for each of the 
above values of L, by comparing them with plots of the auto- 
correlation functions of the slow turbulence components 
shown in Figs. 9, 15, and 20 respectively. From the defini- 
tion of L given by Eq. (9.2), it is evident from the above 
mentioned figures that each of the values of L, given by 
Eq. (9.12) is too small. The reason that these computed 
values of Ls are too small may be seen from Eq. (9.10). To 
compute them, we used the values of the smoothed spectra 
a,(O) evaluated at k = 0. The process of smoothing the 
wavenumber spectra to get improved statistical reliability 
reduced the values of the wavenumber spectra evaluated at 
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k = 0. Hence, we require an alternative method to estimate 
the integral scales L,. Such an improved method has been 
developed in Appendix H of Ref. 1. This method is based 
directly on integration of the autocorrelation function 
representation of Eq. (8.2) after extrapolating its "tail" 
using a decaying exponential with continuous slope at 
5 = c)+ The resulting formula for L, derived in Appendix H 
of Ref. 1 [Eq. (H.14)] is 
Ls = -& 5 5, 
5 j+l _ 
0 j=O j+l 
I 
(9.13) 
where a,, l **, a, are the coefficients of the autocorrelation 
representation of Eq. (8.2), and <H = 10,000 m is the upper 
limit of the lag parameter used in the integral least-squares 
fit. 
Improved evaZuations of L, for the three records from 
FZight 30 Run 8 and the three records from FZight 32 Run 4. 
Using the autocorrelation function representation of Eq. (8.2) 
with m = 3 over the interval 0 2 5 5 10,000 m that is dis- 
played for the six records of interest by the dashed lines 
in Figs. 9, 15, 20, 35, 36, and 37, we have computed L, 
using Eq. (9.13). The resulting values of integral scale 
are shown in Table 7. 
TABLE 7. VALUES OF INTEGRAL SCALE L, OF THE SLOW TURBULENCE 
COMPONENT COMPUTED USING EQ. (9.13). 
wind-shear lateral Fig. 9 Ls = 8,511 m 
mountain-wave lateral Fig. 15 Ls = 37,094 m 
mountain-wave vertical Fig. 20 Ls = 4,997 m 
mountain-wave longitudinal Fig. 35 Ls = 32,384 m 
wind-shear vertical Fig. 36 Ls = 825 m* 
wind-shear longitudinal Fig. 37 Ls = 17,052 m 
*The value of L, = 825 m for the wind-shear vertical case is 
completely unreliable because of the behavior of the auto- 
correlation function representation of Eq. (8.2) shown in 
Fig. 36. 
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From examination of the dashed autocorrelation function 
representations in each of the above cited figures, we 
can conclude that the method of Eq. (9.13) should provide 
reasonable values of L, for all records except the wind- 
shear vertical record whose autocorrelation function is 





INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The Appendices to this report document the following com- 
puter programs developed to characterize nonGaussian atmospheric 
turbulence records relevant to aircraft response calculations: 
a. maximum likelihood estimation of the integral scale 
and variance of von Karman turbulence, 
b. constrained least-squares estimation of turbulence 
autocorrelation function parameters, 
C. power spectral density of the instantaneous variance 
o%(t), 
d. probability density estimation of the instantaneous 
variance o;(t) and the "slow" turbulence component 
w,(t). 
I 
The turbulence models used to develop these programs are described 
in BBN Report 4319, Characterization, Parameter Estimation, and 
Aircraft Response Statistics of Atmospheric Turbulence (Ref. 1). 
These Appendices explain the program usage, program inputs 
and outputs, and give typical teletype printouts. Included 
are source program listings and printouts of typical output 
data files. The programs were written in FORTRAN IV. The 
notation used in this report is consistent with that of the 
above cited reference. 
The source program and subroutine listings are contained 
in Appendix F in alphabetic order by program name. The source 
programs and subroutines contain comment statements to aid the 
user in following the flow of the computations. 
Table 8 contains a summary of the purpose of each program, 
subroutines required, and the form of the input/output of each 
program. 
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TABLE 8. ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE MODELING PROGRAMS. 
Main 



























compute oil(k), R%(c), 6o(k) turhulmce 
samples. 
(PHILK): Ok(k) 
TTY inputs (A~JT~): RI1(S) 
(DSPS): 0&k) 
computes 
E(L), LG(ki,L), @K(5) data file 
(PHILK) ana 
(1.G) :L,G (ki) 
and @K(k) TTY inputs (PHIxI): aK(E) 
(PHIK): OK(k) 
computes proven spectrum auto- turbulencz 
correlation for nonGaussian tur- 
(PHIL.K): QQ(k) 
bulence samples - similar to (AUTO): R(C) 
ATURB2 (DSPS) : @o(k) 
computes 02(Lj). .I=],...15 (PHILKX) TTY : 
TTY input.s a%]) 
computes a(E) TTY inputs (JTM~): s(E) 
(ITMPL): 
o; L$K(kL) 
D.l.l ATURBL CFFT 
HPDES 
SIMP 
Filter data, produce power 




TTY inputs (AUT~):R~~(E) 
TTY inputs 
D.l.l ATURLA CFFTl Filter data, square, produce same 
(cont.) HPDES power spectrum and auto- 
(FPSD2):oQ(k) 
as 
SIMP correlation above (AUTF2):R,z(S) h 
D.1.2 ITEM3 CFFI'l compute R z(5), @oZ(k) 
uf 
(AUTO) 
f (AUTF2) & 
(RSIGF):R~~(S) 
TTY inputs (PHIF):bf:k) 
[kl [kl [kl 
E.l.l MOMENT BIN computes a , a turbulence TTY: moments w Y, 
, a 
t ' samples & listed to 
[kl TTY input left 
and a 2 
"f 
k=l,...S 
E.1.2 GDIST6 GAM probability density pu2 TTY input TTY output 
f 
E.1.3 ITEM4 FACl probability density p, 
s 
lTY input (PROB):~ & TTY 
output % 
*Data files in parentheses. 
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APPENDIX B 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF THE INTEGRAL SCALE AND VARIANCE 
OF von KARMAN TURBULENCE 
Two main programs, ATURB2.F4 and.PART2.F4, are used in com- 
putjng the integral scale and variance of von Karman turbulence. 
The development of the maximum likelihood estimation technique 
is discussed in Sec. 3 of Ref. 1 and Appendix F of Ref. 1. The 
first program, ATURB2, computes the two sided power spectrum, 
%, the autocorrelation function, R (5), and the two sided smoothed power spectrum, @p(k), of the turbulence record, w(t), 
being processed. The second program, PART2, calculates the 
integral scale of the stationary turbulence sample and its 
variance. 
A fast Fourier transform subroutine is utilized in computing 
the power spectra and autocorrelation function. The positive 
frequency domain values of the spectra and the values of the 
autocorrelation function are stored in three separate output 
data files. The data file PHILK, containing Sj values, is used 
by the program PART2. In addition to computing the integral 
scale and variance, PART2 computes the von Karman autocorrelation 
function @K(c) and von Karman SpeCtI?Um @KT(k) Using Values Of o2 
and length scale L determined by the program. 
Program Outlines and Usage 
Program ATURB2. F4: Computes the two sided power spectrum, 
Sj 9 of turbulence data, the autocorrelation function $I, and 
smoothed power spectrum a. 
a. Subroutines 
. 
1. CFFT - fast Fourier transform routine 
ii. SIMP - integration by Simpson's rule. 
b. Inputs* [from the teletype (TTY) unless otherwise noted] 
i. speed of craft in m/set - (V)f 
ii. number of points in Fourier transform (NPTS) and 
power of two of that number (MPWRN) 
iii. number of points in turbulence record (NOPTS) and 
sampling rate of data (SRATE) 
*Unless otherwise noted a "G" format is used for numerical inputs 
from the teletype. 
TAlphanumerics in parenthes%s represents equivalent variable name 
in source program. 
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iv. number of points for smoothed power spectrum 
(MPTS) and power of two of that number (MPWRM) 
V. name of data file (A5 format) containing tur- 
bulence values w(t) and number.of points in 
the array (NXRAY; input file has 0 to NXRAY-1 
points divided into 4 columns with a format of 
4 (E15.7); input values in units of ft/sec - 
program converts values to m/set); this data 
file is read by the program. 
vi. answer yes (Y) if program check on integration is 
desired (value printed on TTY should equal value 
printed in data file) or no (N) if program check 
is not desired. 
C. Outputs (to various data files or to the TTY) 
i. data file, PHILK, containing positive frequency 
(k) domain values of power spectrum Sj, equation 
3.27, Ref. 3. 
ii. data file, AUTO, containing autocorrelation values 
iii. data file, DSPS, containing values of the smoothed 
power spectrum 
d. Example 
A typical teletype printout of the execution of this 
program is shown in Fig. B.l. The user supplied information dis- 
cussed in b is underlined in the example. The first page of 
each output file mentioned is shown in Figs. B.2 through B.4. 
Program PART2.F4: Computes theintegral scale, L, of a 
stationary turbulence sample and its variance (Eq. 3.25, Ref. 1). 
a. Subroutines: 
i. GAM - computes gamma function I' 
ii. AK and AKDAT - compute modified Bessel functions 
of fractional orders l/3 and 2/j, AK uses data 
stored in AKDAT 
iii. SIMQ - simultaneous linear equation routine from 
the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package 
iv. PARAB - curve fitting routine 
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l HTURB2 I CFFT 9 S I t’lP% 
HTURB2 36K COREI 212 WORSJS FREE 
LOADER USED 33+5K CORE 
EXIT. 
-T 
Z’SAVE CORE FROM) 20 <TO) 777777 <IIN> RTURB2. SHV CNEU F I LEI 
GGT 
INPUT SPEED OF CRAFT G’lCi.EC~ 
187.76 
INPUT TOTAL NO, OF POINT8 TO BE USED IN 2L M. OF DATR 
HND POWER OF TWO OF THHT NO. 
16384 
14 
INPUT NO. OF POINTS OF UCX> TO BE RERD 
AND SAMPLING RATE OF I)HTR f453Pq .irs 
INPUT VRLUE RF MPTS 
HND POWER OF TWO OF THAT NO. 
INPUT UHTft FILE NHME THHT CONTAINS SHMPLES 
OF WCX> AND NO. POINTS NXRAY 
1 NASH 
14592 
PERFORM INTEGRATION CHECK CY OR N) Y 
program output should match 
value of U* of data files 
INTEGRHL OF PHI OF L CK> = 0.4802E+O2 
0.35’34628E- U2 0. oouucloo 1478369. 0. u00uu00 intermediate 
848732.1 B. 0u000u0 2445.30 . 9 - 0.000006U output, useful 





848688.2 244518.3 118146.2 
CPU TIME: 4: 0.23 ELAPSED TIME: 10: 5.85 
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED 
EXIT. 
“C 
FIG. B.l. TTY PRINTOUT FOR RUNNING PROGRAM ATURB2. 
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: <RFTSHl?F>PHILK.DAm:5 mn 7-Nov-77 9:47All PAGE 1 
DATA PrtJ? CREATED BY PROGRAM ATrJRB2 
POWSR SDECTR!Ifl OF "HT OF L(K) 
DATA T?RFN FROY FILE VFRT 
32768 DA”b ‘J0TNT.S WLRR WFED IN 2L = 210894 .E460 UETER 
1024 DATA !'OTN+i'FS W!??F USRD IN 1 = 6590.4639 UETER 
9968 YFFCIS W'?tF ADDFn TO DATA 
WFFN VALUE OF W(X) = P.R3463??-Ql U/SEC 
REFY SO. VPLWS = 8. i 3385E+ff i (W/SEC) **z 
<Ii AP L'(Y)**2> = 1.33Q5 
PRTNTOUT OF TFrR VALlIIIS OP THE POWER SE'ECTRlJR 
K 
Q. PQP4W' 





























7. bP5 2P+03 




















































FIG. B.2. OUTPUT DATA FILE. PHILK. 





























: <RPISBEB>AUTUSV.CAT;l Fri 28-Apr-78 4 :51 Ptl PAGE 1 
L AUTO renamed to AUTWSV 
DATA PILE CREATED BY PROGRAR ATURBZ 
AIJTOCORRELAIION OF STATIONABY SAHPLE 
DA!YA TAKEN PROH FILE NASV 
16384 DATA POINTS WERE USED IN 2L = 153812.9928 CIETEB 
1024 DATA POINTS PERE US-ED IN CI = 9613.3120 HETER 
1796 ZEROS WERE ADDED TO DATA 
MEAN VALUE OF U(X) = -0.437573-01 H/SEC 
MEAN SQ. VALUE = 0.605343+01 (K/SEC)**2 
<I OF L(x)**2> = 6.0533 
TRUCATION.POINT YAS 13000.00 IYETERS 
YHXCH CONTAINS 1384 POIN'IS 
PRINTOUT OF THE VALUES OF !tHE AUTOCORRELATION 
0.00;0000 6.::3274 RL/R0 
1.e00000 
9.388000 5.531511 0.9138348 
18.77600 5.046111 e.8336167 
28.16400 4.635600 0.7658efa3 
37.55200 4.277285 8.7066e68 
46.94000 3.941774 0.6511604 
56.32800 3.612517 0.596737 7 
65.71600 3.323236 0.5489980 
75.10400 3.083437 0.5e93834 
au.4 9200 2.885883 0.4767475 
93.88000 2.686956 e.4438840 
103.2680 2.529167 0.4178180 
112.6560 2.397351 0.3960421 
122.0440 2.274019 0.3756676 
131.4320 2.177932 e.3597940 
110.8200 2.081459 0.3438562 
150.2080 1.975035 e.3269362 
159.5965 1.874748 0.309706 8 
168.9840 1.79CE49 e.2 568393 
178.3720 1.730489 0.2858766 
187.7600 1.661303 e.2744470 
197.1480 1.577359 0.2605794 
206.5360 1.491435 0.24638U6 
215.9240 1.401096 0.2314689 
225.3120 1.312728 e-2168625 
FIG. 6.3. OUTPUT DATA FILE AUTO. 
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I CRFISHEP>~SPS~,DAT)I Fri 281Apr-78 4t52PM PACE 1 
c Renamed from DSPS 
DATA FILE CREATED BY PROGRAM ATUR62 
SMOOTHED l?OWER SPkCT~llM PHI OF p(K) 
DATA TAKEN FpOM OATA FILE NASV 
16384 OATA POINTO WERE USED IN 2L = 
1024 OAT4 POINTS WERF USED 14 M m 
153012’.9920 METER 
9613.3121 METER 
MEAN VALvF: OF w(X) 3 
MEAN SO: VALvE = 
-0,43757E-01 n/SEC 
s.6@534Et01 (*r/SEC)**2 
<W OF L(X)r+2> = 6.0533 
1796 ZEROS WERE AoDrD TO DPTA 
RL(0) = N;6fl53E+Ml 
PRINTOUT OF vAL'JES kF THE SMOOTHEO POWER 















































FIG. B.4. OUTPUT DATA FILE DSPS. 
SPECTRUM 
































number of data points 
(DELK); and step size 
program automatically 
containing Se values 
summation in&ex N(N); 
(NPTS); step size of k 
0f 5 (DELX) 
calls in data file "PHILK" 
initial estimate of L 
(ALV(1)); and step size of L (AL%TPL) 
program prints computed values of E(L), E(L+AL) 
and questions whether the values are positive 
and negative (opposite signs) - answer yes (Y) 
or no (N); the program then outputs the inter- 
polated value of L; this value, L', is used to 
compute the new values of E(L') and E(L'+AL/lO) 
again the program questions whether the values of 
E(L) and E(L+AL/lO) are of opposite sign; if the 
answer is yes (Y) the program computes the final 
value of L, if the answer is no (N) the program 
has to be restated with a new value of L [abort 
(A) program1 
after program computes and prints out value of 
o2 the program can be aborted (A) or continued 
(C) for the computation of LG(k.,L) Eq. 3.35, 
Ref. 1, and the von Karman spec rum and auto- 2 
correlation. 
C. outputs 
. 1. values of L and a2 (Eq. 3.25, Ref. 1) are printed 
out on TTY 
ii. data file LG containing values of LG(kj,L) (Eq. 
3.35, Ref. 1) 
iii. data file PHIXI containing values of the 
von Karman autocorrelation function: 
213 O,(E) =i2’ 2 r+ (SS/L)1’3Kl,3(&‘L) 
-gK -2/3(8S/L) 
which is similar to Eq. 4.48, Ref. 1. 
IV. data file PHIK containing values of the von Karman 
spectrum ?KT(k) or Fj(L), Eq. 3.20, Ref. 1. 
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d. Example 
A typical teletype printout of this interactive program 
is shown in Fig. B.S. Again, the user supplied information is 
underscored. Examples of the first page of the output data files 
are shown in Figs. B.6 through B.8. 
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PART2 24K CORES 899 WRDS FREE 
LtlfWER USED 26+5K CtlRE 
EXIT. 
^C 
,3SAVE (CORE FROHD 20 <TO) 777777 <ON> PRRT2.SHV [NEW FILES 
XT 
INPUT NO. EIF POINTS TO BE REfWt I)ELKpDELX 
~~450-~,.741~935E-~~~~.43~ , 
INPUT NtLt & STEP SIZE CtF L 
-j-AL g l i*L r . - .- 
UN 1 PftSS E = -p.88+4976E-03 
0,4644040E-02 
& T&E&E.=mD NED, E-S <y OR N) LwIf answer is no restart 
program with another 
FOR 2 PASS INTERPOLi3TTED L = 309,8796estimate of L 
ON 3 PASS E = 0,9391967E-04 
ON 4 PAS8 E = -0.5123543E--03 
FtRE THERE PUS, AND NE6, E”S 0’ OR N) 1 
FOR 4 PASS INTERWLflTTED L = 309.4071 
CONTINUE IJR ABORT? <C q IR A> L 
SIG2 = l-326393 
CONTINUE OR HBCIRT? <C IIR A) L 
EXIT 
FIG. B.5. TTY PRINTOUT FOR RUNNING PROGRAM PART2. 
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I <RFfSHER>LG:DAT,l Wed 26-Apr-70 12114PM PAGE 1 
OUTPUT bF lTf?M 1, PART 4, PHASE 
CREATED FY PROGRAM CARTS 


















































































































































FIG. B.6. OUTPUT DATA FILE LG. 
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: <QF~!=YEQ>PATY~.nAT:4 non 7-Nov-77 4:37PH PAGE 1 
DATA PTLE C.RFATED !3Y E'qOGRAY PART2 
f'JITPllT FOR PART 7 OF Il'l?:n J,PAASE TI 
CALCnL9TTONS OF VON-KARHF.N AlJTOCORRELATION FN 
$$S)+--Comment: headings not 
0.9711831 correct in main program 








































-a. i 347734E-ai 
-0.1267253E-Ql 


























































































FIG. 8.7. OUTPUT DATA FILE PHI’XI. 
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: <QFT?APR>PYI~.DI": 1 Ron 7-Now77 4:37Pu 
?!3T 4 'AITA 
K ,DRIK fc CCI?D 
@.4741699P-a5 610.4475 
B. 9483399F-05 41fl.6035 
@.lU22514F-04 410.@626 
P. 189668UE-a4 411.2235 
@.237?850E-C'4 411.6845 
fl.28U=jQ2@E-f?4 412.2432 







a. 6678379F-P4 1419.6374 
P.71125U9F-mb 421.0711 
P. 75&j719F-,ZU 422.3873 
0.8060889E-"4 423.750a 
T.8535@59=-"4 






P. q957569E-P4 429.5402 
P.l0U3174E-g3 u.31. euP6 







P.l U2251@E-"3 442.8254 
fl.l469927E-93 444.1835 
P.l517344E-e3 44 5.4982 
0.1564761P-13 4b6.7650 
Pr. 161217’3r-!?3 447. 9793 




'2'. 1849263%-fl7 453.1312 
U. 189668PP-87 453.9548 















































2.432225 line UP with 
2.4%946 columns 









































FIG. B.8. OUTPUT DATA FILE PHIK. 
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APPENDIX C 
CONSTRAINED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF TURBULENCE 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION PARAMETERS 
This series of programs computes the maximum likelihood esti- 
mate of c$ and length scale L for nonGaussian atmospheric tur- 
bulence. The method used is generally described in Sec. 4 of 
Ref. I. The computer method used to compute a2 vs L is similar 
to that already discussed in Sec. B.l. The program, PART5, is 
used to compute up to 15 pairs of a2(L);L values. 
These values are used by program FINAL according to the method 
outlined in Sec. 4 of Ref.'1 to determine of and L. There are 
several versions of FINAL tailored to particular turbulence cases. 
Only one example is covered by this report. 
Program Outlines and Usage 
Program ATURB3.F4: Computes the two sided power spectrum, 
the autocorrelation function, and smoothed power spectrum 
the nonGaussian turbulence samples. Usage of this program is 
similar to that outlined in Sec. B.l.l of this report. 
Program PART5.F4: Computes u2 for up to 15 different values 
of length scale L (Eq. 4.46, Ref. 1). 
a. Subroutines - none 
b. Inputs 
i. number of data points (M41); step size of k(DELK); 
and step size of 5 (DELX) 
ii. whether turbulence record is transverse (T) or 
longitudinal (L) 
iii. program reads in data file (PHILK) containing values 
of Si computed by ATURB3. 
iv. lower and upper bounds of k (KL,KU) and number of 
data points between the two limits (N) 
V. index counter (J) [from 1 to a limit of 15 
successively] and value of integral scale L (AL) 
Vi. option to continue or abort program after each 
computation of a2(L>. 
C. outputs 
I. index counter (J) and calculated value of c2 for 




A typical TTY interaction is shown in Fig. C.1. 
Program FINAL.F4: Computes constrained least-squares esti- 









AK1 and AKDAT - similar to AK and AKDAT described 
in Sec. B.l.l except more data points are contained 
in AKDAT 
GAM and SIMQ - described in Sec. B.l.l 
PAR1 and PAR2 - curve fitting routines 
DGELG - simultaneous linear equation routine using 
double precision - from the IBM Scientific Sub- 
routine Package 
TRAP3 and TRAP6 - subroutines for integration by 
trapezoidal rule 
ANRPl - interpolation routine 
SIMP2 - integration by Simpson's rule 
viii. Function DECT and subroutine SET are incorporated 
in the main program body of FINAL. 






if the program has been executed once and the 
contents of all registers saved answer yes (Y) 
and the program will skip the input data phase 
(skip to step vi), otherwise answer no (N) 
input step size of 5 (DELX) and number of combina- 
tions of o2 and L pairs that have been computed 
previously and edited into the main program FINAL 
(maximum of 11, indexed from 0 to 10). [Since 
these values are placed in the main body of the 
program there are different versions of FINAL for 
each different turbulence record] 
is turbulence record transverse (T) or longitudinal 
CL)? 
integer value of cH/L-(NXIH), <H(EH), and value of 
m (MM) used in the summation of Eq. 4.1, Ref. 1. 
program automatically reads in data from file AUTO 
which contains values of the autocorrelation 
function computed by program ATURB3 
[program prints out value of @(c,)l 
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_. __.____.__.____,..__, _._., .,_.. . . . . ,,. . __ . .__m.-m.-....m_.- - . . . . ..mm... _.-.......... . _. _.. -.. -. 
S’LLIADER 
+?HRTSS 
PRRTS 16K CORE, 1022 WORDS FREE 




INPUT NO. IIF POINTS TO BE READI DELKvDELX 
1291693.09744513E-0699 .8525 
IS RECORD TRANSVERSE OR LONGITUDILINAL <T OR L> L 
INPUT KL3KU.N 
324,12916,12592 
INPUT JsL i,eo. 
FOR J = 1 SIG2 = 0.3392710 
PICK ANOTHER J-L <‘I’ OR N) 1: 
INPUT JIL 1?25. 
FOR J = 1 SIG2 = 0.3340475 
PICK ANOTHER JvL <Y m PO y- 
INPUT J-L 3r:35. 
FOR J = 3 SIG2 = 0.35 1735’3 
PICK HNOTHER JvL <Y OR N) L 
INPUT J,L u 
FOR .J = 4 SIG2 = 0.3832800 
PICK HNOTHER J,L <Y OR N) L 
INPUT J,L 5r55. 
FOR J = 5 SIG2 = 0.4192905 
PICK HNOTHER J.L <y OR N> u 
INPUT J,L 6-65. 
FOR J = 6 ?I,52 = 0.4566356 
PICK FINOTHER J-L (Y q R ri) u 
INPUT J,L 7375. 
FOR J = 7 SIG2 = 0.4940900 
PICK ANOTHER J-L (Y OR N) u 
INPUT J-L- 
FOR J = 8 SIG2 = 0.5311373 
PICK HNOTHER JI L <Y OR N) y 
INPUT .JI L m 
FOR J = 9 SIG2 = 0.5675591 
PICK ANOTHER J-L (Y OR N> & 
CPU TINE: 4:18.85 ELAPSED TIME: 14:46.23 




FIG; C.1. TELETYPE PRINTOUT FOR RUNNI’NG PAkT5. 
- 
Vi. choose an inptial value of a2 and its associated 
array index i; i.e., 
Lib2>, 
which index i in the array, 
u2 is closest to; the array Li(a2) was 
discussed in Sec. C.1.3b ii. 
[program then prints out interpolated value of L 
for o2 value chosen; the value of dL/da2 (Eq. 4.47, 
Ref. 1); and IER should equal 4 or there is an 
error in the simultaneous linear equation routine] 
[program outputs solution of CY~ as explained in 
Sec. 4, Ref. 1, pages 106-109. When ogNPUT s 
%JTPUT a solution has been reached] 
vii. Stop loop if O;NPUT = oiUTPUT; if equality is not 
reached program reverts to step vi above, if 
equality is reached latest value of a2 becomes aa 
[if equality is reached the program outputs the 
interpqlated value of the length scale L associated 
with af and the coefficients of the polynomial 
approximation to the autocorrelation function of 
the slow component as discussed in Eq. 4.1 of 
Ref. 11 
viii. input value of step size of k (DELK) 
save image of core if program is to be rerun 
C. Output data files 
i. data file ITM2 contains values of the autocorrela- 
tion function $(5) 
ii. data file ITM2L contains values of the normalized 
spectra o;LQK(kL), Eq. 4.16, Ref. 1, 
d. Examples 
Figure C.2 is an example of the execution of program FINAL 
while the first pages from data files ITM2 and ITM2L are shown 
in Figs. C.3 and C.4. 
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FINAL 17K CORE, 245 WORDS FREE 
LOADER tJSED 20+5K CORE 
EXIT. 
AC 
BSRVE (CORE FROM) 20 (TO> 777777 ION> FINAL.SRV16 CNEH VERSIONI 
:$,ST 




IS RECORD TRRNSVERSE OR LONGITUDIONAL (T OR Li' T 
INPUT HIGHEST INDEX OF XI, EHI B Mv 122,1202.005,1 
RLtNXIH, = 1.186804 
SIMPSONS RULE IJSED IN 158. I6 UP TO L INDEX = 5 
PICK H SIGMH SQRD HND ITS HSSOCIRTED L INDEX 
.443,4 
FOR SIGMFC SQRD = 0.4430000 L INT = 61.37044 
DLD; = 268.2701 
IER = 0 
FOR NC'OUNT = 0 SIGMA SQRD = 0.4287123156550342D+OO 
STOP LOOP 7 CY OH N) L 
PICK H 3IGMH :QRD HND ITS ASSOCIATED L INDEX 
.44,4 
FOR SIGMH SQRD = 0.4400000 L INT = 60.56512 
DLDS = 268.6132 
IER = 0 
FOR NCOUNT = 1 SIGMA SQRD = O.J327416339782943D+OO 
STOP LOOP .T <Y OR N) r 
PICK A SIGMR 'QPD FIND ITS RSSOCIATED L INDEX 
.435,3 
FOR SIGMH :PQRD = 0.4350000 L INT = 59.22062 
DLDZ = 264.1852 
IER = 0 
FOR NCLIUNT = 2 SIGMH SDRD = 0.439627:39314PiOS5D+OO 
_.TOP LUOP " (Y OR N) L 
PICK H SIGMH SQPD HND ITS HCSOCIHTED L INDEX 
,437,3 
FOR SIlGMH SQRD = 0.4370000 L INT = 59.75876 
DLDS = 268.9564 
IER = 0 
FOR NCOUNT = 3 SIGMA SQRD = 0.4368476183747002D+OO 
SiOP LOOP ? (Y q lR N) r 
ON LRST PnSS NCOUNT = 3 L = 59.75876 
RND SIGMFI SQRD = 0.4368476183747002D+OO 
Flc 0) = 1.436821 
H< 1) = -0.2101162E-03 
INPUT DELK 4.9559E-05, 
CPU TIME: 21.79 ELRPSED TIME: 3:1.07 
Pill EXECUTIUN ERRORS DETECTED 
EXIT. 
/..c 
FIG. C.Z. TELETYPE PRINTOUT FOR RUNNING PROGRAM FINAL. 
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I 
; <BFISHEB>ITlY2.DAT:7 Thu 13-APE-78 3:33PH PAGE 1 
DATA FILE CREATED BY PBOGRAH FINAL 
YITB Cl = 1 AUD LENGTH = 1399.055 AUTOCOB. OF FILE VERT2 
OUFPUT F3R PART 9.R 
YITH L = 61.18212 AND SIGMA SQRD = 
COEFFICIENT A(d)- = 1.432016 
COi3FFI~IENT"A(1) = -0.2037736E-83 
XI r? (XI) XI COlTD E(XX) CONTD 
9. BU0fii0fa 1.874637 695.4260 1.292224 
8.181482 1.754460 783.6075 1.290595 
16.36296 1.689349 711.7889 1.288956 
24,S44U5 1.639438 719.9704 1.287335 
32.72593 1.599677 728.1519 1.285703 
40.90741 1.566919 736.3334 1.284070 
49.08889 1.539465 744.5149 1.282437 
57.27037 1.5163#4 752.6964 1.280803 
65.45186 1.496680 760.8778 1.279153 
73.63334 1.880015 769.0593 1.277532 
81.81482 1.465732 777.2408 1.275895 
89.9963d l.US3514 785.4223 1.274259 
98.17778 1.443010 793.6038 1.272622 
106.3593 1.633951 801.7852 1.270985 
114.5407 1.426150 809.9667 1.269347 
122.7222 1.r19331 818.1482 1.267708 
130.9037 1.413496 826.3297 1.266111 
139.0852 l.U08357 834.5112 1.264468 
147.2667 1.403872 842.69.27 1.262825 
155.4482 1.399920 850.8741 1.261183 
163.6296 1.396423 859.0556 1.25954a 
171.8111 1.393389 867.2371 1.257897 
179.9926 1.390528 875.4186 1.256255 
188.1741 1.388015 883.6001 1.254612 
196.3556 1.385737 891.7815 1.252970 
204.5371 1.383639 899.9630 1.251327 
212.7185 1.361708 908.1445 1.249684 
220.9800 1.379908 916.3260 1.248042 
229.8815 1.378214 924.5875 1.246399 
237.2630 1.376615 932.6890 1.244756 
245.4445 1.375066 940.8704 1.243119 
253.6259 1.373593 949.0519 1.241471 
261.8074 1.372144 957.2334 1.239829 
269.9889 1.370736 965.4149 1.238186 
278.1704 1.369356 973.5964 1.236543 
286.3519 1.367990 981.7778 1.234901 
294.5334 1.366636 989.9593 1.233258 
302.71U8 1.365238 998.1408 1.231615 
310.8963 1.363943 1006.322 1.229973 
FIG. C.3. OUTPUT DATA -FILE ITM2. 
0.4426216249580745D+00 
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; <RPISHER>ITB2 L. DAT;7 Thu 13-Apr-78 3:33PB PAGE 1 
DATA PILE CREATED BY PROGBAH FINAL 
WXFH I!4 = 1 AYD LENGTH = 1399.055 AUTOCOB. OF FILE VEEl’2 
OUTPUT FOR PART 9. L 
u1rfl L = 61.18212 ARD SLGBA SQED = 0.44262162495807U5D+00 






























































2 9.9773 u 








29. 884U 1 












K CONTD L*SIGHA SQPD*PHIK CONYD 








0.25770683-0 1 0.9643604 
0.258202UE-81 0.9613077 
0.2586980+01 0.9582707 
rd.2591 936E-01 E-9552487 












il. 26563623-01 0.9173066 
0.26613183-01 0.9141877 
0.2666274E-01 63.9 116827 
0.26712303-01 R.908891U 
B. 2676 186E-01 0.9061136 
0.2681142E-01 0.9033695 
0.2686098B-01 e. 9005986 
0.2691054E-01 0.89786 12 
0.26960 10E-01 0.8951369 
3.27009663-01 0.892U263 
0.27059.21E-01 8.8897280 
8.2 710877E-01 0.8870430 
0.27 15833B-01 0.8843709 





FIG. C.4. OUTPUT DATA FILE ITM2L. 
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APPENDIX D 
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF THE INSTANTANEOUS VARIANCE a;(t) 
,The estimation procedure for calculating the power spectrum 
of af is discussed in Sec. 6.2 of Ref. 5. There are two main 
programs used to compute o&ATURBQ.FQ and ITEMj.FQ. The first 
program, ATURB4, computes the two sided power spectrum of high 
pass filtered atmospheric turbulence data, wh(t). The unsmoothed 
power spectral density, Q&(k), and its autocorrelation, RW (5), 
'h 
of the high pass filtered data are all computed by this one 
program. 
the 
From the square of the high pass filtered samples, w$ 
sample spectrum and autocorrelation function, R ~(5) are 
% 
formed by a slight variation of ATURB4 called ATURQA.FQ. 
The second program, ITEM3, computes the autocorrelation 
function, R-Z(T), Eq. 6.40, Ref. 5, and the two sided smoothed 
"f 
spectrum of a:(x): 
@a2 f 
(k > 
where p,(S) = 
This equation is similar to Eq. 6.49, Ref. 5'except the Papoulis 
window, p,(c), has been added to smooth the power spectrum. 
Program Outlines and Usage 
Program ATURB4: Computes the two sided power spectra and 
autocorrelation function of high pass filtered turbulence samples. 
(ATUR4A parallels ATURB4 except it operates on the square of high 






i. CFFT and CFFTl - fast Fourier transform routines 
for ATURB4 and ATURQA respectively 
ii. SIMP - integration by Simpson's rule 
iii. HPDES - digital high pass filter (routine C-2 of 
Appendix C of Ref. 6) 
Inputs 
i. through v are the same as Sec. B.l.lb i to v 
Vi. input the cut-off frequency k,(FC) for the filter 
routine; sampling interval (TS) in seconds; and 
number of filter sections (NS), see Ref. 6 
vii. yes (Y) or no (N) to performing integration check 
as per B.l.lb vi 
outputs 
i. data files PHILK and FPSD2 contain positive fre- 
quency domain (k) values of the power spectrum of 
the high pass filtered data and the high pass 
filtered squared samples respectively 
ii. data files AUTO and AUTF2 contain the autocorrela- 
tion functions of the filtered and filtered squared 
data 
Example 
The teletype printout involved with program ATURBO is shown 
in Fig. D.l. ATURQA would involve an identical interaction (except 
CFFTl would be loaded instead of CFFT with the main program). 
Figures D.2 through D.5 show examples of outputs of ATURB4 - PHILK 
and AUTO; and ATURQA - FPSD2 and AUTF2. 








- fast Fourier transform program 
i. step size of 5 (DELX) 
ii. program automatically reads data from files AUTO 
and AUTF2 containing R and R 
Wh Wifi 
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ftTURB4 69K CORE9 762 WORDS FREE 
LOADER USED 72+5K CORE 
EXIT. 
“C 
3SflVE <CORE FROrlj 2 0 <TO> 777777 CON> HTURB4. SAVi 2 CNEH VERSIONI 
SST 
INPUT SPEED OF CRAFT Ol~SEC~ 
197.05 
INPUT TOTHL NO. q IF POINTS TO BE USED IN 2L M. OF DHTA 
AND POWER q F TWO OF THAT NO. 
32768 
22. 
INPUT NO. OF POINTS q IF W (Xj TO BE READ 
AND SHMPLING RFtTE OF DATA 150002.05 
INPUT VALUE OF MPTS 
HND PIIWER q F TWO q F THFtT NO. 
1024 
10 
INPUT DATR FILE NRME THHT CONTRINS SHMPLES 
OF W CX> FIND NO. POINTS NXRAY 
VERT2 
15000 
INPUT CUT-OFF FREBsSAMPLING INTERVRL~NII. OF FILTER SECTIUNS5.9115E-01~.O 
l *5~2 a_. 
‘PERFORM INTEGRATION CHECK CY OR Nj u 
INTEGRAL OF PHI OF L c;K> = O.22llE+00 
CPU TIME: 6:50.24 ELRPSED TIME: 13: 19.00 
NO EXECUTION ERRORS DETECTED 
, EXIT. 
^C 
FIG. D.l. TELETYPE PRINTOUT FOR RUNNING ATURB4. 
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.PACC 1 
DATA rILC CREATCD BY PROGRAM ATUm4 
HIGH PA88 FILTEREp DATA 
CUT-OFF FRCQ l 0;5911500 (K m n;3000000C-02, 
POWER 8PCCTRUM OF PHI OF L(K) 
DATA TAKEN FROM FZLC VCRT2 
32768 DATA POINTti HERE USED IN 2L b 222046;7190 METER 
1024 DATA POINTS WERE UlCD IN H m 1008,;9600 MCTCR 
17762 ZEROS WERE ADDED TO DATA 
NCAN VALUE OF WC X1 l 
MEAN SO: VALUE m 
l 0;74214C-03 M/SEC 
0,22110c*0fl cM/8cC)*~2 
(W OF L(XI-z> l 0,221B 
PRINTOUT OF THE VALUES OF 
It Pb VALUE 


























THE POWER 8PECTRUl’l 

















































FIG. D.2. OUTPUT DATA FILE PHILK. 
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: <RPISAER>AUTO.DAT:1 rhu l-Dee-77 10:03M PAGE 1 
FIG. D.3. 
DAI'A PILE CREATED BY PROGRAM AI'URB4 
AUTOCORQELATTON OF 
HTGH PAS5 FILTERED NON-HOIlOGENEOUS SAHPLE 
DATA TAKEN FROfl PILE VEQT2 
32768 DATA POINTS WERF USFD IN 2L = 322846.7190 METER 
1024 DATA POINl'S WERE USED IN U = 10088.9600 HETER 
17768 ZEROS RFR" ADDED TO DATA 
HEAN VALUE OF W(X) = -0.7421UE-P5 N/SEC 
MEAN SQ. VALUE = @.22110E+B0 (PI/SEC)**2 
<w OF L(X)**2> = a.2210 
TRUCATIOU POINl' WAS 130PB.BB METERS 
UAICH CONTAINS 1319 POINTS 














































































: <RFTSAYR>FDSD2. DAT: 1 Thu l-Dee-77 12: 1UPfl PAGE 1 
DATA PrLE CREATED RP PROGRAM ATURB4 
HTSH PAS!+ FILTERED DATA 
CUT-OFF PREO = 0.5911508 (K = 0.3000000E-02) 
FILTERED VERSION SQUARED BEFORE TFANSPORHING 
POJER SPECTRDH 3F PHI OF L (K) 
DATA TAKEN PROM FILE VERT2 
32768 DATA POINTS WERE USED IN 2L = 322846.7 190 HETER 
1024 DATA POINTS WERE USED IN H = 100 88 -96 00 NETER 
17768 ZEROS WERE ADDED TO DATA 
UEAN VALUE OF W(X) = -0.74214E-P5 U/SEC 
HEAN SO. VALUE = 0.22110E+00 (U/SEC) **2 
<U OF L(X) **2> = 0.4627 
PRTNTOUT OF THE VALUES OF THE POWER SPECTRUM 
K 
0.000P30 a.722 4E+@4 
0.008003 3.3957E+04 
0.000006 0.6459E+lr3 
0.000009 a. 1359E:+U4 
0.00zfP12 P.l438E+84 
8.000015 0.5!w0E+3 3 
0.000019 0.373leta3 
0.000222 a. 17RlY'+03 
0.000025 3.7375E+2r2 
0.000028 8.36129tQ3 
0.000831 v.575 twa3 
0.00c4e.34 a. 3753Et03 
0.000037 0.2580Et212 
E. 00004u ~.2445E’+793 
8.000043 a.4334E!+33 
tf.000046 a. 15993+83 
0.000050 0.2256Eta.3 
0.000053 a. 3 106Ft0 3 
0.000056 3.1056E’+?! 3 
0.000059 a. 286 lE+C12 
E.000062 a.2717Eta2 
0.000065 a. 6028!?+a 2 
0.00P068 P.l258E+P3 
PS VALUR K CONTD 
0.025374 0.2 112m01 
0.025377 0.3 822 E+01 
0. 025380 0.2336Et01 
P. 02S384 0.2389E+01 
0.0253a7 0.5410E+01 
P. 025390 0.3918E+01 
0.025393 0.7773E’+00 
Q. 025396 0.2330E+01 
P. c125399 0.3844Et01 
0.025402 0.2807E+01 












0. 025442 0.7261E+01 
PS VALUE CONTD 
FIG. D.4. OUTPUT DATA FILE FPSDZ. 
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: C~FISHE9>AUTF2.DAr:t Thu l-De= -77 12:2!?pn PAGE 1 
DATA PILE CREAl'ED BY PROGiA!l ATUR84 
AUTOCO?f?ELATION OF 
HIGH PASS FIL"ERl?D AND SQfJARED NON-HOHOGENEOUS SAHPLE 
DAT'PA TAKEN FPOl PILE VFPT2 
32768 DATA POINTS WERE USED IN 2L = 322846.7190 BETER 
lF24 DAl'A POIHPS WERE USEn IN !l = 10088.9600 NETER 
17768 ZEROS WI?RE ADDED TO DATA 
HEAN VALUE OF U(X) = -0.74214E-95 U/SEC 
REAN Sp. VALUE = 0,22110E+E'0 (n/SEC)**2 
<I 'OF L(X)**2> = P.4627 
TRUCA"ION PDINl' W9? 73PP0.0p: RETERS 
WHICH C3NTAIYS 1319 POINTS 
PRTNTO'IT OF THE VA LllES OP TflE AUTOCORRELATION 
X FL RL/Ra 
0.0QPOPea 0.4629917 l.Pa0000 
9.8525QC 0.2634734 0.5690672 
19.7Q50P P.1654293 fl.3573051 
29.5575i? 0.1367036 0.2952614 
39,%1Q0P 0.1272111 0.2747590 
49.26258 0.1450926 0.3133805 
59.115BP 0.1577147 0.3406427 
63.9675P 0.1564650 0.3379434 
70.820QU 0.1464381 0.3154231 
R9.5725P 0.1341455 0.2897362 
98.5250c1 9.1194356 0.2579648 
1e.3.3775 0.1148353 0.2480288 
11t3.23ea 0.1207423 0.2607872 
12a.0925 0.1143026 0.2468782 
137.935P 0.1129230 8.2439003 
117.7875 0.112947e 0.2439503 
157.640'? 0.1232595 0.2662241 
167.4925 0.1278594 0.2761592 
177.3454 0.1114554 0.2407286 
137.1975 0.1117146 0.2412086 
197.0500 0.1127996 0.2436319 
2Ff16.9025 0.1065844 0.2302079 
216.755k? P.1123870 0.2427407 
226.6075 0.1149910 0.2483651 
FIG.’ D.5. OUTPUT DATA FILE AUTFZ. 
iii. input u$ (SIGF) and L determined in Sec. C.l.3 
IV. number of points in Fourier transform (MPTS) and 
power of two of that number (MPWRM) 
c!. outputs 
i. data file RSIGF containing values of ROa(S) 
f 
ii. data file PHIF containing the smoothed power 
spectrum values of Q 2(k). 
Of 
d. Exampl-e 
An example of the input through the teletype is given in 
Fig. D.6 while Figs. D.7 and D.8 show one page from each of the 




ITEM3 11K CURE9 353 WORDS FREE 




I NPClT DELX 
9.8525 
RWH CMFIOFF) = 0.288 0 105E-02 
RWHS CMAilFFj = 0.464358 OE-O 1 
INPUT SIGMA SBRDY L 
.4609r65.89 
ItiPUT M AND POWER OF 2 
10249 10 
CPU TIME: 52.13 ELfiPSED TIPIE: 1:53.21 
NO .EXECUT I ON ERRORS DETECTED 
EYIT. 
“C 
FIG. D.6. TELETYPE OUTPUT FOR RUNNING ITEM3. 
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I <RFISHERBRIIGF,CIAT#~ ThU lrbe~-77 4iWPM PAGE 1 
DATL FILE CREATED BY PROGRAM ITEMS 



























































































FIG. D.7. OUTPUT DATA FILE RSIGF. 
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I <RFISWER>PHIF;D~TI~ Thu 19Dee-77 4130PH 
DATA FILE CREATED BY PROGRAM ITCMJ 
PAGE 1 
8nOOTHED POWER SPECTRUM PHI OF d’ICMA SQRD F(K) 
1024 DATA POINTS WERE USED IN M I 18080,960Q FT. 
RWH(0) m 0,221@820 
PRINTOUT OF VALUES OF THE SMOOTHED POWER SPECTRUM 




























































































































































FIG. D.8. OUTPUT DATA FILE PHIF. 
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APPENDIX E 
PROBABILITY DENSITY ESTIMATION OF THE INSTANTANEOUS VARIANCE o;(t) 
AND THE "SLOW" TURBULENCE COMPONENT w,(t) 
The methods used to develop the probability density function 
of c:(t) and w,(t) are given in Sec. 6.3 and 6.4 of Ref. 5. 
Three programs are necessary to carry out the computations - 
MOMENT.F4, ITEM.F4, and GDIST6.F4. MOMENT calculates the moments 
of a; as per Eq. 6.71, Ref. 5. GDIST computes the probability 
density function of a: as described in Ref. 5 - BBN Report 3476, 
pages 88-91. ITEM4 calculates the moments of ws, Mw , Eq. 6.87, 
8 
Ref. 5 and the probability density function Pw , Eq. 6.93, Ref. 5. 
S 
Program Outlines and Usage 
Program MOMENT.F4: 
Eq. 6.71, Ref. 5. 
Computes first 8 moments of as; M 2, 
cf 
a. Subroutines 
i. BIN -tabulates the number of samples in a 
particular bin 
ii. BINSQ - counts the number of filtered squared 
samples in a certain bin 











number of data points to be used (NPTS) 
name to be used for output data file [FLE, A5 
format] 
bin width (BINW) 
number of bins (NBIN) 
cut-off frequency kc (FC); sampling interval 
(TS), and number of-filter section 
bin width and number of bins for filtered 
(BINW and NBIN) 
data 
bin width and number of bins for filtered 
data (BINW~ and NBINl) 
input 0: (computed in Sec. C.l.3) 
squared 
C. Outputs (at TTY) 
i. moments of w(t); Mn n =lto8 
ii. moments of wh; Mn W n =lto8 
"h 
101 
iii. moments of w;:; M n n =lto 8 
Wh 
IV. moments of c2- fs Mi2 n -1to 8 
f 
d. Example 
Figure E.l contains an example of the teletype inputs and 
outputs. 








i. GAM - computes the gamma function I' 
Inputs 
i. moments of c2* f' Mu2 f 
Outputs (at the TTY) 
i. - Eq. 6.75, Ref. 5 
ii. Py 
9 
- the probability density function of a: 
Example 
Figure E.2 contains a partia2 listing of the 
out for program GDIST6. 
terminal print- 
Program ITEM4.F4: Calculates the probability 




i. FACl - factorial routine 
b. Inputs 
?I n 




101Y “8. ,F PO1171 WE, FU 1SI PUS =lSOlO.#O 
“lllE”fS IF “II, 





GHM ERRORS DETECTED: 0 
9K CORE USED 
GDIST6 3K CORE Y 197 WORIlS FREE 




INPUT HLPHF : 
.4609 





l3HMMH = 0.4957514 
2: FlPRM F2PRtl 
0.07 2.629587 2.568655 
0.13 1.73 I1845 1.729292 
Q.20 1.316895 1.34 0347 
0.26 1.063073 1.098345 
0. 33 0.8864120 Q. 9266347 
0.39 0.7543590 0.7957138 
0.46 0.651rJ620 0.6911143 
0.52 0.5676976 0.6050170 
0.59 0.4988822 0.5326439 
0.65 0.4411022 0.4708331 
0.72 0.3913436 0.4175922 
0.79 0.3496791 0.3712275 
0.85 0.3130320 0.3306351 
Cl.32 0.2810325 0.2949255 
0.98 0.2529274 Cl. 2633948 
1. OS 0.2281204 0.2354733 
1.11 0.2061320 0.2106943 
1.18 Il. 1865708 0.1886646 
1.24 Il. 1691139 II.1690534 
1.31 0.1534916 0.1515770 
1.37 0.1394771 0.1359909 
1.44 Q. 1268777 0.1228822 
1.51 Cl.1155286 0.1096651 
FBPRM F4PRM 
2. 490:394 2.440631 
1.753583 1.798.3‘062 
1.4 03987 1.48 0339 
1.177042 1.261538 
1.1308244 1.089494 
0 8734558 . Cl.9457618 
0.7614r~79 0.8221444 
0.6660199 rJ.7143’386 
0.58:36338 0 61’37346 . > 
0.5118475 Q. 5365624 
0.4489650 0.4634521 
0.3937150 B. 3933006 
0.345 0979 0.3431546 









0.3021136E-01 Q. 6960408E-01 
FIG. E.2. 
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TELETYPE PRINTOUT FOR RUNNING GDIST6. 
C. outputs 
i. data file PROB containing moments of ws, M, , 
WS 
and the probability density function Pw . 
S 
d. Example 
Figure E.3 is an example of the teletype printout created by 
program ITEM4 and Fig. E.4 contains the first page of data file 
PROB. 
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ITEM4 .3K CUREr- 364 WORIIS FREE 
LURDER USED 6+5K CORE. 
INPUT HLPHWHr FtLPHBd :‘t&, VFtLUES) 







25. X939- 1994.0$:3 
It-tPlJT SItMFt SQRD F .4609 
PRCJB DENSITY FN. 
CPU TIME: 1.87 ELAPSED TIME: 1=47.82 





FIG. E.3. TELETYPE PRINTOUT FOR RUNNING ITEM4. 
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1 <RFISHER>PWOR:DAT~ 3 wed 14.Dee-77 2r31pn 
DATA FILE CREATrD BY PRDGRAH TTEH4 
ATMOSPHERIC T~BuI~~~~CE TASK, PHASE IT 
FOR SIGMA SORD F B 0:46@90fM 
;H,E VA~JUES OF ALPHA,OF WS AREi 
1 ALPHA WS a ~.3q69848E-04 
N 8 2ALPHA WS m 1,3507na 
N+ 3ALPHA ws I .a: 19490.38 
N 8 ~ALPHA WS I 41884669 
N 8 SALPHA rs z 
N 8 6AtPHF KS m 
3,?26249 
N8 7ALpHA WS = 
18,19409 
56.67557 
N8 l3ALpHA WS m -344.24q2 








































































FI’G. E.4. OUTPUT DATA FILE PROB. 















IF ~XPl.GT~10,,OR,Xpl:LT~~l) GO TO 10 
PI 8 3;141$9265 
IXMID. i JFIXCXP 
TF [f,.EQ;l) AK2 
IF (T,Eo,~? AK2 
CO TO 30 
XF (XPl,,LT;,l> 
IF CXpl,GT;lB,) 




TYPE 2.0, pt 
FORMAT{’ X GT 10;0, CANNOT COMPWI’E, X Y’rC;) 




- .- .__ ..- .- ._. . . . 
Subroutine AK 
112 
























COMPUTES MODTFI'?D EFSSFL FNS OF FRACTIONAL ORDER l/3 
AND 2/3. TABLE 9F K(1/3) AND K(2/3) FROF HATH HANDBOOK 
VALUES OF AK1 .ARE FOR MODIFTED BESSEL PHS: (2/PT)*K(1/3) 
FOR VALlT'?S OF X FFOH .l TO 5.1 IN .1 STPPS 
VALWES OF AK? ARE FOR MCJD'IFTFD BXSSFL FNS: (2/PT)*K(2/3) 
FOR VALrlES OF X AS ABOVE 
USES SUBROUTfYP PARAB TO FIT 3 DATA P'IS TC INTERPOLATe 
BETWEEN STEP OF .l 
CO!7MON/AA/AKl (51),AK2(51) 
CORMn~/RB/X~3),AKI(3),XPL 
XPL = XPl 
CHECK IF WITHIN RANGE OF .l TO 5.1 
IF (XPL.G?.5..CR.XPL.LT.. 1) GO TO 13 
TYPI - TPTX( 1 fl.*XP 1) 
PI = 3.14159265 
TXNTD = r~rx(xPL/.l + .5) 
CQECK IF TNTYtPOLATTON NECESSARY 
TF ((lB.*XPl) . EO.TXPl.AND.T.EQ.1) AKZ = APl(TXMID)*PT/2. 
TP ((lL?.*XPq) .FQ.IXPl.AND.I.EQ.2) AKZ = AF2(I:XpTD)*PI/2. 
IF ((lQ.*XPl) .EO.TXE’l) GO TO 30 
IXLOW = TXflTD - 1 
TXAIG = TXvTn + 1 
CHECK LPWZR Br)nND CIF ARRAY 
IF (TXNTD.EQ. 1) IXHTG = 3 
It? (Tr!MTD.RO.l) TXLOW = 1 
IF (XYWTD.FQ.l) IXMTD = 2 
AKI: (1) = AKZ(fXLOW) 
AKT(2) = AK?(IX'1TD) 
AKI (3) = AK?(TXHIG) 
TP (l.EQ.l) AKI(1) = AKlfIXLO-W) 
TF (I.EO.1) AKT(2) = AKl(IXMID) 
TFr (I.EQ.l) AKI(3) = AKl(IXHIG) 
X(1) = .l*TXLOu 
X(2) = .l*IX’IXD 
U(3) = .l*IKHIG 
CALL PARAB (AKZ) 
AKZ = ARZ*PT/2. 








IF (X?L.bT.. 1) TYPE 4@,XPL 
TF (XW,.GT.S.) TYPE 28,XPL 
PORfiW( X GT 5.i3, CANNOT CO;"IPUTR, X =',G) 






















USED BY SUi3ROCTIHF AK, ATYOSPHERIC TURBULFNCE 
VALUES OF AK1 ARE FOR MODIFIED BESSEL FNS: <Z/PI)*K(1/3) 
FOR VALUES OF X FROM .l To 5.1 IN .l STEPS 
VALUES OF AX2 ARE FOR HODTFIED BESSEL FNS: '(Z/PI)*K(2/3) 









DATA AK2/3.026,1.7837,1.271h',.9681 ,.7678,.6257,.5187,.4354, 







Subroutine AKDAT (for use with AKI) 
C. <RFISHER>AKDAT,Fd;Z laNavr7j t0t00130 EDrT BY RFFSHER 
RtOCK DATA 
: USED BY SUBROUTINE AK, ATMQSPHERIC TURBUtEN& 
VALUES OF iK1 ARE FOR MODIFIED 8I!tSSE1; PNSi (P/PI)+K(l/J) 
FOR VALUES OF X FROM .l Tb 10;s IN ;I STEPS 
E 
VALUES OF dK2 ARE FiIR MODIFIED BiSSEL FNsi C2/PX)+Kc2/3) 

























































ALINT 3 (AL(NDX+i)w~AKNwNIAKJ(NBX))~AL(NDX)~(AKNwNmAKJ(ND~+~))~ 
/cfKJ(NDX+l)-AKJiNDX)) 
GO TO 20 
TYPE 5,JSIG 
































PR3GRA?J AI'URR4. ATMOSPHERYZ TURBULENCE TASK 
IrEM 3, PARTS 7,j.A. PHASE II OF ATMOSPHERfC TURBULENCE 
HEAN VALUE SUBTRACTED PROM DATA BEFOPE COMPUTING SPECTRUM 
SPEcTRnr CALCULATTONS (AS IN PHASE Y) 
R?QVIE?ES SU9ROUTfHES: 
CFPTx:TO PERFDRH FFT 
"2TMn: TO INTXGRATE BY SfMPSIONS RDLE 
!!PDEC;: HIGH PASS FILTER 
FFADS YASA DATA STORED IN DATA FILE TO BE NARED 
PRODUCES DATA FTLFS: 
PHYLK: VALUES OF PSD PHT OF I;AK) 




FQRMA"(/lX,'TNPUT SPEED OF CRqFT (M/SEC)',/$) 
ACCEPT 521, 'I 
FORYA"(3) 
TP?F. 8@? 
F3R~AT(/7X,'IYPflT TOTAL NO. OF POINTS TO BE USED TN 2L &I.', 
' OF DATA',/1Y, ‘AND POWER OF TWO OF THAT NO.',/IB) 
ACCEP" !?713,"PTS 





FORMAT(/lK,'TNP!TT NO. OF POTNTS OF W(X) TO BE BEAD',/lX, 
'AND SAMPLI"J1 F?A?'F OF DATA I,$) 
TYPF Q84 
FORrAT(/lX,‘fNPUT VALUE OF "IPTS', 
1, t AND P:,WJTR OF I'WO 3F THAT NO.‘,/%) 
A ZCP!?? 327 ,Y?TS 
A"CPPT !3? 7 ,YPWRfl 
HrER3 = VPTS-NOPTS 
NLAST = NPTr;-1 
TTMF = SRATR*NP?S 
TP9L = V*TIrE 
P?S = PI,3AT(YPTS) 
DELX = TWDL/prS 
Fl'Y = H'ZERO*DELX 
FTDAT = "WOL-FTM 
DELK = l./TUOL 

























READ TN THE DATA W(X) AND CONVERT TO M/SEC 
TYPE 8fl5 
FORMA";/lX,'TNPUT DATA FILE NAME THAT CONTAINS SAMPLES', 





NX1 = NXRAY/4 
D3 55P T=B,YXl-1 
READ(20,55l)W(I),W(T+NXl),W(I+2*NXl),W(f+3*NX1) 
W (T+NXl) = W(I+NXl)*. 304!3 
W(I+2*NXl) = W (TtZ*NXl) *. 3048 
R(I+3*NXlb = W (I+3*NXl) *. 3048 
WIT) = u(I)*.3045 
FORMAT(4 (E15.7)) 
END PTLE 20 
HISH PASS FTCTEF THF DATA 
TYPE 9 
FJRMAv(' TNP7T C'JT-OFF FREQ,SAHPLING INTERVAL, 
‘Nc). OF FILTFR SECTIONS',/%) 
A-C??PT 2, FC,PS,NS 
FkAT(3:) 
F!f = PC/V 
::9LL HPDES (F",TS,NS) 
DD 749 N=l,NS+l 
D3 140 R=l,p 
F(N,MI = 71.a 
D3 150 !f=B,NXR4Y-1 
P(1,3) = w (Y, 
D3 163 N=l,NS 
TclMP = A(N)*(F(N,3)-2.*F(N,2j+F(N,1)) 
F(N+l,3) = mEMP-R (N) *F(N+l,2) -C(N) *F(N+l,l) 
D3 174! N=l,VS+l 
D3 170 !ll=l,? 
F(N,MM) = F(N,NM+l) 
U(M) = F(NS+l, 3) 
CDMPUTE AND SUBTRACT OUT MEAN VALUE 
CDMPUTE THE SANPI.?? VARIANCE 
WBAB = 0.0 
VAR = 0.0 
D3 613 33 = 0,NOPTS-1 
WBAR = WBAF + W(JJ) 
WBAF = WBARIFLOAT (NOPPS) 
D3 600 1=0,N3PTS-1 
W(I) = W(T) - WRAP 
123 
6091 VAR = VP!? + w (I)*w(T) 































D3 1111 T=O,NXRAY-1 
W(I) = W(I) "W (II) 
Z3YF'UTE rNT'?;RAZ OF W(K)**2 USING TRAPIZOIDAL RULE 
USUM = a. 3 
D3 3'77 I=l,!J3PTS-2 
WSUM = wSrJM+w (I) *w (fl 
wsr7v = wsus + .5*W (@)*W(0)+.5*W(NOPTS-l)*W(NOPTS-1) 
WSIJH = DELX*WSUM/FTDAT 
ADD ZFR3S T3 DATA 
D3 10 T=!!DPTS,NLAST 
W(T) = a.3 
MAKE ARRAY C3M"LEX 
D3 512 J=NPTS-1,8,-l 
w (2*J) = w (J, 
D3 513 J=l,?*NPTS-l,? 
W(J) = 7.7 
C.')MPU"'E PHI: L(K) 
CALi CFFT(MPWRN,vPTS,W,1) 
NHALF = NDTS/:! 
NYTNl = NHALF-1 
TI.5 = TWDL*TUOL/FTDAT 
D3 11 1=3,2*'JLAST,2 
w(It1) = a.? 
W(T) = u(r) *TMS 
C3NTINIJE 
W(?*NDTS-1) = 8.2 
3UTPUT VALUES OF PHI DF L(K) TO DATA FILE (FTRST HALF ONLY) 
CALL DFILE (20,'F?SD2') 
WRITR(28,9flF) 
WRTTE(2?,9571 FC,PK,FLE 
F3RMAT(/lX,'HIGH PASS FILTERED DATA',/lX,'CUT-OFF FRED =',G, 
' (K =',fi,')',//lX, 
'FILTFRED VTQSION SCrJARED RFFORE TRANSFORMING',/lX, 
'PDWEP SP"CmRDM 3F PHI OF L(K)',/lX, 
'DATA TAKFN FROM FIT.77 ',A5) 
W9ITE(2$!,9P6)N~TS,TWOL,?lPTS,FJ'Ml 
WRTTF(28,907)MZF33 























F3RMAv(/lX,'<W OF L(X)**2> = ',F12.4) 
WRITR(20,952) 
FORMAT(//lX,'PRI!iTOUT OF THE VALUES OF THE POWER SPECTRUfi', 
/!X,SX,'K' ,l?'X,'PS VALUE',SX,'K CONTD', 4X,'PS VALUE CONTD’,/) 
MHALF = NPTS/4 
M4l = MHALF-1 
D3 82.3 I=0,‘l41 
DEL = DELK*T 
XX = w(z*T) 
K = HHALF+T 
DEL2 = DELR*K 
VP= W(2*K\ 
NRITE(20,903) DEL,XX,DEL2,YY 
DEL3 = DELK*YHALF 
zz = W(2*NHALF) 
WPITE(20,qflQ) DEL3,ZZ 
END FTCr;l 20 
PERFOQM INTESRATfON CHECK 
TIRE 'Ql0 
FORMAT(/lX,'PERF?RM INTEGRATION CHECK (Y OR N) '#$I 
ACCFPT B'37,TRK 
IF (CHK.EO. '?J') GD TO 23 
FDF = NpTS*DELK 
CALL SI!fP(0.0,EDP,DELK,NPTS,ANS) 
TYPE Sll,P.NS 
FDRMAT(//lX,'TNTPGRAL OF PHI OF L (K) =',E12.4) 
3BTAIN tUTOCOQRELATION FUNCTTON 
C'ALL CFFT(MDNFN,NPTS,W,2) 
TYPE OUT AUTOCOFRFLnTrON TO DATA FILE 
XlOFF = 130fle. 
RFCON = eTs/rwoL 
DR0 = W('?)*QFCON 
M&OFF = 1307a. /DE!.X 




'HIGH PASS FTLTFPFD AND SQUARED NON-HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE',/lX, 



















FDRMAT(/lX,' TFIICZATION POINT WAS',G,' HETERS',/lX, 
1 'WHICH CONTAINS ',17,' POINTS') 
ifRfTE(20,1952) 
FDRMAT(/~lX,'PRT~TOUT OF THE VALJJES OF THE AUTOCORRELATION', 
1 /1X,8X,'Xw,12X,' RL ',9X,'RL/RB') 
D3 1823 I=0,?AOFF 
DEL = DELX*1: 
xx = W(2*I)*RFCOH 
YY = XX/DRY 
dRITE(20,915) DEL,XX,YY 
F3RMAT(1):,7(2X,G)) 
END FTLE 20 
F3RYAT(//lX,'DATA FTLE CREATED BY PROGRAfl ATURB4') 
F3RMAT(lX,Fl0.6,3X,Fl2.4,3X,Fl0.6,3X,E12.4) 
F3RMAT(//1X,'RL(0) = ',??12.4) 
FORMAT(//lX,T6,' DATA POINTS HERE USED IN 2L = ',F15.4, 
1 ' 'lETER',/1X,I5,' DATA POINTS WERE USED IN M = ',F16.4, 
1 ' METER') 
FORFAT (//lX,T6,' ZEROS WERE ADDED TO DATA') 
F3RFAT(29X,Fl0.4,?X,E12.4) 
F3R!'!AT(//lX,'MRAN VALUE OF W(X) = ',E15.5,' H/SEC',/1X, 
























ATMOSPHERIC T1!RRULENCE TASK 
PAfiTS 1,l .A, PHASE II OF ATMOSPHRRIC TURRUtENCE 
MEAN VALUE SUBTRACTED FRbF( DATA REF~RE COMPUTING SPECTRUM 









CFPT: TO PERFORM FFT 
sIHPB TO INTEGRATF: RY SIYPSIONS RUttE 
READS NASA DATA STORED IN DATA FILE TO BE NAMED 
PRODUCES DATA FILESi 
PHILK: VALUES OF PSD PHI OF L(K) 
AUTO! AUTOC~RRELATION OF PSD 
DSPSI SMOOTHED PtiWEP SPECTRUM 
COMMON/SG/wC0/65537) 
INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS 
TYPE 800 
FORMAT(/jX,iINPUT SpEED OF CRAFT (M/SEC)‘,/$j 
ACCEPT 801, V 
FORMAT(G) 
TYPE 882 
FORMAT(/lX,‘TNPUT TbTAt NO. OF P6INTS TO BE t!SED IN 2L M,‘, 
1 i OF DATA',/lX,iAND POWER OF TWO OF THAT NO,',/Sl 






FORMATI/IX,‘INPUT Nb: OF POINTS OF W(X) TO BE READ%/lX, 
1 iAND SAMPLrNG RATE bF OATA ;,i, 
TYPE 804 
FORMAT(h!X,*INPUT VALIJE C)F MPTSiC 
1 /,i AND POWER OF TWb OF THAT NO,‘,lS) 
ACCEPT 803,MPTS 
ACCEPT 8P3,MPWRM 
MZERO s NPTS-NOPTS 
NLAST 8 NPTS-1 
TIME P SRATWNPTS 
TWOL 8 V*TTMF. 
PTS o FLOAl'[NPTS) 
DELX = TWOt,/PTS 
FTY t MZERO+DELX 
FTDAT = TWOLrFTM 
OELK l l!;/*wOL 






















READ IN THE DATA Wlxl AND CbNVER’r TO M/SEC 
TYPE 8a6 
FORMtjT(/~X,~INPUT DATA,FILE NAME THAT CONTAINS SAMPLESi, 





NXl o NXRAv/4 
DO 558 Im0,NXl~l 
PEADC20,S5IlwCX~,WCI+S700~,w(I+ll400~,W(I~l7l@0~ 
WCZ+S700) i W(I+5700)+:3048 
W(I+ll400) 8 W(Ikll400,+'3048 
W(It171001 a W(I+17100)*:)048 
W(X) l w~n+;304fl 
FORMAT(4(Ei5.7)) 
END FILE 20 
COMPUTE AND SUBTRACT OUT MEAN VALUE 
COMPUTE THE SAMPLF VARIANCE 
WBAR = 0.0 
VAR 8 0.0 
00 610 JJ 8 0,NOPTS.l 
WBAR s WBAR + w(JJ) 
WRAR ii WBAR/FLOATCNbpTS) 
DO 600 I+O,NOPTS-1 
w(f) L WC19 - WBAR 
VAR a VAR + w(I)+w(I1 
VAP o VAR/FLOATCNOPTSl 
COMPUTE INTEGRAL OF W(K)++2 USING TRAPIZOIDAL RULE 
WSUM t 0.0 
DO 370 Iml.NOPTSw2 
WSUM m WSUMtwc~)*WcI) 
WsUH q WSUM t .S,WC0)+Wi0~+.5+W(NOPTS-l~*WCNOPTSI1) 
wsuM P DEL~~+WSUM/FTDAT 
ADD ZEROS t0 DATA 
DO 10 TaNOPTS,NLAST 
W(I) 8 0.0 
MAKE ARRAY COMPLEX 

















wt2+%?1 F WiJ) 
Do 513 J=1,2wNPTs-1,2 
W(J) 8 al0 
COMPUTE PHI t(K) 
CALL CFFTCMPWRN,NPTS,W,l) 
NHALF L NPTS/2 
NMXNl = NHALF'al 
TMs o TWOL~TWOL/FTDAT 
DO 11 Io0,2+NLAST,P 
w(Itl) 6 e:a 
W(f) L W(I)wTMS 
CONTINUE 
W~3+NFTS-l~ 0 0.0 
OUTPUT VALrrES OF PHI OF L(K) TO DATA FILE (FIRST HALF ONLY? 
CALL OFILE (20,'PH1~,Kil 
WRTTE120,9003 
WRXTE(20,950)FLE 
FORMATC/lX,'POWER SPECTRUM OF PHI OF LCK)i,/lX, 





FORMATC/lX,'<W OF LiX]w*Z, o i,Fl2;4) 
WR1TE(20,952? 
FORMAT(//!Y,'PR!NTOUT OF-THE VALUES OF THEmPOWER SPECTRUMir 
/IX,~X,'K',~~X,~PS vALlJE',8X,'K CONTD',IX,'PS VALUE CONTD',/) 
MHALF 8 NPfS/4 . 
M41 o MHAJ,F.l 
DO 823 ls0,M41 
DEL o DELK#J 
xx = wc2+1~ 
K I: MHALF+I 
DEL2 t DELKwK 
YY+ Wc2+K) 
WRfTE(20,9031DEL,XX,DEL2,YY 
DFL3 s DEL#+NHALF 
22 = Wf2wNHALF) 
WRTTE(20,918~DEL3,2z 
END FILE 20 






















FORMAT(/lX,~PERFORM INTEGRATION CHECK CY OR N) '#$I 
ACCEPT 8c17 .CHK 
IF CCHK,EQ:iNil GO TO 23 
EDR = NPTSYDELK 
CALL SIMPC0,0,EDR,DELK,NPTS,ANS) 
TYPE 811,ANS 
FORMATC//IX,~INTEGRAL OF PHI QF t (K) lr',El2:4) 









TYPE OUT AUTOCORRELATION TO DATA FILE 
XAOFF = 13000, 
RFCOY 8 PTslTWOL 
OR0 s W(0)wRFCON 
MAOFF = 13000,/DELX 
CALL OFILE (20,eAUTOi) 
WRITE(20,900) 
WRITEC20,1~50)FLE 
FORMAT(/lX,iAUTOCORRELATION OF STATIONARY SANPLF',/IXI 






FORYAT(/lX,i TRUCATTON POINT wAd,G,C METERd,/lX, 
iWHICH CON9AINS i,17,i POINTS+ 
WRTTE(20,1!$52) 
FORMAT(//lX,~RR!NTOUT OF THE VALUES OF THE AUTOCORRELATW'h 
/lX,8X,~X',lPX,~ RL i,9X,iRL/R@i) 
DO 1823 I=B,MAOFF 
DEL 8 DELXiI 
xx 8 w(2+L)+RFCON 
YY i XX/ORB 
wRITE(20,915)DEL,XX,YY 
FORMATC¶XI~(PXIG)) 
END FILE 20 









DR0 E W(0l#DELX 
PI 8 3;141$92654 
FTM1. a MPTSwDELX 
DO 13 J=:B,MPTS 
ARG m DELXiJ 
CC = PIwARG/FTMl 
DD s l;aARG/FTMl 
EE E ARSfSTNtCClI 
WINDO 8 EE/Pf+DD*COsCCC1 
DVSOR ;P ~,?ARG/FTDAT 
w(?wJ) o wlz,J)+wINoO/(oELXwDVSOR? 
M2PWR = MPWRM+l 
MZPTS = 2wMPTS 
FT?M L 2.*FTMl 
MMfNd E MPTS-1 
DO 14 JKsl,MMINl 
KK z H~PTSIJK 
W(2+KKJ = w(2+JK) 
DO 521 K?l,2wM2PTS-lr2 
W(K) 8 0.0 
COMFUTE SMOQTMED POWER SPECTRUM 
PRINT DATA FILE ‘DSPSi , FXJ?ST HALF OF DATA POfNTS 









MHALF = MPTS/2 
M42 8 MHALFn1 
DELK 01 l;/FT2M 
DO 56 Ilrql,M41 
DEL E DELK*I 
XX = wC2+I,wFT2M 
K o MHALF+T 
DEL2 = DELKrK 
YY e w(2+tK)wFT2M 
wPITE(2@,903lDEL,XX,DEL2,YY 
@EL3 or DELKwMPTS 
ZZ 8 WCPwMPTS)*FTZM 
WRTTEr20,908)DEL3,Zz 














FORMATC//l%,'DATA FILE CREATED RY PROGRAM ATURR2+ 
FORMATC//l~,~SMOOTHEO POWER SPECTRUM PHI OF p(K)', 
1 llX,iDATA 'i'AKEN FROM DATA FILE ',A% 
FORMAT(//i~,iPRI~TOUf OF VALUES OF THE SMOOTHE+, 
1 + POWER SPeCTRUMi,/5X,iK;,10X,~S~S VALUE),BX,iK CbNTDh 
2 4x,'spS VAI+E CONTDi,/) 
FORMATC1X,kl0,6,3XrEl2.4.3X,Fl0.~,3X,~l2.4~ 
FORMATC//1~,'RL(Bl = @2'.4, 
~ORMATl//lX,f6,',DATA .PO?NTS wEdE USED IN 2L s i,Fl$4, 
' METER',/~X,IS,' DATA POINTS WERE uSE0 ftJ M r qrF16.4r 
i METER;) 
Fo~MATc~~l~,16,~ ZEROS vCRP: ADDED TO DATAi) 
FORMATC29X,F10;4,3X,El$.~~ 
1 
ri;:;T;;llXIOMEAN ~ATJUE.~F~WCX) 8 ',EIJ,S,b M/SECf,/lX~ 















PROCRRM ATUR82. ATMOSPH$RIC TfJRtiUtENCE TASK 
ITEM 2, PARTS 1,l.A: PHASE 11 OF ATMOSPHjZRIC TURBULENCE 
MEAN VALUE SUBTRACTED FRi)M DATA BEFORE COMPUTING SPECTRUM 
SPECTRUM CALCULATIONS CAi TN PHASE 1) 
REQUIRES SuBROUTxNEir 
CFPT: TO PERFORM FFT 
SIMPt To INTEGRATE BY sIMPSLONS RULE 
READS NASA DATA STORED IN DATA PILE TO BE NAMED 
PRODUCES DATA FILESi 
PHTLK: VALUES OF PSD PHI OF L(K) 
AU*08 AUTOC~RRELATI~ OF PSD 
DSPSl SMOOTHED PbWER SPECTRUM 
INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS 
TYPE 1100 
FORMATC/lX,‘fNPUT SPEED OF CRAFT (M/SEC)‘,/i) 
ACCEPT fl01, V 
FORMATIG) 
TYPE 802 
FORYATC/lX,~INPUT TbTAL Nbl, OF PbINTS TO RE USED TN 2L M;', 
i OF DATA'./lX,iAND POWER OF TWO OF THAT NO;i,;$I 






FORMAT(IlX,'INPUT NO. OF POINTS OF WCXl TO BE READhilX, 
iAND SAMPLING RATE bF DATA ,169 
TYPE 804 
FORMATf/lX&NPUT VALUE bF MPTS', 




MZERO 8 NPTS-NOPTS 
NLAST 8 NPTS-1 
TIME 8 SRA'l'E*NPTS 
TWOt t V*TIME 
PTS = FLOATCNPTSI 
DECX 8 TWOL/PTS 
FTM 8 MZERihnELX 
FTDAT 8 TWbL-FTM 
DELK 8 l./TWOL 
FTMl l MPT#+DELX 
135 
c 
C!, R.EaD TN THE DATA WtXl AND CONVERT TO M/SEC 
C 
TYPE 806 
806 FORMATC/lX,pINPUT DATA FILE NAME THAT CONTAINS SAMPLES;, 
1 ;lXliOF WCi] AND NO: POINTS NXRAYC,/$l 

















NX1 o NXPAh4 
DO 550 IoO,NXl*l 
RGAD(20,S5l)W(I),W(I~NXl~,W(X+2wNXl),WCI+3~NXl~ 
W(I+NXl) = wCI+NXlI+.304f 
W(f+2rNXll a WCf)2+NXllry3@48 
W(I+3wNXt) a W(1+3+NXl)+.3@48 
w(X) a WII')w,,3048 
FORf+'AT(4(El5,71) 
END FILE 20 
COMPUTE AND SUBTRACT OUT wEAN VALUE 
COMPUTE THE SAMPLE VARIANCE 
WEBAR s B.O 
VAR o 0),0 
DO '610 JJ I 0,NOPTSm1 
WBAR s WRAR + W(JJ) 
wBAR a wBAR/FLOATCN~PTS) 
DO 600 TsB.NOPTS-1 
W(f) a WC19 - WRAR 
VAR E VAR + w[I)+WfI) 
VAR a VAR/FLOATCNOPTS> 
COMPUTE INfEGRAL OF w(K)rw2 USING TRAPIZOIDAL RULE 
WSUM a a;0 
no 370 Iml,NOPTS-2 
WSUM a WSUM+W(f)*W(I) 
wsw 8 WSUM + ,S+W(~~~W(~)+.5wW(NOPTS-l~~W(~OPTS-l~ 
WSrlM o DELk+WSUM/FTbAT 
ADD ZEROS TO OaTa 
DO 10 I=NOPTS,NLAST 
W(f) 0 0;0 
MAKE ARRAY COMPLEX 



















wc2*J) = WCJ) 
DO 513 tJ=l,PwNPTS-1,2 
WCJ) m 0,0 
COMPUTE PHI L(K) 
CALL CPFT(WPWRN,NPTS,W,I) 
NHALF 8 NP4S/2 
#MINI 8 NHALtrl 
TMS I TWOLiiTWOL/FTDAT 
DO 11 fr0,~+NLAST,2 
wc1+11 = 0.0 
w(J) t WC1)*TMS 
CONTINUE 
W(PwNPTS-17 m 0.0 
OUTPIJT VALUES OP' PHI OF LiK) TO DATA FILE (FIRST HALF ONLY) 
CALL OFILE (20,iPHILKij 
WRITFC20,900) 
WRTT!?C20,950~FLE 
FORMAT(/lXliPOWER SPECTRUM OF PHT OF LIK)i,/lX, 





FORMAT(/lX,‘<W OF LiXI++P> m i,F12’,4) 
WRfTEC26,952) 
FORMbT~//lx,'PRTNTOuT OF THE VALIJES OF THE POWER SPECTRUM', 
//X,5X,iK’.10X,iPS vALJJEi,8X ,;K CONT@',4X,iPS VALUE CONTD’,/) 
MHALF 8 NPTSi4 
M41 I MHPLF-1 
DO 823 Im0,M41 
DEL t DELKiI 
xx 8 W(2wI') 
K = MHALF+I 
DEL2 D DELKwK 
YY8 W(2t+K) 
WRITF(20,963)DEL,XX,DEL2.YY 
DEL3 m DELK,NHALF 
22 3 W(2+NHALFI 
WRITEC20,988~DEL3,2z 
END FILE 20 
AHOvE WAS BESCRIPTTVE DATA FILE Now MAKE DATA FILE THAT 
IS READ RY OTHER PROGRAMS 
CALL OFIUZ'i21,'PSD') 
DO 1010 JKil,32 

















END FILE 21 
PERFORM XN~EGRATXON CHECK 
TYPE 810 
FORMATC/lX,'PF,RFORM INTEGt?ATJbN CHECK CY OR N) i#r, 
ACCEeT 807,cHF 
IF (CHK,EO.'N') GO TO 23 
EDFf q NPTSaDELK 
CALL S~MP(0,0,EDR,DELK,NeTs,ANS) 
TYPE Rll,ANS 
FOR~ATC//lX,'INTEGRAL OF PHI OF L CKI sirE12:4T 









TYPE OUT AljTOCORRELATION TO DATA FILE 
XAOFF = 13ti00, 
RFCON a PTs/TWOL 
DRo, a WCBllRFCON 








CALL OFILE (20riAUTO') 
WRfTE(20,9!$0) 
WRITE(20,1~50)FLE 
FORYAT(/!X,~AUTOCORRELATION OF STATIONARY SAMPLEic/lX, 






FORMAT(/lX,' TRUCATION F’bTNT wASi,G,’ METERS%/lX, 
iWHICH CONTAJNS i,17,i PbINTSi) 
WRITE(20,1952) 
FORMAT(//ljf,'PRtNTOUT OF THE VALUES OF THE AUTbCORRELATIh% 
/lX,Bx,'XC,l2X,' PL ;,9X,iRt>R0i) 
DO 1823 I+B,MAOFF 
DEL 3 DELXIil 
xx = wCZ+f,*RFCON 




END FILE 20 
: ABOVE WAS bES CRIPTIVE DATJ FILE NOW MAKE DATA FlltE 
C TO BE READ BY FOLLOWING PROGRAMS 
C, 
C 
CIII)++YDONT FORGET +HEsE NUMRERS MUST BE MULTIPLIED BY RFC~N Ic**w** 
C 
IEND m MAOt+F/$@t3 
CALL OFItEiZl, iRt,,NHi) 
DO 1011 JK ; 1,ILND 
K = 500+CJK-1) 
1011 WRTTE(21,9606)(W(2*I~,I~0+K,499+K) 
KEND m SBBa(XEND-1) 
WRfTE(21,9606)CWC2*I),I~KFND,MAOFF) 
F COMPUTE WINDOW FN, AND RtlZ~/Cl-/Z//C2t-M)~ 
C 
DRO o W(Bl/DELX 
PI a 3;141292654 
FTM1 D MPTSwDELX 
DO 13 Jr0,MPTS 
ARG 8 DELXd 
CC + PI+ARG/FTMl 
DD 8 l;-ARG/FTMl 
EE = ABS(SIN(CC)) 
WIND0 8 FE/PX+OD+COSCcC) 
DVSOr? = I,~ARG/FTDAT 
13 W(2*J) 8 WC2*J)+wINnO/(DELXwDVSOR) 
MZPWR 3 MPWRM+l 
M2PTS w 2wMPTS 
FT2M I Z;+FTHl 
MMINl 8 MPTS-1 
DO 14 JKml,MMINl 
KK = M2PTSoJK 
14 W('L+KK) = w(2aJK) 
DO 521 K81,2*H2PTS-i,2 
521 W(K) a 0:0 
CE COMPUTE SMOOTHED POWER SPtXTRlJM 
C 
CALL CFFT(M2PWR,M2PTS,W,2) 




























PROGRAM ATIlRS4. ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE TASK 
1TEM 3, PARTS !,¶,A; PHASE II OF ATMOSPHERTC TIJRBULENCE 
MEAN VALUE SUBTRACTED FROM DATA BEFORE COMPUTING SPECTRUM 
SPECTRUM CALCULATIONS (AS IN PHASE I) 
REQUIRES SUBROUTINE$i 
CFp’Ti TO PEr?FC)RM FFT 
SIbfpi TO INTEGRATE BY SXMPSIONS RULE 
HPRESt HIGH PASS FILTER 
READS NASA DATA STORE@ IN DATA FILE TO BE NAMEn 
Pp5DI!CEs DATA FTLESi 
PHtLKt VALUES OF pSD PHI OF t(K) 
AUToi AUTOCORRELATION OF PSD 
INPUT TNTTIAL PARAMETERS 
TYPE flop! 
FORMATC/lX,'fNPUT SPEED OF CRAFT (M/SEC)',/S) 
ACCEPT 8fl1 ,V 
FOPMATfG) 
TYPE 802 
FORMAT(/tX,‘INPllT TOTAL No. OF POINTS TO BF 1JSED IN 2L M.‘, 







FORMAT(/lX,‘XNPUT NO. OF POINTS OF W(X) TO BE READi,/lX, 
1 ;AN~I SAMPLING RATE OF DATA 4,s) 
TYPE RR4 
FORMAT(/lX,'INP!IT VAt!JE cl)F MPTS', 
1 1,' AND POftER OF TWO OF THAT NO,',/81 
ACCEPT 903,MPTS 
ACCEPT @@3,MPWRM 
MZERO r; NPTSINOPTS 
NLAST = NPTS-1 
TIME L: SRATE+NPTS 
TWOL 8 V+TIME 
PTS = FtOAT(NPTS) 
OELX * TWOL/PTS 
FTM 8 MZERO+DELX 
FTDAT s TrlOLwFTM 
DELK s j:/TWOL 




















READ IN TJ-JC DATA WCX) AND CONVERT TO M/SEC 
TYPE 806 
FORMATt/IX,@fNPUT DATA FILE NAME THAT CONTAINS SAMPLES~, 





NXl ?1 NXRAYI4 
DO 550 fr0,~Xlr1 
READC20,5~t~W~flrW~I+~xl~,wcI+2*Nxl~,wC~+3*~xl~ 
W(ItNX1) a W(I+NXl)+;304A 
w(I+2+Nxl) a ~(bP*NXi)w;304fl 
w(ft3*Nxl) f W(It3+NXt)+.3048 
w(X) rl wcI)+;3fl413 
FORMAT(QCElS.7)) 
END FILE 20 
HIGH PASS F’fLTER THE nATEi 
TYPE 9 
FORNAT( 4 INPUT ClJT-OFF FREO, SAMPLING INTERVAL, ; 
iNO, OF FILTER SECTIONSi,i) 
ACCEPT 2,FC,TS,NS 
FORMAT(3G1 
FK 8 FC/v 
CALL HPDESCFC,TS,NS) 
DO 140 N=l,Ns+l 
no 140 M11‘2 
F(N,M) L 0:u, 
DO 156 Moff,NXRAYul 
F(lr31 = WCMI 
00 160 NmlrMS 
TEMP 8 ACN)+(FCN,3)r2.~FrN,2)tF(~,l)) 
F(Nt1,3) P TE~P~R(N)+F(Ntt,2)rCC~)~FC~~l,l) 
DO 170 Nal,NStl 
DO 170 MM+l,2 
F(N,MMl t FiN,MYtl) 
W(M) a FCNStlr3) 
COMPUTE ANO SUBTRACT O1JT MEAN VALUE 
COMPJJTE THR SAMPLE VARIANCE 
wBAR m 0.0 
VAR I) 0.0 
DO 616 JJ I ~I,NOPTSI1 
WBAR s WBAR t w(JJ) 
WBAR 1 WBARIFLOATCNOPTS) 
DO 600 180,NOPTSml 



















VAR 8 VAR + WtI)+WlI) 
VAR 8 VAR/F‘LOAT(NOPTS) 
COMPUTE: INtECRAt OF WiK)w+P IfsING TRAPTZOTDAL RULE 
WSUM = 0;a 
DO 370 Xsl,NOPTSn2 
WSfJM 0 WsUhW(~)*W(~) 
WsUM t WSUM t ,S+W~0)wW(0,+,5wW(NOPTSI1l+W(NbPTSal) 
WSUM 8 DELXwWSrJM/FTDAT 
ADD ZEROS TO DATA 
~0 101 IINOPTS,NLAST 
W(I) = a:0 
MAKE ARRAY COMPLEX 
DO 512 JoNPTS~l,QJ,~l 
wt2*J) a WIJ) 
no Si3 Jmt,P+NPTS~l,2 
W(J) = s’.fi 
COMPIJTE PHT 1,(K) 
CALL CFFT(MPWRN,NPTS,W,lI 
NHALF a NPTS/? 
NMLNl l NHALFml 
TMS 3 TwOL~TWOL~FTDAT 
DO 11. fr0,~abNtAST,t? 
w(It1) = a:0 
W(I) = WCf)+TMS 
CONTTNIJE 
W(2wNPTs.l) D 0.0 
OIJTPUT VALUES OF PHI OF LiK) TO DATA FTLE (FIRST HALF ONLY) 
CALL OFXLE (2@,‘PHfLKil 
WRTTE[20,900) 
wRTTE12@,95U)FC,FK,FLE 
FORMAT(/lX,'HIGH PASS FILTERED DATAi,/tX,iC!JTaOFF FREQ a’,G, 
1 6 (K ~',G,i)i,//lX, 
2 &POWER SPECTRUM OF PHI bF L(K+,/lX, 






















FORMATC//lX,iPRINTOuT OF THE VALUES OF THE POWER SPECTRUM', 
/lX,SX,'K',lQJX,'PS vAtUFi,BX,iK CONTni,4X,iPS VALIJE CONTD',/) 
MHALF s NP$S;4 
M41 8 MHALF.1 
f)O 823 SmB,M41 
DEL 8 DELK~I 
xx s Wf2+11 
K a MHALFtL 
DEL2 8 DEtKwK 
YY8 WC2wKl 
WRTTEC20,903)DEL,XXIDEL2,$Y 
bEL3 51 DELK+NHALF 
22 01 WlZrNHALFl 
WRITEC2fi,908)DEt3,z~ 
END FILE 20 
PERFORM XNTEGRATXON CHECK 
TYPE 810 
FORMAT(/lX,'PERFORM INTEGRATION CHECK (y OR N) '#$I 
ACCEPT 807,CHK 
IF (CHK,EQ:'N') GO TO 23 
EDR i NPTS+DELK 
CALL SIMPCB,~,EDR,DELK,NPTS,ANS) 
TYPE 811,ANS 
FORMATC//lX,iINTEGR~L OF PHI OF L CK) ~i,~12',41 
ORTAIN AIJTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
CALL CFFTCMPWRN,NPTs,w,Z) 
TYPE OUT A~JTOCORRECATION TO PATA FILE 
XAOFF = 13000, 
RFCON ? PTS/Tw6L 
bR0 8 w(0)+RFCON 
YAOFF a 130@0,/nELX 




'HIGH PASS FILTERED NoN~H~MoGENEOUS SAMPLE',/~X, 






FORMATfblX,' TRuCATION PRINT wAs',G,e METERS@,/~X, 














$ORMAT(//lX,;PRINTOUT bF THE VALUES OF THE AUTOCORRELATIOh 
1 /lX,8X,iX',12X,.i RL i,9X, GRLbRBi) 
PO 1823 1=0,MAOFF 
DEL 8 BELX*I 
xx a W(2sI)wRFCON 
YY P XX/DR0 
WRITEC2@,9151DEL,XY,YY 
FORMAT(IX,3(2X,G>) 
ISND FILE 20 
FORMATC//lX,~DATA FXLE, CREATED BY PROGRAY ATURR4;l 
FORMAT~lX,Fl~,6,3X,El~~4,3~,Fl0,6,3X,E~2.4) 
FORMATC//lft,'RL(U) 3 'rCl2.4) 
FORMAT(//lX,J6,' DATA POINTS WERE USED IN 2L s %Fl7.4, 
1 6 rwTERi,/lx,IS,i DATA POINTS WERE USED IN M t i,F16,4, 
1 ' METER') 
FORMAT(//lX,I6,' ZEROS WERE ADOED TO DATA') 
FORMATC29X,Fl0;4,3X,E12;4) 
FORMAT(//lX,iMEAN VALUE OF W(X) = i,E15.S,c M/SEC',/lXr 






















DO 11 JI M,NpTS-1 
TF (S(Jl;LT.F.B3 GO T8 SP, 
IF [SIJ),EO,B,B) BfNl(1) o ATNl~l~+l: 
IF fS(J),EQ.O,@) GO TO 11 
RSLTI. = S(J)/RXNW 
IR s IFIx(wSLTl1 + 1 
PTNSIXR) = PJN~(XR) + 1. 
GO To 11 
RSLT2 = A~s(S~J)~/BINW 
TR = IFIX(RSLT21 + 1 
RXNZCIR] = BfN2fJRI + 1: 
C 0 N T I ~II II E 
TOTAL = t3.b 
no 13 J=i,NnINZ 
TOTAL = TOTAL + BINl(J) + 81N2(J> 
TYPE 8@2,TOTAL 
FORMATI/lX,‘TOTAL NO, OF pdfNT$ IJSED FOR IST PASS dF8.2) 


















PROGRAM RINSQ~ ATMOSpYEl?fC TURBULENCE TASK 
r’J’!?M 4 
TYPE 798 




DO 11 5s B,NPTSl-1 
IF (S(J)jE&0,0) BTN3(1) o f3IN3(1)+¶. 
fF cs(J?.E~,@,0) GO TO 11 
RSLP = S(J?/eXwdl 
IP 3 I~Ix(RSLT) t 1 
RINJ(IP) = RTN3(XR) + I.0 
CONT~tJUE 
TOT.1 t 63,:s 
00 13 J=l,NRZN! 
TOT1 1 TOT1 t PTNJ(J) 
TYPE @QZ,TOTl 























SUBROUTINE CWT. CALCULAT&S.FFT OF,ANY DATA ARRAY 





DO 381 lOtiTS, 1,-l 
NRAY I; T-l 











NM1 LI NPTS-1 
J=l 
DS m Ii/FLOAT(NPTS) 
DO 7 X+l,NMl 
IF (I,GE',J) GO TO 5 
T 0 scJ1 
SCJ) n SC13 
SC11 8 T 
K 8 NV2 
IF &GE& GO TO 7 
Jo J-K 
KaKl2 
GO TO 6 
J m JtK 
Pf = 3;141$92654 
DO 30 Lsl,WPOWR 
LE s2w*L 
LEl 31 Liz/2 
FL??18 FLOAT(LEl) 
!I a (l.,B,Ql 
PL+PI/FLEI 
PL =-PL 
Bfl) = COSfPL) 
R(2) l $fNipL) 
DO 2s Jzl,LEl 















NOP 8 NPTS-1 
T~CNWAY;EQ:l) GO TO 200 
DO 40 IeB,NOP 
ID% = It1 
xx2 v DSM%ALCS(ID~)) 
S(I),8 CMPLXCXX2,0.0) 
GO TO 210 
DO 300 fu0,NOP 
XDXl s It1 
XY2 IL CCABsCS(IDXl)))+DS 
xx3 s xYz*ltYz 


























SURROUTINE CFFT,. CALCULATES FPT OF ANY DATA ARRAY 





DO 301 TrNPTS,!,-1 
NRAY w L-i 











NM1 m NPTS-1 
Jr1 
DS 8 l,/FLbAT(NPTS) 
DO 7 TslrNHl 
fF (1:GE.J) GO TO 5 
T m S(J) 
SCJ) 3 SC11 
SCII a T 
K m NV2 
LF (K,GE,J) GO TO 7 
JP J-K 
Kt;K/2 
GO TO 6 
J m J+K 
PI c 3;14lS92654 
DO 30 Lrl ,MPOWR 
LE r2+*L 
LEl = LE/2 
FL!!18 rLOAT(LE1) 
u = (1,,0,hl 
PL~PI/FLEl 
PL =-PL 
R(l) = COSiPL> 
8c21 l SINrPL) 
DO 20 Jlcl,LEl 















NOP t NEWhI 
IPCNWAY;EQ:l) GO TO 20n 
DO 40 Tm0,NOP 
LOX m I+1 
XX2 m DS*REAL(SITDX)) 
S(T) m CMPLXCXX2,0hT 
CO TO 210 
DO 300 100,NOP 
TDXl t I+1 
XYZ = (CASi(S(fDxll)l~Ps 
xx3 P xYz+xYz 
















TO SOLVE A GENERAL SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS~ 
USAGE 
CALL DGELGCR,A~~N,EPS,XER) 
DESCRfPTION OF PARAMETERS 
R I DOUBLE PRECISION M BY N RIGHT HAND SIDFMATRIX 
(DESTROYED): ON RETURN R CONTAINS THE SOLUTIONS 
OF THE EQUATIONS, 
A - DOUBLE PRECTSTON M BY M COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
tDESTRbYED); 
M (L THE NUMBER OF EOUATTONS IN THE SYSTEM) 
N m THE NUMBER OF RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTORS, 
CPS L SINGLE PFECISTON INpUT CONSTANT !‘iflICH IS USED AS 
RELATIVE TOLERANCE FOR TEST ON LOSS OF 
SIGNIFICANCE: 
IER (I RESULTING EPROR PARAMETER CODED AS FOLLOWS 
IERo0 - NO ERROR, 
IERI-1 I NO RESULT RECAUSE OF M LESS THAN 1 OR 
PIVOT ELEMENT AT ANY ELIMINATION STEP 
EQUAL TO 0, 
IER8K - WARNING DUE TO POSSIBLE LOSS bF SXGNIFI- 
CANCE INDICATED AT ELIMINATION STEP K+l, 
WHERE PIVOT ELEMENT WAS LEBs THAN OR 
EQUAL TO THE INTERNAL TOLERANCE EPS TIRE8 
ABS~LUTE~Y GREATEST EL,EMENT 6~ MATRIX A, 
REMARKS 
INPUT MATRICES R AND A ARE ASSUMED TO RF S~ORKDCOLUMNWISK 
IN MwR RESP, M*M SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOCATIPNS, ON RETURN 
SOLUTION MATRIX R Is STORED COLUMNWISE TOO, 
THE PROCEDURE: GIVES RESULTS XF THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS M Is 
GREATER THAN 0 AND PIVOT ELEMENTS AT ALL ELIMXNATION STEPS 
ARE DIFFERENT FROM 0: HOWEVER WARNING TKRcK - IF GIVEN - 
INDICATES POSSIBLE LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE, IN CASE OF A WELL 
SCALED MATRIX A AND APPROPRIATE TOLERANCF EPS, IERwK MAY BE 
INTERPRETED THAT FATRIX A HAS THE RANK K, NO WARNING IS 
GIVEN IN CASE Mm!, 
SURPOUTXNES AND FIJNCTXON SURPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD 
SOLUTION IS DONE RY MEANS OF GAUSSIELIYXNATION WIT!! 
COMPLETE PIVOTING: 
158 







DOUBLE PRECIbION R,A,pIV,TR,TOL,PIVI 
IFiM123,23,1 
C' 












C A(I) IS PIVOT ELEMENT: pIv CbNTAINS THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF A(I). 
c 
C 
C START ELIMINATION LOOP 
LST81 
DO 17 K8t,M 









C, I+K IS RDWmINDEX, J+K COLUMN-INDEX OF PIVOT CLEMENT 
:. PIVOT ROW REDUCTION AND ROW INTERCHANGE XN RIGHT HAND SIDE R 























E SAVE COLUMN XNTERCHANGE INFORMATION 
A(LST)mJ 




















C END OF ELXYINATION LObP 
: 










DO 21 bJeII,NM,M 
TBmRiJ) 
LL8J 























SlJBROUT'INi f;ACl: COMPUTES K!/((K-Pi)!M!) 
SORROUTTN!? EACl(K,M,AKM) 
IP (K.EQ.?.OR.K.EQ.l) GO TO 35 
FK =FLCA!I(K) 
FKC = FK 
DC 30 I=l,K-1 
AI =FLO!47(I) 
FK = FK*(PKC-AI) 
IF (K.FQ.1.01!.K.EQ.Z, FK =I. 
IF (M.EC.1.CF.M.EC.e) GO TO 4s 
FM = FLCF'!: (C) 
PMC = FY 
DO 47 I=l,M-1 
41 = FLOAT(I) 
PM = Ffl*(?P'C-AI) 
IF (?l.FQ.l.OF.M.YQ.i?) FM = 1. 
FP'K = FLC1T(K)-FLCAT(M) 
IF (FKM.F3.1.. @F.FKP.EC.P.P) GO TO 55 
KM = K-V-1 
FKMC = PFY 
Dr) 50 I=l,KM 
AT = L PLCAT (I) 
FKPl = FKM*(FKMC-AI) 
IF (FKM.FC.l.E-.CR.FKM.EQ.P.??)FKM=l.2 
AKfi = FK/(FKM*FP) 





PROGRAM FINAL, ATMbSPHERfC TURBULENCE TASK 
ITEM ‘LIREV~SIQN 2633, PARTS 6,7,Bt AND 9: PHASE: IX bF ATMOSm 
PHERXC TURBULENCE 
MEAN VALUE SUBTRACTED FR~H DATA BEFbRE COMPUTING SPECTRUM 
COMPONENT WITH LOW FREQUENCY CONTAMINATION 
REQUIRES SIJBROIJTINES GAM,PARl C 1NTERPOLATIbN 
ROUTTNEt ANRPlt AK1 REOUIRES PAR,AKDaT,SIMQ,DGELGs 
USES SUBROJ:JTINES TRaP'(3&6) AND SfMP2 FOR INTEGRATIONS 
ALSO lJSES SUBROUTINE SET AND FUNOTION DECT INCLUDED TN PROGRAM 
tMaX MAX u 101 NCOUNT MAX 8 J0t NXI)r MAX 0 2901 ” HAX 8 4 
DATA FILES READ BY PROGRAM AREi 
AUfOr AUTOCORRELaTZON -FROM ATJJRBZ 
DATA FILE CREATED By THIS PROGRAM ARE8 
ITM2: VALUES OF CAP R CXI), PART 9:K, ITEM 2 
ITM2L# VALUES OF SIGMA mRb*LwPHI OF KcKL), FART 9:L 
DOUBLE PREdISION AMTRX,X?,DT~,A,SUM,AM,Sl,S2,RI,CJ,ALG2 





















FORMAT(i HAS DATA BEEN COMPUTED i',/$> 
ACCEPT 807,ANDlt 



















SIGMA SQRD & L COMPUTED FROM PROGRAM PARTS 
ALJ0) * 20; 
AL(l) 8 30, 
AL(P) a 40, 
ALf31 a SC+ 
aLt4) w fig&. 
AL(~) +--?a 
ALf6) i 8ti. 
ALf7) I 90: 
nL(8) 8 100, 
AL191 x 11& 
ALCl0) * 120, 
AL(11) I 1)0. 
SXGZC0) a -339271 
SfG2ll) 8 '3400205 
SIG2C2) 8 !3666069 
sIGZ(3) e ;4009919 
SIG2t4) I 4378971 
SIC2CS) x :4753911 
SfG216) = ;$126825 
SIG2171 8 5494336 
sIG2(8) t kJ55068 
SIG2(9) = 1.6208966 
SIG2(10) 8 ,6554832 
STG2(11) 8 ,73219 
PART 7r REQUXRES SUBROUTTNES GAM, TRAPC3661,AK 
COMPUTES VON-KARMEN AUTOCbRRELATLON 
TYPE 1511 




PI 6 3.14149265 
cli6 = llr(6. 
C56 8 5,/6c 
c43 8 4,/3, 
caLL GAwc116,Gi) 
FALL CAMCC43rG2) 
CAM13 a ?,678938Ur 
BETA = ?.+Pl*CPI+w.51/(5~,G2) 
C23 m 2.13. 
Cl3 x 1.13: 
CONST 0 -BETAwCa:w+C23)/GAHi3 

















CONS2 m C(2,++C23)/GAMl3) 
PH2C01 a 0;0 
PHlC0) 8 1.0 
DO 1070 181,100 
El l ,l*I 
CALL AKClrElrAKl) 
CALL AK[2,ElrAK2) 
PHi(X) P CbNS2wlEl+wC13)+AKl~C~~S2*C~l~~Cl3~*~K2*~1/2. 




IF CWHICH,&Q,'L')PH2CI) m CONST+(El~+Cl3)*AK2 
CONTINUE 
TYPE 6l~0,Pfil(~7),PHl(9B),PHl(99~,PHlCl00) 
FOPRATC' PHIa ',4G) 
TYPE 610l,PH2C97),PH2(98~,PH2199)rPM2(100) 
FORMAT0 PH2 8',4G) 
DO INTEGRALS 1 TO 4 
PHI AND PH2 = 0 YF MORE THAN 100 PTS U6ED CNUPR 1s ARRAY INDEX) 
TP LESS THSN 100 PTs USED TM INTEGRAL, SIMPsbN;S RULE 
XS USED UP TO LAST hEVENb PT IN INTEGRAL: THE END OF THE 
INTEGRAL IS DONE A$ PER HILDEBRAND (P.111) FOR THE REMAINDING 
PART OF THE INTEGRAL CUSTNG TERMS up TO THE FOURTH POWER) 
EBAR m ,l/BETA 
DO 6068 L m 0,LMAX+l 
EHMAX II EH/AL(L) 
NUPRCL) l IFIXCEHRAXbEBAR) 
NDOCL) o 0 
IF (NUPR(L1,GT;IBB) NUPR,CL) o 109 
IF (NUPR(L),E0.100) GO TO 444 
NDOCLI s 1 
AODD : FLOdTCNUPRCt)l/2: 
NODD m NUPR(L112 
REM 8 AODD L FLOATCNODD) 
IF (REM;GE:,S) NUPR(L) l N!JPR(t) -1 
ELEFT(L) 8,EHMAX - FLOATfNUPR(L)j*EBAR 
TYPE 447,AODD,NODD,REM,ELEFTCL) 
FORMATCh A6DD,NODD,REH,EtEFTCL) iC,G12Xp13r2X,2Gl 
CONTINUE 
TYPE 6003rNUPRCL),L 
FORMATCi RuPPCL) I! i,I4,i L INDEX &X3) 
DO 3002 Id,NUPRCL) 
E a ERAR*I 
AI2IfI) 1 PHlCI)*PH2iI)+E 
ATSICL) s tiHicJ)+PHieI) 
DO 3003 Jr0,RR 
31 8 J+l 
PHI(J,L) L (E*+J11*~H2(1) 





AX1 (tl t Al 


















IF CNDOCL)fEQ;B) GO TO 445 
TYPE 449rt,AIitt)rAI2tt) 
F~RRATC~ FOR L d,13,, AI1 a',G,; AX2 e&G) 
AIlCL) I AI!(L) + DECTCELEFTfL),AI2I,KUPRCLl) 
TYPE 449,AIlCL) 
FORRATC' AI1 r',G) 




DO 3004 JJs0,RR 
DO 3104 180,NtJPRCL) 
AIlIlL) 8 PHICJJ,X) 
AIS~CX) P PHI~CJJ,~) 
CALL SIMPCl?BAR,Nt.JPRCL),AI2T,Al) 
AI3CJJ,L) i Al 
CALL SIMPCERAR,NUPRCL),AISI,A2) 
AX4CJJ,L) n A2 
IF CNDO(L):EQ,B) GO Tb 446 
TYPE 453,JJ,L,AX3CJJrL),A14CJJ,L) 
FORMATCiJJ,L,A13,A14:,,13,1X,12,iXIZC) 
AI3(JJ,L) w AIJCJJ,L) + DECTCELEFTCL),AI2I,NUPR(t)) 






READ IN AUTOCORRELATION FN: 





FOR~ATC/lX,'AUTOCORRELATION OF STATIONARY SAKPLE',/lX, 








FORMATC/¶X,'(W OF L(X)w+2> m bF12.4) 
READ(20,381)XAOFF,MAOFF 
FORMAT(/lX,, TRUCATION POINT WASi,Gli; METERS,,/lX, 















FORMATC//~~,,PRINTOUT OF THE VALUES QP THE AUTbCORRELATIONb 
/~X,~XI~X',~~X,~ RL ;,9X,iRL>RBb 
DO 1823 Is0,NXIH 
READC20,l915)DEL,RLCI),YY 
FORMATClX,3C2X,G33 
E!ND FILE 20 
TYPE 4324,RLCNxIH) 
FORMATC ' RLCNXIH) &G) 
DETERMINE WHETHER SIMpSONiS RULE OR TRAP; RULE IS TO BE 
USED IN INTEGRAL 15 f I6 
DO 7023 Ln0,LMAXd 
EB I DELx/ALCLI 
EWAYCL) m GTRP' 
IF CEB;GT,EBAR) EWAyCL) b GSMPi 
LCHNG yc -2 
TP * 1 
DO 7024 LrB,LMAx+l 
IF CEWAY(L3,EQ,,SMPi) Tp D 0 
IF (EwAYCL~,EQ,~SMP~~ LCHNG t L 
IF CTP.EQ.1) TYPE 7006 
FORMATC, SLMPSOW RULE NOT USED FOR x5 c f6b 
IF CTP;EQ,0) TYPE 7007,LCHNG 
FORMAT<4 SIMPSONS RULE USED IN IS& 16 UP TO L INDEX &I33 
DO ZNTEGRAL 15 AND 16 WHEN E/L > EBAR 
IF CTP;EQ,l) GO TO 7008 
DO 7050 L=B,LMAx+l 
IF CEWAYCL),EQ.,TRP;) GO TO 7050 
ALBAR w ALCL)*EBAR 
DO 7002 180,NUPRCL) 
ALDT I: I+ALBAR 
NPLCE = IFIxCALDT/DELx+:S) 
IXMID 8 NPLCE 
TXLOW B IXMID - 1 
IXHIG = IXMID+ 1 
IF CIXMID,EQ,B) IXLOW 8 0 
IF (IxMID.EQ.0) IXHZG 8 2 
IF (IXMID,kQ,03 IXMTD 8 1, 
IF CIXMID,GE,NXIH) IXLOW 8 NxfHm2 
IF CIXMID,GE,NXIH3 IXHIG a NXIH 
IF CIXMID,GE,NX~H~ IxMfD 4 NXIH-1 
AKICI) 8 RL(IXLOW) 
AKIC2) m RLcIXMID) 
AKfC31 m RL(IXHIG) 
XC!) a IXLOW*DELX 
XC23 t IXMID*DELX 
X(3) r IXHIGeDELX 
XPL c ALDT 
CALL PARABCAKZl 
FL1 1 AKZ 
EmEBAR*X 














~151cfi 8 *~itIi~tRLi 
CALL STMP(LBAR,NUPRiL),AIiflA3) 
CAL& SIMP(EBAR,NrJPRiL),AIJIIAQ) 
ASS(L) 8 AJ/RL(B) 
AI6CL) m A4/RLC0) 
TYPE 7449,L,AI5(t)?~I6(L) 
FORMATCi LtAX5,A16V,SG) 
IF CNDO(Ll,EQ,0) GO TO 7050 
AIS t AIS + CD~CT(tLEFTiL~rAI2I,NOPRCL~)~/RtiB~ 




INTERPOLATE PHI AND PH2 WHEN E/L < EBAR 
DO 1050 L%#,LMAX+l 
IF (L;LE;LCHNG) CO TO 1050 
PHI(L,01 s 1.0 
PHIl(L,B) i 0.0 
EB = nELX/XL(L, 
TYPE 107l,EB,EBAR 
FORMATC; EB r;,G,’ EBAR a’,G) 
XMAXZ = DELXMJXIH 
XMAX?. 8 t00,aEBAR 
DO 2071 JX a 1,NXIW 
IXMID = IFfX(EB*JX/EBAR+:51 
IXLOW 8 IXMfD-1 
LXHIG 8 lXMID+l 
IF (IXMID,GE#?'B) IxHrC 8 100 
IF (TX~fD,GE,l00~ fxLOW m 98 
TF (TXMID,GE,i@@) IxMID 8 99 
IF (IXMID,EQ;B) XXHXG 8 2 
IF (IXMID,EQ,B) IxLbW I fl 
IF ~IX~ID,EQ.0~ IXMID w 1 
AKI(1) 8 PHl[IXLOW) 
AKt[2) I PHIfIXMTD) 
AKI(31 8 PHl(lXHIC) 
X(l) t IXtOWwEBAR 
X(2) T IXMID*EBAR 
X(3) m IXHIG*EBAR 
XPL D EBwJk 
IF (XPL,GT:XMAXl1 Go TO 2072 
CALL PARABCAKZ3 
PHI(L,JX) 8 AK2 
AKt(i) : PH2fIXLOW) 
AK7123 c PH2IfXMID) 
AKI(3) i PH2CIXHIG) 
XCl? o IXLOW+EBAR 
X(21 I IXMIDwEBAR 
x(S) = XXHIG+EBAR 
XPL L EBwJjii 
CALL PARABiAKZl 





























IF (XPL,GT;XMAXl) PHICL,JX3 z pII@ 
IF fXPL.CT.XNAXl9 PHIl(L,JX) 8 010 
CONTXNUE 
CONTINUE 
INTEGRALS 3 AND 6 WHEN Eh e TSAR 
DO 3010 L*d,LMAX+l 
IF (L~LE;t~HNG) GO TO 3090 
DO 3011 Xd,NxIH 
AISItl) 8 bELX~~+PHIlCL~X)+RLCI~ 
AI21tI) s PHIfL,I)wRL~I) 
CALL TRAP2iAZXY) 
AI6CL) s AXXY/(RL~0)+ALtL)~ 
CALL TRAPSfAIXYl 
AIS * AfXY/(RLC0)wAL(L)+At(t)f 
CONTINUE 
DO 3019 LqLMA+l 




FOPMATfi FDR L&T3,i AI5 &,G) 
FORMATfi FOR Ln8,13,i AI6 d,G) 
INTEGRAL T@(J) 
DO 1080 J2 I& 0,MM 
DO 1081 I=Q),NXfH 
Al2fCTl s r~DELX*I)~wJ2)+RL(f) 
CALL TRAP2CAXXY) 
AXBCJ21 8 AIXY 
INTEGRAL XJCJ) 
MMTWI) e 2+MM 
DO 1684 32 mPI,MMTWiJ 
XEX s J2+1 
AIl(J2) I iEH+*l%X);fFLOATIJ2) + 1:) 
TYPE 52~9&7(MMTWO) 
FORMAT<’ FINAL VALUE OF T; fSii,>lX,G) 
START ITERATION 
NCOUNT II -1 
NCOUNT m NGOUNT +1 
TYPE 4 
















DETERMINE CLOSEST MIDPT FbR INTERPOLATION ROUTINES 
DIYZ m ABSCSIG2J!NCp!~~T),SIG2(LSIC)) 
DIY2 I ABS~SXG2J~NCOUNTl-SLG2CLSTGtl~~ 
LCTR s LSIG 
IF (DIY2~LT,DXYl~ LCTR 3 LSIG + 1 
TYPE 7028rLsXG,LCTR 
FORM-AT0 LSIG ri,13,j LCTR d,IW 
CALL INTERROLATION ROUTINES 
CALL SET(AL,SIG2,SIG2J(NCOUNT),LCTR,BKl) 
ALINT a RKl 
TYPE 6056,!3IG2JCWOUNT),ALINT 
FORMATI’ FOR SIGMA SQRD ri,G,i L INT ili,G1 
tF (LCTR.LT.CLCHNGt21) GO TO 7012 
DO 7010 Lm,LMAXtl 
AISXfL) 8 AI5CL)*ALiL)-AL(L) 
AT6X(L) a AI6CLMALkL) 
CALL SETCAISX,AL,ALINT,LCTR,BKl) 
A15T t RKl/(ALXRT+ALINT) 
CALL SET(AT6X,AL,ALINT,LCTRIBKX) 
Al61 o BKl/AL3NT 
GO TO 7011 
CALL SETIAIS,AL,ALINT,LCTR,BKl> 
AXST s BKl 
CALL SETCAX6,AL,AtINT,LCTRIRKI) 
Al61 m BKl 
CALL SET(AIl,AL,ALINT,LCTR,BKl) 
AIlT 3 BKi 
CALL ANTRP~L~AXcALINT,Ab,L$IG,AI'2,A12TI 
TYPE 9084,AI5T,AI6T,AIlT,AI2T 
FORMAT(’ Fi’jR INT AI51 ti,G,*AIBI r&G,'AIlT a+,G,iAI2T m',G) 
DO 6069 IJK w0,BM 
AKI(ll P AISCISK,LCTR-1) 
AKI(2) 8 AI~(IJK,LCTW) 
AKI13) 8 AIjCIJK,LCTR+l) 
X(l) m ALCLCTR-11 
X(21 m ALCLCTRI 
X(3) L AL(LCTR+l) 
XPL m ALINT 
CALL PARARtAKZ) 
AI3TCXJK) m AK2 
AKI(1) D AI4(IJK,LCTR-13 
AKI(21 t AI4CIJK,LCTR) 
AKI[3) 8 Af?(fJK,LCTRt1) 
XI¶) = ALCLCTR-1) 
X(2, II ALCLCTR) 
X(31 8 ELCLCTRtl) 
XPL = ALINT 
CALL PARA@(AKZ) 






















FORMATC' J u',I3,'AI3T r;,G,'AI4T r?i,G) 
CONTINUE 
COMPIJTE DEL(LVDELCSTGMA SQRD) 
AKI(l) m SIGIftCTR-1) 
AKI(2)'o SEGZCLCTR) 
AKIC3) m- SIGPCLCTR+lI 
X(J) I ALCLCTR-1) 
XC21 c ALCLCTR) 
X(3) I AL(LCTRt13 
XPL a SIG2J(NCOUNTl 
CALL PARl(l9LDS) 
TYPE 7004,bLDS 
FORRATCi DLDS = ,,G) 
COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS XC m P,H;S;, ARRAY A t L,H,S, 
XC(l) 8 RL(~~+(~SIG~J(NC~~JNT~~DLDS*A~ST+ALVVT~AI~T) 
A(I,l) 8 -SfG2J(NCOURT~+BLDS+AIlT+ALIKT*AI2T 
DO 3013 K=Z,MMt2 
K2 r K-2 
LPK 
L2 F; K2 
XC(K) $ AIt)(K23/ALXNTw*K2 
A(K,l) R ALXNTwAX4T(K2) 
A(l,L) a -~IG~JCNCO~NT)+DLDS~(AL~NT*~IJ~)*AI~T(L~) 
t (ALINTw+(Lrl)9+AI4T(t2) 
DO 3p114 LA a 2,MMt2 
LAK 3r KtLAm4 






DO SIM; LINEAR EON uSXNG DOUBLE PRECISION PRbGRAM DGELG 
MY2 ?I RMt2 
ALG2 c DLOGl0(2,D03 
MM3 m MM+3 
DO 10 18l,YM2 
DO 10 Jsl,MM2 
DfJCI,Jl 8 DLOGl0(DABsiAiIrJ)31/ALG2 
DO 20 Iml,HM2 
DIJCI,MMJ) lr DLOGl0iDABSiX~(I,>,iALG2 
















TF NOT USE FOLLOWING LbGfC 
DMM23 8 42:D@ 
DMMP t 6;CVJ 
DMM3 IL 7,DB 
fF (MM;NE,ti) GO TO 6683 
DMM23 P 6.60 
DMM2 B 2,;DB 
DMM3- 8 3.QQl 
GO TO 6681 
IF W4;NE.I) GO TD 6680 
DMM23 8 12’.D0 
DMM2 s 3,DB 
DMM3 8 4’,ae 
GO TO 6681 
IF 0fM;NE.p) CO TO 6682 
DMM23 8 20.00 
DMM2 3: 4,DB 
DMM3 L 5.W 
GO TO 66Bl 
IF (MMiNE.3) GO TO 6681 
DMM23 = 3@',D0 
DMM2 s 5:Dd 
DMM3 P 6.D0 
SUM I a;0 
DO 30 JsfrHM3 
DO 30 11l,MM2 
SUM m SUM tDIJ(I,J) 
AM 8 rSllM/~MM23 
DO 40 1~l.,MM2 
Si 8 0.0 
DO se J.l,MM3 
Sl I: Sf t iDfJCI,JJtAM) 
RICX) er =Sl/DMM3 
DO 60 Jml,MM3 
s2 = 0.0 
DO 70 Ilrl,HN2 
52 8 S2 t iDIJ(I,J)+AM) 
CJcJ) 8 dB/DMMZ 
DO 80 Jrl,MM2 
Ix I (Jml)wMM2 
DO 8q 1ml,MM2 
AMTRXCftXX) m A~I,J)*2:D0o*CRICIwCJ(J~+AM) 
DO 90 Irl,HMP 
XC(I) R XCiI~+2,D0++CRI(X)tCJ(M~3~tAM) 
s3 E 0;0 
DO ll@ Itl,MM2 
S3 8 S3 t fir(I) 
64 8 6;@ 
DO 120 Jml,MM3 
54 = S4 t CJCJ) 
CALL DGE&GiXC,AMTRX,MM2,l,l.E-10,ICRl 



























FORHATC, IER 1 ',G) 
DO 100 Inl,MM2 
XCCI) 8 XC~I~+~,++CCJ(II~CJ(NM~~) 
SIGZJ(NCOUNTtlI m XcCl, 
TYPE 1620,NCQUNT,XC(l) 
FORMATCi FOR NCOUNT &I+ SIGMA SQRD r',G,/lx) 
TYPE 1627 
FORMAT@ STOP LOOP i (Y OR N) 'ri) 
ACCEPT 807,eTOF 
IF (STOP.EO,'N') GO TO 19 
COMPUTE FINAL A'S 
DO 3017 Lw2,MM2 
AICLr2) 8 &CL, 
TYPE OUT FINAL RESULTS 
TYPE 1628,NCOUNT,ALfNT,X~(l) 
FORMATCi ON LAST PASS NCOUNT wi,T3ri L d,G,/lx, 
,AND SIGMA SQRD 8'rG) 
DO 32 12 8 0,MM 
TYPE 1629,I2,Af(J23 
FORMAT(' Ai,,12,i) r',G) 




FORMAT(/lX,'DUTPUT FOR PART 9.K',/VbiWITH L =%G, 
4 AND SIGMA SQRD r',G) 
DO 7016 I=B,MM 
WRITE(20,70lS),I,AI(I) 
FORMATC' COEFFICIENT ACi.Il,il 8 ,,G) 
WRITE(20,16313 
FORMATC/3X/,’ XI’rlPXA?iXIA 12.XriXI CONTD’,BX,‘RCXI) CONTO’) 
ARC = ALINT+,l/HETA 
NX2 w XFIXfEH/ARG) 
NXl2 o CNX2/23 I 1 
DO 41 180,NXlZ 
El 8 ARG+I 
E2 u ARG~CXtNXI2tl) 
SUYl 8 0. 
SUM2s 0. 
DO 42 10 a 0,MM 
suM2 a sUM2tAI(I0)*E2+*10 
SUM1 R SUMltAI(I0~+El+wI0 
IF (I;GT;1001 R 8 GUMS 
IF (I.GT.180) GO TO 43 



























IF ((ftNXl2tl3,GT,l00) R2 R SUM2 
XF (~ItNXl2tl),GT,l00) GO Tb 41 
R2 W XCtl3iPHltItNXl2)+$uM2 
WR~TEI20,1630)El,R,E2,R2 
FORNATC4Gl 
END FILE 20 




FORMAT(/, OUTPUT FOR PART 9;Li,/lX,iWITH L q i,G,i AND SIGN?i, 
4 SQPD r’,G,//lX,; Ki,SX,,L+SIdMA SQRD*PHIKh5X,iK CONTD’,IX, 
iL+SIGMA SQRDwPHIK CONTDij 
sIG2L v XCf SlwALINT 
TYPE la13 
FORMAT<; INPUT DELK 6,ZX.i) 
ACCEPT 7014,DELK2 
FORMAT(G) 
DO 44 I = 8,511 
EXCl 8 DELK2.*1 
EXC2 8 DELK2+(1+!512) 
AKLP R ALINT+EXCj 
AKLRl = ALINT+EXC2 
ALKIP 8 AKLR*AKLP 
ALKI3 8 AKLRl+AKLRl 
PHIK m (2,/(1,+70,78w~LKf2~++C56)wSrG2L 
PHIKl 8 (2:/Cl.t70,7RwALKf3)*~C56~*SIG2L 
IF CWHICH,EQ;'T"l PHXK 8 i(l:+l88,75+ALKI2)/Cl:t70~78+AtKIZl 
w#Cll6~wSIG2L 
IF (WHXCH,EQ.,Ti) PHIK~ o c(l~t188@.75+AtKI3)~(l,t70~78*ALKI3~ 
s*Clld~rSIG2L 
wRITE(~~,~~~~~EXC~,PHIK,EXC~,PHIK~ 
END FILE 21 
FORMATC//lX,'DATA FILE CREATED BY PROGRAM,FTNAL',/lX, 
iWITH M 8’,13,’ AND LENGT.H l~;,G,i AUTOCOR, OF FILE $,A51 
FORMATC//lX,'DATA FILE CREATFD BY PROGRAY ATURB3;) 
FORMAT~lX,Fl0,6,3X,El2;4,3X,Fl0,6,3X,F~2.4~ 
FORMAT(//lX,f6,@ DATA POINTS 
i METERi,/lX,15, 
WERE USED IN 2L k %Fl9.4, 
6 DATA PbINTS WERE USED IN M 8 ‘,Fl6.4, 
6 METER,) 
FORMATC//lY,I6,' ZEROS WERE ADDED TO DATAi) 
;;$T;;fl",'""A" VALUE, OF,WtXj = ‘,El~,S,’ M/SECi,/lX, 















AKX(1) P Al(tSIG-11 
AKI(2) I Al(LSIG) 
AKI[3) e Al(LSIG+ll 
xc11 m Bl(LsIG-1) 
X(2) t Bl(LSIGI 
x(3) B Bl~LsIG+l) 
XPL 8 Cl 
CALL PAPABiAK2) 






















PROGRAM TO COHPUTE GAMWA FUNCTIONS 
PROGRAd DEliIUED FROH "HA&IDBOOK OF MATH. FUNCTIONS, kAT. 
MUREAU Ok STANDARDS, APPLIBC MiTti SERIES 55", lYO4 
i?iii.lGiiAn USES EcN 6el.f5 (P 2561 AkO APPtiGX. 6.1.36 (i;.i57r 
ANS RETURNED AS GG, ItiPUT iS GArlnA 
If (Ganna.GE.2.) GU 'to 1 
X= GAHNA -1. 
RES =I. 
GO TO 1B 
= IFIX(CABHA)-1 
i&S = 1. 
DO 28 I=l,l 
HES = RES*iGAUUA=PLOAT(1)) 
X = GAMMA - YLLIAT<N+~) 
GG = 1. - .577191652*1 +.9882$58L1*X**2 - .tiL7U56Y37*X**j 
+ .9182~6857*1**4 - ,7567$!4~78*~**5 + .4821593!44*x**t 
- .19352781ti*X**7 + .03akitJd343*X**d 











PROGRAM To COMPUTE DIsT; SEVERAL WAYS, NOTES FROM BfLL 
MARK OF SEPT 25, 1977, "~PPROXIN~TIONS USING DERIVATIVE 
FORMS OF GENERALT2ED GRAMiCH4RLLS 
UPDATED VERSION FAGsS 6,S 
USEI., W'ITH STEy4, AT. TURR~JLENCE Part 5 
REQUIRES SltYRO1JTINE GAM 
PI = 3.141592654 
PE2 = w/2: 
TPI = (2:+PI)*w-,5 
TYPE 791, 








4LPB o ALPH2F - ALPHlFwALPHlF 
ALPB2 = SQRT(ALPR1 
GAMMA = ALPHIF+ACPH~F/ALPR 
TYPE l@lOl,GAMMA 
FOMAT(’ GAMMA 8’, G, 
ALAM t GAMWA/A!,PHlF 
GAM2 8 GAMMA/Z, 
GAY12 = (GAvMh+l.l/2. 
TGAM 8 2:*+IGfWA-;5I 





BE1 * (GA+YAd,)/2, 
RBTA r GAMMA - 1. 
R2 = RETA+BETR 
B3 = BETA+BZ 
R4 4 BETA@83 
ALL = ALAM*ALAM*ALAM 
AL4 = ALj*ALAM 
Cl2 8 GAMMA+(GAMYAtl.)w(GA~~A+2.~~6. 
Cl23 I GlZC(GAMMAt3;1/?: 
G4 8 Cl23*tGAMMA+4.)(5, 
G5 = G4*(G4MMAtS;V6. 
CO1 = (ALAM/GAMMA) 







CO3 = (COZUAr~AM/CGAMWA+2i)) 
CO4 8 (C03Y4tAM/CG.AMMA+3~ 1) 
CO5 = (C04NUAC/CGAMMA+4,)) 
CO6 a ~COSuAtAM/CGAMM~+~.)) 
BB3 = Gl2*~i:-3,+CO1*ALPHlF+3.*CO2*ALPH2F-CO.$*ALFH3E-) 
R84 = G~~~L~~,~~.+CO~*ALPH~F+~:~CQ~+ALPH~~~~.*CO~*AL~H~F+ 
CO4+AWHQFI 
,985 o G4*(i,rS,*CO1*ALPH~P+30~*CO2*ALPH2F-l0.*CO3*ALPH3F~S;* 
CO4*ALPHQFkCOS*ALPHSF) 
RW6 s GSU(I ,-6;*COl*ALPHlF+1S,*CO2*ALPH2~-20~*CO3*ALFH3F+~5.* 
CO~*A~PHQF.~;*C~S*ALPH~F+CO~*AI.JPH~P) 
FONO a 0,: 
F?INl x 0; 
F0N2 = BP 
FIN0 8 0: 
FlNl 3: P),. 
F/N2 = f$ 
FlN3 = fi7 
F2rJ0 = B, 
FZNl = 0, 
F2N2 = 0; 
F2N3 = By 
F2N4 0 0, 
F3NB 0: 0, 
F3Nl = 0: 
P3n12 5 0; 
F3N3 = M; 
F3N4 = G1, 
F3N5 = 9, 
P4N0 f 0; 
F4Nl = 8, 
F4N2 = “; 
F4N3 s 0, 
F4N4 = 0: 
F4N5 = 4, 
F4N6 = 0, 
TYPE 600 
FORMAT(/,’ XO,lIX,iFIPRMi ,9X,‘P2PRMi,9X,iF3PRMi,9X,iF4?RM’) 
00 2e fDi,lB0 
x 8 DELX+f 
ALX i ALAM*X 
PHTV, a (ALAM*EXP(~ALX)*(CALX**~~~)~GG~)UC(ALX**~~~)/GG~))/ 
(TYI+TGAM) 
P3 = 1, a 3,*COl*X + 3,*C62*X*X t CO3*X*X*X 
P4 3 1, - 4,*COl*X + 6,*C62*X*X - 4,*C03*X*X*X + CO4*X**4 
P5 f 1,r5,*CO¶*X+1~,*~02*X*X~10,*C03*X**3~~~~~~4*X**4-C05*X**~ 
P6 m 1,-6,*CO1*X+1~,*CO2*X*X~20,*C03*X**3+iS,*C04*X**4~ 
6,*CO5*X**5tCO6*X**6 
FlPHM 3 PHIi? + 683wFHXfl+P3 
F/PRY = FlPRM + BB~*PHIB*P~ 
F3PRM = FZPRM t BRSwPHTB+PS 
F4PRM = F3PRM + BB6*PH1B*P6 
182 
t! 
FBNB = FBN@ + Pi-Jr@ 
FCllNi 8 FONl + PHT@J+X 
F0N2 ;I FONZ + PHIBUXUX 
FIN0 8 FlN@ + FlPRM 
FlNl a FlNl t FIPRMuX 
FIN2 * FlNP + FlPRMuXuX 
FIN3 13: FlNl + FlPRM*X++3 
F2N0 8 F2NB + FZPRM 
F2Nl * F2Nl + F?PRM+X 
F2N2 s ~‘2N2 + F2PRMrXrX 
F2N3 = P2N3 + F2PRMuXw3 
F2N4 = F2N4 + F2PRMwXw+4 
F3Nti = F3NR + FJPRM 
F3Nl = F3Nl + F3PRMuX 
F3u2 r ~3bs + F3eRM+XyX 
F3N3 = F3fd3 + F3PRMuXuu3 
F3N4 a F3N4 t F3QRM+Xww4 
F3N5 = F3NS + F3PFf~wXwS 
F4NiJ = F4Hfl + F4PRM 
FIN1 s F4Nl + F4PRHuX 
F4N2 s F4N2 + F4PRMwXuX 
F4N3 D F4N3 + F4PR~wXou3 
P4N4 s F4N4 + F4PRM+Xw+4 
F4N5 = F4bS + F4PRi’!+X++5 




































HIPASS BUTTERWORTH FILTER DESIGN, SUBROUTTNE 
INPUTS ARE CUTOFF C3mDR) FREQUENCY FC ,fN HERTZ, 
SAMFLING INTERVAL T fN S?!COrJDS, AND 
NUMBERNS OF FILTFR SECTIONS, 
~JTPUTS ARE NS SETS OF FILTERED COEFFICIENTS, I&, 
A(K) THRU CiK) FOR K+l THRU NS, AND 
10 PAIRS OF FREQUENCY AND POWER GAIN, I,E:, 
GRhK) AND GRC2.K) FOR Ksl THRU 10 
NOTE ‘J’HAT dfK],E(KI,e(K) AND GRC2,10) MUST BE DrMF$NSfONED 
IN CALLING PROGM: 
THE DIGITAL FXIJTER HAS NS SECTTONS IN CASCADE, TpE KTH 
SECTION HAj THE TRANSFER FIJNCTION 
TJ-JlJS IF F/M) ANDGCM) ARE THE INPUT AND OUTPUT OF THE 
KTH SECTfON AT TIME M+T, THEN 
SURROUTINE HPDES(FC,T,NS) 
COMMON/CC/A13l,B13),C(3~,~R(2,1B)rFo 
PI 0 3.1415926536 
WCP t SfN(~C+PI*T)/COSCFCwPZ+T) 
DO 120 Ktl,NS 
CS 8 COSCFLOAT(2+CK+NS)-l)++PIiFLOATC4*NSII 
ACKI 3~ l:/~l.+WCPwWCP-2.+wCP*CS) 
R(K) I 2,+PWCP+WCP-l,)+AfK) 
C(K) ICI (l,+WCP*WCP+2.*WCP+CS)~A(K) 
DO 130 K=ltiO 
GFf2,K) = .01+.98rFLOAT(~m~)/9; 
X I: ATA~CWC~~Cl./GR~2,Kl-l.~~~C-l.~F~OAT(4+NS~~~ 























PROGRAM ITEM38 ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE TASK 
ITEM 3r PARTS 5 AND 6, PHASE LX OF ATMOSPHERIC TURR, 
PROGRAM READS DATA FILE j 
AUkOF- A?JTOCORRELATION FN FROM ATURB4 
AUTF~- AUTOCORRELATION PRODUC,ES WITH W+w21 FROM 
MODIFIED VFRSTON OF ATURB4 
PROGRAM PRODUCES DATA FILESi 
RSTGF- VALUES OF R (j1GMA SQRD F), PART 5 ITEM 3 
PHIF- VALUES OF PHI OF F, PART 6, ITEM 3 
REQUIRES SIJDROUTINi5 CFFTl 
RUN PROGRAM ATURRQ TO DETERMINE PHI L, R L&ID PHI L , 
R L FOR SQUARED W(T) VALUES (SEE MARK@s NOTES TTEMJ) 
RUN ITEM2 TO DETERMINE SIGMA SQRD AND L . 
DIMENSfON RWHC0/13003,RWH2C0/13001 
DIMENSION AUTC0/50001 
INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS 
TYPE 1 FC (filter cut-off frequency) 4+ A_ 
FORMATC/lX,‘INPUT DELX’,/$) 
ACCEPT 1750,DFLX , 
FORMATC3G) 
READ IN AUTOCORRELATrON FN; 
CALL IFILE (20,‘AUTOFi) 
READC20,9001 
READC2@,1950)FLE 
FORMATOIX, ‘AJJTOCORRELATION OF’, /1X, 
iHIGH PASS FYLTERED NON.Hi?MOGFNEOUS SAMPLEi,/lX, 





FORMATC/lX,‘<W OF L(X)+&25 8 i,Fl2;4) 
READC20,381)XAOFF,MAOFF 
FORMATC/lX,’ TRUCATION POINT WA&G,; METER&/IX, 
iWHICH CONTAINS i,T7,i pOfNTSi) 
READC20,1952? 
FORMATC//lX,‘PRINTOUT OF THE VALUES OF THE AUTOCORRELATfON’, 
/lX,0X1’X’rl2X,’ RL *,9X, iRL/RBi) 
DO 1823 Xw?J,MAOFF 
READf20,1915)DEL,RWHCJ~,YY 
FORMATClXp3C2X,G)l 
END FILE 28 
TYPE 4324,RWHCMAOFFl 
187 
4324 FORMATC i RWHtMAOFF) P~,G)’ 
C. 
C READ IN AU$OCORRELATION FN, OF SQUARED W(T) 
C 





iHIGH PASS FILTERED AND SQUARED NQN-HO~OCENEOus SANFtEi,/lX, 
























DO 1824 Iaff,MAoFF 
READ120,1915)DEL,RWH2[I),yY 
END FILE 2@ 
TYPE 4325,RWH2(MAoFF] 
FORMATt ’ RWHZCMAOPF) +i,G) 
READ IN SIGMA SQRD, t (AFTER RUNNING ITEM23 
TYPE 111 
FORMATC' INP!JT SIGMA SORD, L',/$) 
ACCEPT 2,SfGF,AL 
FORMATCIZG? 




FORHATC’ FOR SIGMA SQrJARED l i,G,* AFib AL mi,G) 
WRITEt20,1954) 
FORMATCh/’ XI’,7X,iRSfGFi) 
SIGF2 = SfGli’MIGF 
DO SSS Ts0,MAOFF 
x1 = DELx*I 
RSTGF s SfGF~+RWH2C~?/(RWH(0)w+2+2raRwWorRWY(J)) 
IF (RSIGF,LT,, @sfli) GO To 501 
WRTTEt28,2)XI,RSIGF 
END FILE 20 
DO PART er P#I(SXGF) 
TYPE 3 













PI l 3.141592654 
RWH02 = RWH(B?*RWH(B) 
FTMl 8 HPTmDELX 
DO 13 Jt0,MPTS 
ARC m DELX+J 
CC 8 PI+ARG/FTMl 
DD 8 l,rARG/FTMl 
EE = ABscSINiCC,) 
WIND0 * EE~QItDD+COS(CC? 
RTP i RWH02+2,+RWHCJ?+RWH(J) 
AUT(P*J) 3 [CRNH2(J)rRTP)/RTP)*WINDO 
M2PWR w MPtiRMtl 
M2PTS U Z+MPTS 
FT2M = 2;WF'TMl 
MMINl 8 MPqSwl 
DO 14 JK~~,MMINI 
KK a MZPTSiJK 
AUT(2"KK) * AUT(2+JK? 
DO 521, Ktlf2wM2PTS-1,2 
AUT(K) = 0.0 
COMPUTE SMOOTHED POWER SPECTRUM 
CALL CFFT(M2PWR,M2PTS,AlrT,2) 




FORMAT(//lX,~SMOOTHED POWER SPECTRUM PHI OF SIGMA SQRD F(K)') 
WRITF(20,1986?MPTS,FTMl 
FORMAT(/lX,IS,' DATA POINTS WERE USED IN M L 'rFl6.4, FT,j) 
WRITE(2~,19RS)RWH(B) 
FORMATC' RWH(0) ;r ',G) 
ADD TO FORMAT STATEMENT 901 
WRITE(20,902) c/(X,' WITH FILTER CUT-OFF=', 
MHALF = MPTS/2 G/M**-l')] 
M41 8 MHALF-1 
DELK 8 l;/FTZM 
DO 56 Iq0pM41 
DEL = DEtK*I 
XX m AUT(2teI)*FT2M*SIGF+SIGF 
K 1 MHALFtI 
DEL2 8 DELK+K 
YY % AUT(2#K)+FT2MwSIGF+SIGF 
WRITEC20,903)DEL,XX,DFL2,YY 
DEL3 m DELK+MPTS 
22 = AUTc2aMPTS)+FTZM+SIGF*SIGF 
W~ITE(20,90B)DEt3,22 
















FORMATt//lX,'&RINTOUT OFyALUE~ OF THE SMOOTHFni, 
i POWER SPECTRUM;,/+X, iK’, 10X, 'SP$ VAtUE',8X, 'K CONTD;, 
4x,‘SPS VALUE $ONTb',/) 
FOR~?T(29X,F10.4,3X,Cl2:4) 
FORMAT(//IXliDATA FILE CREAT&0 BY PROGRAM ATDR84C) 
FORMATtlX,F10,6,3X,E12;4,3X,Fl0~~,3X,El2;4~ 
FORHATC//lft,f6,i DATA POINTS WERE: uSED IN 2t.1 w i,F1S,4, 
i METER’,/lX,fS,i DATA POINTS WERE USED IN H 4 QFi6;4, 
6 METER') 
FORMAT(//l&I6,@ ZEROS WERE ADDED Tb DATA;) 
FORMATf//l!t,iHEAN vALUE.OF~WfX, t i,El$,$,+ M/SEC’,/lX, 
iMEAN SO: ItACUE 8 ‘,E~S,S,’ fM/SEC3*+2’) 
























FORMAT[’ INPUT ALPHwH,ALPHW 18 VALUES) @I/S) 
ACCEPT P,A~PH~~tl~,ALP~W~ll 
4CCEPT ~,ALPHWHC~)~ALPHW~?I 
ACCEPT 2, aLPHWHC3),ALPHyC31 
ACCEPT ~,ALPHWH(~I,ALPHW~~) 
ACCEPT 2, ALPHWHCS),ALPH~CS) 
ACCEPT 2,ALPHWH(6)rALPHWf$) 




FORMATC; INPUT SIGMA SQRD F id) 
ACCEPT 2rSIG 
AK q (SIG/ALPHWHi2))+w.S 
00 100 K 8 1,e 
ALWFCK) = CAK~@K)*ALPHWH(K) 
ALWSI0) a 1.0 
DO 110 N t I,8 
SUM 8 Q.0 
DO 12(n KeQ,N-1 
CALL FAClCN,K,ANK) 
SUM $ SUM + ANK+ALWF/NIK,WALWS(K) 
ALWSlN) E ALPHWCN) I SUM 
COMPUTE PRO8 DENSITY FN 
TYPE 8 
FORMAT(' PROB OEYSLTY FN:i) 
DELWS s ,le[SQRT(4LpHWH[7)rAtPHWHlf)+ALPHWHil))) 
SXGWS P ALwSC2)++,5 
TWOSG = 2,iSfGWSwSIGWS 
Cl 8 l;/CC~;~3,14159265)w~.5*SIG~S) 
SIG3 8 SIGwS*+3 
SIG4 D sfGws**4 
sZC2 a SIGwS*+;I 
DO 130 Io0,IQB 
ws 8 DELWS+L 
ws2 8 ws+wi!l 
ws3 8 WSPWWS 
WS4 8 WS3WWS 

















PRORCII 8 ~1~EXPCEX,~(Cl~~CALWS(3)*(WSJ/dIG3- 
~;~WS/SICWS)/C6:+STG3))+C(CALWS~4)~$IG4)-3~)* 
iWS4/SIC4~6;*WS2/sXG2+3,))/24,)) 
GAMl s ALWJC~)/CALWSC~)+~~~~/~~)) 
G&M2 r CALQSC4)/CAtwS(2)ww2))-3, 
PRINT OUT VALJJES OF Pl?OBABfLITYE 
CALL OFILEt20,iPROBi) 
WRITE(20,900) 
FORHATCi DATA FILE CREATED BY PROGRAM XTEMQ*,/lX, 
, ATMOSPHERIC TJJRBULENCE TASK, PHASE II') 
WRITEC20,90l)SIG 
FORMATC~ FOR SSGMA SQRb F m,,G,/#lX,'THE VALUES OF ALPHA ', 
i0F Ws AREi,) 
DO 170 Nml.8 
wRXTE(20,902)N,ALWSiN) 
FORMATCi N d,13,iAtPHA ws t',G) 
WRfTE(20,903) 
FORMAT(//lX,'THE PROBABILITY DENSTTY FN, ISi; 
/7X,'WS~,l3X,'PCWS)~) 
DO l8B Ia0,100 




F0R~~ATC//t~,'COEFFICIENT bF SKEWNESS d,G,/lx, 























PROGRAM MOkENT ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE PHASE II 
ITEM 4 Parts 1-4 




READ SN WC*) BATA 
TYPE 1 
FORMATC; INPUT NO, OF OATA POINTS’,S) 
ACCEPT 2, NPTS 
;;;;AT”G’ 
FORMAT(i INPlrT DATA RECbRD NAME h) 
ACCEPT 4, FtE 
FORMAT 
READ IN FILE AND CONVERT TO METERS 
CALL IFXLE120rFLE) 
NXl = NPTS/4 
no 550 ft(d,~Xlrl 
READC20,5~2lw~Xl,YCI+~Xl~,WCt+2*NXi)rWiT+~*NXl~ 
W(ItNX1) 8 Wil+NXl)+;304A 
w(tt2*NX11 8 W(J+2+NXtl*f304A 
w(‘I+3*NXl) I W(I+3+NXl)+.3048 
W(I) 8 wIIJ*:3048 
FORMATCACE15.~~~ 
END FILE 20 
SUBTRACT OUT MEAN 
WRAR I 010 
DO 610 JJ t 0rNl?TS-1 
WPAR = WRARtw(JJ) 
WPAR = WBAd/FtOATCNPTS) 
PO 611 Xo@,NPTSw¶ 
WcI) = WcI)-WBFR 
COMPUTE BINS 
CALL PJNfW) 
cc COMPUTE MOMENTS OF W(T) 
BINHF = BfNW/2; 





















FORNATC’ l”OMENTS OF W(X) 3) 
no 10 Kol,8 
SUM 8 0.0 
DO 20 J=l,NRIN2 
wM?Dl = (YXNW~JRBINHF)~~K 
WMTD2 = (BfNW*l=J)+BINHF)+wK 
SUM = SUM + WM.ID~*BINI[J? + WMfD2+BXNZCJ1 
ALPHWIK) = SUh[TOTAIr 
TYPE 9flt,K,ALPHW(K) 
FORb?AT(’ K 0’#13,’ ALPHW 3 ;,G1 
FILTER W~TI AND COMPUTE M~MEWTS 
FILTER W(T) 
TYPE 9 
FORMAT(~ INPUT C!JT-0%~ FREQ,SAMPLINC INTERVAL,~ 
iNO, OF FILTER SCCTIONSi,jSl 
ACCEPT 2,FC,TS,NS 
CALL HPDEStFC,TS,NSI 
PO 140 Nrl,NS+l 
DO 140 Mo1,2 
F(N,M) 8 ti:0 
no ISi? M+B,NPTS-1 
F(l,3) = Wtfl1 
DO 16@ N=l,Ns 
TEMF = A(N)+(FiNr3)~2.*FIN,2)tF(N,l)) 
F(Ntl,3) = TEMP-BCN)+FCNil,ZbCCN)*F(N+lrl) 
DO 170 Ns1,NSt-l 
DO 17@ Mb-l,2 
F(N,Mq) o F(N,MMtll 
w(M) 0 F(Ns+l,Jl 
MOMENTS OF WH 
TYPE 5 
FORMAT(' MQMENTS OF FILTERED We) 
C 
no 30 K+l,B 
SUM = Q9 
PO 40 J I l,NBXN2 
WMXDl = (BjNW*J-BINHF)*wK 










SUM 8 SUM + WMXDl#BTNl(J~ + WMXDZ+BLNPCJI 
4tPHWHIK) 8 SUM/TOTAL 
TYPE 9@?,K,ALPHWYCK) 
FORMATI' K 8’113,’ AtPHWH &G) 
COMPUTE WH**Z, PART 3 
Do 50 ltoB,NPTS-1 
Y(I) = wfIl+wcxl 
COMPUTE BINS 
TYPE 6 
FORMAT(i CQMPIJTE MOMENTS FOR WwWd) 

















DO 60 K=t,# 
SUM 8 @,0 
no 70 J=i,h~Nl 
WMTD = (PXNW¶*J~BINHF)~+K 
SUM 8 SUM + WMID+BTN3(J) 
AI,PWVi?(K) s SUM/TOT1 
TYPE 903,K,AtPWH2(K) 
FORMAT(i K r’,13,’ ALPHW2 ai,61 
PARTB, MOMENTS DC SIGMA SQRD F 
D(1) = 1.: 
D(2) = 3: 
D(3) 8 15, 
D(4) = 105; 
D(5) = 945, 
D(6) = 1e3iis: 
D(7) * 1.35f35, 
D(8) 8 2028025, 
TYPE 9fl5 
FORMAT(; COMPUTE MOMENTS bF SIGMA SORD Fi) 
TYPF 7 
FORMAT{' INPUT STG SQRD F i,S) 
ACCEPT 2,SIG 
DO 80 Ntlr8 
AtSfGCN) P [(SLG/ALPWH21~]3++NI*ALPWH2CN)/nlNl 
TWPE SB$,N,ALSIGfN) 


















YMID w AKIt 
DO 201 Jai,9 
R(J) m -Y(J)**2 
A(J) II XCJ9 
DO 25 Ka4,6 
A(K) UF YJK-3) 
A(71 m I, 
Al81 I l? 
AC91 I 1. 
KK I 0 
IF (KK.EQ.1) TYPE 5X8 
FORMATCb K I 1 IN SXMQ? iING1JLAR SOLUTION * BAD') 
D I 8(l) 
E * B(21 
F I B(3) 





















IF (AKf(21;EQ,AKI(3)1 A_KZ y AKI(2) 
IF (AKI(P).EQ,AKTt3)) GO To 4(6 
DO 2p1 Jil,3 
R(J) SI -Y(J)**2 
A(d) 8 AKICJ) 





A(8) 8 1, 
AC91 = 1: 
KK 8 0 
CALL SIMQ(A,B,3,KK) 
IF CKK;EQ,l) TYPE 5lR,XCl)rAK1CllrXP1~ 
FORMATt’ K 8 1 IN SIMQ! SINCVLAR SOLUTION I BAD’,/lX, 
~Xlll~‘,G,~AKI~l)ei,G,~x~l., q ‘,Gl 
D m B(l) 
E 8 R(2) 
F t RI31 

















YMID m AKIij2) 
DO 291 Jml,j 
8(J) 8 -YcJ)*+2 




DO 25 Km4,i 
A(K) m Y+3) 
At71 l 1, 
A(B) I 1, 
a(9) p 1. 






IF CKK;EQ,l) TYPE 518 
FORMaT(' K n 1 IN SfMQl SINGULAR SOLUTION 8 BADi) 
D c B(l) 
E 8 B(2) 
F I B(3) 
CONST 4 F + DwXPL 
AR21 m (rE m tE*E=4;*CONRT~++,S))2; 
AK22 L C-E + (Ear-Q,*CDNST)**.5)/2. 
DIFl m ARStAKZl-YMID) 
DIP2 m ABStAKZ2-YMTD) 
AKZ 8 AK22 






















PROGRAM PART?. ATMbSPHERIC TURRULENCE TASK 
ITEM lr -PARTS 2,3,4,5,6,7, AND 8: PHASE II OF ATMOS- 
PHERIC TURBULENCE 
MEAN VALUE SURTRflCTED Fp;bn DATA BEFORE COMpfJTXNG $pECTRUM 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FSTIMATTON OF INTEGRAL SCALE OF VERTICAL 
COMPONENT ilF STATIONARY SAMPLE 
READ8 IN PSD FROM FILE pHILK (PRODUCED By ATURH2,F4) 
PRODUCES DATA FILEsi 
LG: VALUES 6F LGiKlL) PART4,ITEMj 
PHIXIt VALUES OF&PHI PF ri(%I,- VONIKARMEN AUTO- 
CORRELATION FN,, eAR'f 7, ITEM 1 
PHfKl VALUES OF PHI OF K(K). PART 0, ITEM 1 
REQUIRES SUBROUTINES CAM AND AK 
SUBR: AK RZOUIRES PARAR, AKDAT, $IMQ 
DIMENSION pHIKT[6500),DVSR(41,E(2B),ALV(201,ALKI2(65001 
DIMENSION W((?/6508) 
INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS 
TYPE I 
FORMAT(/lX,iINPUT NO: OF POINTS TO RE READ, DELK,DELXi,/b) 
ACCEPT 1750,NPTS,DttK,bELX 
FORMATCJG) 
INPUT VALIJES OF PHI OF L(K) 
CALL XFILE (20,iPWItKi) 
RE48(20,900) 
RFAD(2#,950)FLE 
FORMAT(/lX,'pOWEP SpECTRJJM OF PHT OF L(K)i,/lX, 





FORMAT(/lX,'(W OF LcX)*+2, m i,Fl2:4) 
READ(20,952) 
FORMATC//l%,'PRINTOUT OF THE VALlJES OF THE POWER SPECTRUM', 
1 /1X,5XoiK',10X,iPS VALIJE+3XliK CONTD',4XniPS VALUE CONTD'd) 
DO 823 Io@,NPTS 
READ120,9031DEL,W(I),DEL2,YY 
CONTINUE 
END FILE 20 
START PARTO; COMPUTE INTEGRAL $C&LE OF L USING EON FOR E(t) 
TYPE 1500. 



















E(NDX] B E(NDX) d CKIL~[~SUMl/AN)~CW~f)/PHIKT(II))) 
E(NDX) R EtNDX)/AN 
TYPE 1525,NDX,E(NDX) 
FORMATC; ON ',X3,' PASS E d,G) 
PICK NEW L FOR SECOND AND 4TH PASS 
IF (E(NDX)'LT,0,0) ALV(KDX+l) n ALViNOX) + STPL/DVSRCHDXl 
IF (E(NDX):GT,B,B) AtV(NDX+l) = ALV(NDX) - sTPL/DVSRCNDX) 
USE LINEAR INTERPOLATION FOR NDX = 2 OR 4 
JF CNDX,,EO;l) GO TO 1030 
IF (NDX,EQ.3) GO TD 1030 
TYPE 1503 
FORKAT(' ARE THERE ~6s: AND NEG. EwS CY bR N) h8) 
ACCEPT 807,ANS 
FORMATCAS) 
IF CANS.EQ:‘W GO To 1040 
DO LINEAR TNTERPOLATION 
ALV(NDX+l) l (ALV(NDX)w(rE(NDXd))+ALV(NDX-l)eE(NDX))/ 
AN m FLOATiN) 
Cl16 3 II,/& 
DVSRCl) 8 1, 
DVSR(2) e 1,; 
DVSR(3) L! 10. 
DVSRC4) = 10, 
NDX f 0 
NDX 8 KDX + 1 
E(NDX) IC 0',0 
SUM1 = 0;0 
DO 1020 JJll,lJ 
ALKI2(JJ) i (ALVCNDjo+DELK+JJ)++2 
PWJKT(JJl i (1,+18B,f~wALKI2(JJ)~/Cl~+70~78~A~K~2~JJ~)*~C~l6 
SUM1 8 SUM1 + W(JJ)/pHIKT(JJ) 
DO 1010 Isj,K . 1 
GKIL 8 117:97+ALKI2!L)w!l~rl88;7SwAtKX2(I))/, 
1 (E(NDX)-E(KDx-1)) 
TYPE 1502,NDX,ALV(NDX+l) 
1502 FORKAT(' FOR ',12,' PASS INTERPOLATTED L d,G) 
IF (NDX,EQ;2) GO TO 1030 
C 
s 
FINAL L HAS BEEN SELECTED AFTER 4 PASSES 














PART 4 , COMPUTE LG(KI,L) 
CALL OFILE420, 'LG') 
WRITE(20rlS07)ALF . 
FORMATC' OUTPUT OF ITEM 1, PART 4r PHASE 11 ATMO: TURB:', 
1 /lX,kREATi!D BY PROGRAM pAPT2G,/lX, 
2 i FOR L w',G,; KETERSi,/lX,i K~,7X,itGi,7X,~K CONTD%SX, 
3 +LG CONTD') 
NH2 m N12 
DO 1050 11 15 lrNH2 
AK?! IL DELKbIl 
AKIt r! ALF+AKZ ’ 
AK1 t DELKW(NH2+11) 
AKIL3 m ALir;wAKI 
AKTL2 n AKTL+AKIL 
AKILl = AKLL3wAKIL3 
1 
ALG = Ill7~97~AKXL2+Cl.r~8~~75~~K~L2))/ 
Ccl,,~0,78+AKrL~)~~l.+~~~,75*AKIL2)) 




END FILE 20 
TYPE 1506 
FORMAT0 CONTINUE OR ABORT? (C OR A) ',$) 
ACCEPT 807,GOON 
IF CGOON.EO,@A~) GO TO 9999 
DO PART S 
SIG2 8 0,0 
DO 1060 111,N 
SIG2 m sIG2 + W(I)/(ALF~PHXKT(I)) 
SIG2 rSIG2/AN 
TYPE 1508rBIG2 




TF (GOON;Et$/A') GO TO 9ggg 
















FORMAT(/lX,iOUTPUT FOR PART 7 bF ITEM 1,PHASE fI',/lX, 
iCALCULATIONS OF VON-KARMEN AUTOCORRELATION FNi,/lX, 
'SIGMA SQRD P',G) 
WRXTE(20rl511) 
,FORRAT(' XI',5X,'pH~(XI)~,SX,iXT CONTDi,SX,'PHX(XI) CONTD') 
PI 3 3.!41$9265 
c43 = 4.13, 
.CALL GAM(Cllb,Gl; 
CALL CAM(C43,G2) 
GAR13 a 2.676393853 
BETA 8 2.*Cl~(PI~*.5)/C5~+G2) 
ARC x BETA/ALF 
Cl3 = 1'13; 
C23 CT 2,/3, 
Cl3 m 1.13, 
CONST = SX42w(2,*+C23)/GAMl3 
DO 1070 3rl,NH2 
El. E DELXwT 
E2 = DELXwiX+NHZI 
ETA 8 El+ARG 
ETA2 8 EP+APG 





PHIK c CONST+CETA+~Cl3)+iAKl-AK2+ETe/2:) 
PHIKZ = CONST+t(ETA2++Cl3I+(AK3wAK4++ETA2/2~~ 
WRTTE(20rl505) El,PHfK,E2,PHTK2 
FORRATC' ETA c&G,' WHICH IS OUT OF RANGE FOR AK SUBR;i) 





FOFMATC/IX,'OUTPUT FOT PART 9 OF IT&M x, PHASE IXi,;lX, 
iCALCLlLATIONS OF PHI K WTTH L d,G,'AND SIG SQRD m',G) 
WRfTFC20,1514) 
FORMAT(; K',5X,iPR~K',7~,iK CONTDi,5X,iPNXK CbNTDi) 
CONS1 8 SXG2*ALF 
STEP D DELK+ALF 
NPTS2 m NPTS/2 
DO 10l30 Iol,NPTS2 
AK0 m DELKeI 
AK1 x DELKr(ItNPTS2) 
AK2 I (STEP+I)r(STEp+I) 
AK4 8 CSTEPw(ItNPTS2))w+2 
PHIK 8 CONSla(l;tl~a.75wAK2)/(Cl~+~0~78*AK2)~~~ll6) 


















END FILE 2pi 
FORMAT(//lti,'DATA FftE CREATED BY PROGRAM ATURB?‘J 
FORMAT(//l&,'DATA FILE CREATED RY PROGRAY PART2’) 
FORMATC1X,~10,6,~X,El2.4,3X,Fl0,~,3XIEiZ,4~ 
FORMAT(//l&f6,i DATA POTNTS WERE USED IN 2L 8 ‘,FX5,4r 
i METER*,/fX,IS,i DATA Ph'JTS WEdE USED IN M 8 %Fl6;4, 
i METER&) 
FORMATC//l~,fb~' ZEROS jW,RE APDED TO DATA41 
FORMATC29X,Pl0r4r~X,El2.~~ 
FORMAT(//lX,'M!IAN VALUE OF WC%) m rlE15,5~’ M/SEC@I/IXI 



















PROGRAM ITEMZ, ATMOSPHERIC TURBJJLENCE TASK 
ITEM 21 PART 5, PHASE IX OF ATMOS- 
PHERIC TURBULENCE 
MEAN VALUE SUBTRACTED FROM DATA BEFORE COMPUTING SPECTRUM 
COMPONENT WITH LOW FREQUENCY CONTAMINATION 
DATA FXIJES READ BY PROGRAM ARE: 
PHILKi INPUT PSD FROM ATJJRB'L',FQ 
DIMENSION WC0/13000),ALCl5),SIG2(15) 
INPUT INITIAL PARAMETERS 
TYPE 1001 




FORMATCi IS RECORD TRANSVERSE OR LONGITUDXONAL (T OR L) %S) 
ACCEPT 807,WHICH 
FORMATCAS) 
TNPUT VALUES OF PHI OF L(K) 
CALL IFILE (2kbipHXLKi) 
READ[20,900) 
READC20,95@)FLE 
FORMAT(/lX,iPOWER SpECTRlrM OF PHI OF L(K)',/lX, 





FORMATI/lX,'(W OF L(X)*+2> a %F12,4) 
READ(20,952) 
FORMAT(///X,'PRINTOUT OF THE VALUES OF THE..POWER SPECTRUM'l 
/lX,5X,~K',l0X,iPS vALUEi,8biK CONTD ',r)X,'Ps VALUE CONTD'r/) 
HHALF r NPTS/Q 
MS! c MHFLF-1 
PO 823 frB,M51 
KC MHALF+I 
IF CK,GE,M41) KwM41+1 
READ(20,9%3)DEL,W(X),DEL2,W(K) 
END FILE 20 
TYPE 1500 






















FORMATC* INPUT J,L i,$) 
ACCEPT 1752,J,ALiJ) 
JMAX t 3 
DO PART 5 
AN = FLOAT(N) 
Cl16 R 11,#6, 
CS6 * 5,/6: 
SIGP(J) ~lr 0.0 
DO 1060 IvKL,KU 
ALK12 t [AL(J)+DELKwI)+w3 
PHfK a 2:/Cl;t70:78~ACKI2)w+e56 
IF (WHICH,EQ~CT')PHIKrCl~~18~~75~ALK121/ 
Cl:+7%,70+ALKI2nwC116 
SIGZfJ) L sIG2CJ) + WcI);iALCJ~+PHTK) 
SfG2CJ) =SIGZCJ)/AN 
TYPE 15%8,J,SIG2(J) 
FORMATC' FOR J r',b3ri SXG2 ri,G) 
TYPE 1502 
FORRAT(' PICK ANOTHER J,L (Y OR N) ;,$) 
ACCEPT 8%7!AJL 
IF (AJL;EQ.;Y'l GO TO 101% 
FORRATC//~X,'DATA FILEiC~EATED BY PROGRAM ATURBJ') 
FORMATClX,Fl0,b~3X,El2.4,3X,F~0.6,3X,El2,4~ 
FORRATC//lXIL6,'.DATA POINTS WERE USED IN 2L 8 ',Fl5,4, 
: RETER~,/JX,IS, * DATA POINTS WERE USED IN M = i,Fi6;4r 
' METER') 
PORMATt//Ij(,Iti,’ ZEROS WERE ADDED TO DATA"! 
FORMAT(//lti,'MEAN VALUE OF W(X) a ';El5,5, M/sEC?,/lX, 





SURPQUTINE SIMP, USES sIMpsONiS RULE TD DO INTEGRALS: 
H 8 SPACING BETWEEN VALUES 
NPTS 8 NO, QF POINTS TD RE COVERED, WmARPAY Ci)NT- 








APG m H/3, 
msi s a.0 
DO 18 TB$,NPTS-3,2 
ANSl 8 ANSI f 4,wWCt) 
AN!j2 L 0;a 
DO 11 Ia2,NPTS-212 
ANS2 a ANS2 + 2,jbwCIl 









SUBROUTIYE SIMP, USES SIMPSON'S RULE TO DO INTEGRALS: 
A = STARTING VALUE, 8s END VALUE, H 3 SPACING BETWEEN 
VALUES, NP’i’s 8 NO, OF POINTS TO RE CQVERED, W+ARRAY$ONTk 
AINING VALUES TO BE YNTEGRATED, ANS c INTEGRAL OF W(I) 
SURRWTfNE SIMP(A,R,H,YPTS,ANSl 
COMM0N/SG/w(0/65537~ 
ARG m H/3, 
ANSl s 6.43 
DO 1Q frl,NPTS-3,2 
ANSl m ANSI + 4,+Wf2wIl 
AN82 8 010 
DO 11 fm2,NPTSo2,2 
4NS2 s ANS2 t 2.wWC2*1) 





, . . . . . ,, .., 
PURPOSE 




DEs;RIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
II MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS STORED COLUMNWISE, THESE ARE 
DESTROYED IN THE COMPUTATION, THE SIZE OF MATRIX A IS 
N BY N, 
B I VECTOR OF ORIGINAL CONSTANTS (LENGTH N), THESE ARE 
REPLACED BY FLNAL SOLUTION VALUES, VECTOR X, 
N - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS AND VARIABLES, N MUST BE ,GT, ONE, 
KS - OUTPUT DIGIT 
0 FOR A NORMAL SOLUTION 
1 FOR A SINGULAR SET OF EQUATIONS 
REMARKS 
YATRIX A MUST BE GENERAL, 
IF MATRIX IS SINGULAR , SOLUTION VALUES ARE MEANINGLESS, 
AN ALTEHNATTVE SOLUTION MAY BE OBTAINED BY USING MATRIX 
INVERSION (MINV] AND MATRIX PRODUCT (GMPRD), 
SUBROUTlNES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD 
METHOD OF SOLUTION IS BY ELIMINATION USING LARGEST PIVOTAL 
DIVISOR, EACH STAGE OF ELIMINATION CONSISTS OF INTERCHANGING 
ROWS wHGN NECESSARY TO AVOID DIVISION BY ZERO OR SMALL 
ELEMENTS, 
THE FORIUAPD SOLUTION TO OBTAIN VARIABLE N IS DONE IN 
N STAGES, THE BACK SOLUTION FOR THE OTHER VARIABLES IS 
CALCULATED BY SuCCESSXVE SUBSTITUTIONS, FINAL SOLUTION 
VALUES ARE DEVELOPED IN VECTOR !3, WITH VARIABLE 1 IN B(l), 
VARIABLE 2 IN B(2),,,,,,,,,, VARIABLE N IN B(N), 
IF NO PIVOT CAN BE FOUND EXCEEDING A TOLERANCE OF 0.0, 
THE MATRIX IS CONsIDhED SINGULAR AND KS IS SET TO 1, THIS 











DO 30 IsJ,N 

































DO 65 IXmJY,N 
IXJ=IOStIx 
ITsJ-IX 























_. -.,,_.. __ - ._-.--- 
c <RFISRER,TRAP~,F~~~ lrNovm77 10t09r04 EPfT BY RFIBHER 
sUnROUTINE TRAPOCAJ) 




AI 8 0.0 
DO 1B I+l,NXIH-1 
10 AI 8 AI + AI2ICIl 
AI 8 ;5*AI21(0) + .S*AI2I(NXJHl + Af 








C ~RFISH~R>TRAP$,Fd;l liNov.7; ¶0809:04 EDIT RY RFISHER 
SUBROUTINE TRAPSCAI) I 




AI 8 0.0 
DO 10 Iml,NXXHl-1 
AI = 81 + AISICI) 
AI i ,5*AI$310) t .5*AISfiNXIHl1 + AI 
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